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RF

GAIN

SIGNAL STRENGTH

FINE

TUNING
0

TAE

by Chris Barlow
* Receives Speech (SSB, DSB, AM) and Morse (CW
* Choice of Amateur band, 160 metre - 10 metre

* Reduction drive 'Vernier' tuning
* Tuned Active front end
* Signal strength meter
* Buffered RF Oscillator output
* On -board Voltage regulator and Audio power
amplifier
Specification of
Prototype

AF Specifications
Bandpass:

2.8kHz at -6dB
(175Hz - 3kHz)

RF Specifications (80 Metre version)

Dynamic range:
Signal to Noise:
Power Output

90dB
40dB

into 811:

1W RMS

Distortion:
Tape Output:
Headphone Output:

1%

Tuning Range:
Frequency Stability:

Sensitivity:

3.490MHz - 3.810MHz
Less than 100Hz/hour
drift after 30 minute
warm-up
0.1µ.V for a
readable signal

0.30 or less for 10dB
Oscillator Output:

2

(S+N)/N
450mV RMS off load
100mV RMS into
50f I load

100mV RMS into 4714/

80. - 32fl Mono/Stereo

DC Specifications
Unregulated
Power Input:
Regulated
Power Input:
Quiescent Current
at 12V:
Current at
full Output:

15 - 20V

Introduction
The receiver described In this article has
been designed to have many of the features
found on sophisticated ready-made short
wave radios. The cost of such radio equipment is generally quite high and this can
discourage newcomers to the hobby. However, good results can be achieved using
relatively simple home -constructed receivers
of the direct conversion design. This type of
receiver has the advantage of simplicity of
construction and ease of alignment, with the
minimum of test gear.
The frequency range of the short wave
bands start as low as 1.7MHz and extends up
to 30MHz. To include all these bands on one
receiver would present switching and tracking
problems that would result in a compromise in
performance. For this reason it was
decided that the receiver would cover only one
its

band, but which one? Within the short wave
spectrum there are segments allocated to
amateur radio operators. These are people
located all over the world pursuing the hobby
of long distance communication using privately owned radio equipment.
There are six main amateur bands, with

10.5 - 14V

the addition of three new ones, and the choice
of band is entirely up to you. However, the 80

147mA

metre band, admittedly not the best band for
long distance reception will provide European
stations after dark and British amateurs during
daylight hours. When conditions are favourMaplin Magazine September 1988

295mA

able and a suitable aerial is used, stations
from further afield can be received, such as
America, Africa and Australia. A popular
higher frequency band is 20 metres, however
this and even higher bands are affected by
changes in world wide environmental conditions of the upper atmosphere. This tends to
leave them inactive or 'dead' for much of the
time and this fact should be taken into
consideration when choosing the tuning pack
associated with this project. A complete list of
the HF amateur bands showing the relevant
tuning pack you should use is shown in Table
1. DON'T FORGET TO ORDER THE TUNING
PACK WHEN ORDERING YOUR RECEIVER
KIT.

Direct Conversion
A direct conversion receiver achieves in
conversion operation what a
superhet achieves in two or more. This is done
by mixing the incoming RF signal in a
non-linear device with a locally generated RF
carrier close to the frequency of the incoming
one

signal

signal. One of the resulting products is the
audio modulating frequency when receiving
single sideband (SSB) or a beat frequency
when receiving morse code (CW). This audio
signal is then filtered out from the other
unwanted mixer products and amplified,
forming the audio output of the receiver.

RERIRLL

INPUT FILTER
AND

C6 and C7 provide yet more supply de coupling for the rest of the circuit. For the

unit.

by one half of IC2. The voltage reference
The receiver has two DC power inputs,

unregulated. If using the
regulated input, the voltage must be between
regulated

the regulator RG1. This will be in the order of
15 to 20V and RG1 will stabilise this voltage to
12V. It is most important that the DC supply be
connected in the correct polarity, with the
positive (+V) going to the centre pin of the DC
connector SK1 or SK2.
When the power switch S1 is turned on

the supply is connected to the main de coupling capacitor C3 and the front panel
indicator LD1. LP1 is a wire -ended filament
bulb mounted behind the signal strength
meter to provide back illumination. The +12V
supply then feeds a second voltage regulator,
RG2, which is a variable output type and is set
to produce +8V by the resistors R2, 4, 5 and
RV1. The preset RV1 is a 22 -turn cermet type,
which is used when setting up the highly

AF PRE -AMPLIFIER
1/2 IC2

1/2 1C3 = LOWPASS
1/2 IC3 - HIGHPR55

and

10.5 to 14V from an external DC regulated
supply or batteries. When using the unregulated input, a mains adaptor such as the
unregulated 1A (YM85G), set to its 12V
output, will supply the necessary voltage to

ICI

iv AUDIO bANOPO55
FILTER

accurate +8V varicap tuning reference. R3,

In addition to the circuit shown in Figure
2, a block diagram is detailed in Figure 1. This
should assist you when following the circuit
description or fault finding in the completed

PRODUCT DETECTOR

RF AMPLIFIER
TRI,TI.2,3
VCI,2 RV2

EARTH

Circuit Description

RF OSCILLATOR
TR2,T4,VC3
RV3,4,5

METER DRIVER
IC4,Z01,RV6

op -amps to function correctly a half supply
reference must be generated, this is provided

applied to the input of this op -amp is derived
from the two resistors R6 and R7 which form a
potential divider. The op -amp is merely used

a zero gain buffer to provide
impedance half supply, its output
de -coupled by C80.
as

low
being

a

The aerial and earth from SK5 connects
to pins P10,11 on the circuit board. To reduce
the amount of 'out of band' signals reaching
the RF amplifier, a series tuned circuit

comprising of T1 and C10 is used. At its
resonant frequency this circuit has a low
impedance and will allow the RF to pass into
the low impedance winding of T2. However, to
all other frequencies this circuit appears as a
high impedance, thus reducing the level of
unwanted RF energy reaching T2. The output
of T2 is a parallel tuned circuit, with C12, TC1

and the varicap diode VC1 controlling

its

resonant frequency. The RF signals across
this circuit are then applied to the high
impedance 'gate one' input of TR1. The other

gate has a variable DC bias applied to

it,

derived from RV2, R19 and is de -coupled to
RF by C14. As the bias voltage is increased,

OSCILLATOR SUFFER
TRS,B

OSCILLATOR
OUTPUT

SIGNAL STRENGTH
METER

TAPE
OUTPUT

2toRUDIO BRNDPRSS
FILTER

IsT AUDIO AGC
1/2 IC8. COMPRESSOR

1/2 ICS - LOWPASS
1/2 IC5 = HIGHPR55

ZD2,3

LOUDSPEAKER
two AUDIO RGC
1/2 IC6=COMPRESSOR
Z04,5

AUDIO POWER
AMPLIFIER
1C7 RV7

) HEADPHONE
8R - 32R

REGULATED
DC INPUT
+12V

+12V

+12V 50015
VOLTAGE REGULATOR

UNREGULATED
DC INPUT
+15V

RG1

+8V 10015
VOLTAGE REGULATOR
RG2,RV1

0 +811

HALF SUPPLY
1/2 IC2

+6V

Figure 1. Block diagram.
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TEST FREQUENCY 3.55 MHz
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I

I
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I
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3.65
3.7
TUNING RANGE
3.6

I

3.75

I

I

3.85

3.8

3.9

I

3.95

Figure 3. RF filter and amplifier response (80 metre version).

the gain of the amplifier will increase to
provide almost 20dB of gain. The low
impedance winding of T3 is placed in the drain

of TR1 and its output is tuned by C19, TC2
and VC2. The RF signals are then taped off
and fed via C18 to the product detector IC1. A

200

graph showing the tuning and bandpass
response of the prototype 80 metre front end
is illustrated in Figure 3.

The RF oscillator consists of an FET
transistor TR2 and T4 being tuned by C22,
VC3, in the Hartley configuration. The output
is taken from the low impedance winding of T4
and is fed to the product detector via C26. The

output is also taken via C27 to a broad band
buffer, comprising of TR3 and TR4. This
provides a low impedance output for driving
frequency counters or other devices. The DC

)-

The audio output we want is the difference
frequency between the RF signals from the
input amplifier and the output of the RF
oscillator. 101 produces two audio outputs
which are in anti -phase to each other. These
signals are fed via C36, C37 to the inverting
and non -inverting inputs of IC2. This op -amp
is used to produce a high level signal for the
bandpass and compressor circuits.

The audio processor comprises of four
stages, two bandpass filters and two compressor circuits. Each bandpass filter is made

from a lowpass and highpass circuit using a
dual op -amp, the first being IC3 and the
second IC5. The combined effect of these
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bias used to tune the oscillator and RF
amplifier is generated by a chain of resistors.
The high end is set by the value of R8 and fine
tuning is provided by RV3. RV4 is used for the
main tune control, with the 22 -turn preset RV5
and R10 setting the low frequency limit. A plot
of the frequency stability of the prototype 80
metre oscillator is shown in Figure 4.
An MC1496 double balanced mixer 101 is
used to produce the sums and differences of
the two frequencies applied to pins 1 and 10.

100

ZF

DRIFT AFTER 30 MINUTE WARM UP
ROOM TEMPERATURE

TEST FREQUENCY

220C

3.7 MHZ

Figure 4. Frequency stability.

filters can be seen in Figure 5. A compressor
is used to provide an automatic gain control
to reduce the volume differences
between strong and weak stations. The DC
reference produced by the first AGC stage is
used by the meter driver IC4 to indicate the
strength of the signal. RV6 on pin 2 is used to

(AGC)

set the meter zero point and as the voltage on

pin 3 progressively increases from the AGC
stage the meter will show a steadily rising
value. The combined affect of the two
compressors is shown in Figure 6 and the
signal strength meter response in Figure 7.
The output from the second compressor
feeds the final audio product to the tape output

and the AF gain control RV7. The sound

output stage IC7, the LM380, is capable of
driving an 8.11 loudspeaker or 8 to 3212
headphones. Stereo or mono phones can be
used and when plugged into the quarter inch
jack socket JK2 the speaker is automatically
switched out.

PCB Assembly
The PCB

is

a double -sided,

plated -

through hole type, chosen for maximum
reliability and stability. However, removal of a
misplaced component is quite difficult with this

kind of board so please double-check each
component type, value and its polarity where
appropriate, before soldering! The PCB has a
printed legend to assist you in correctly
5

OUTPUT
dB

+2
0

-2
-4
6

-B

-10
-12
-14
-16
-18
-20
-22
-24
-26
-28
-30
-32
-34
-36
-38
-40
-42
-44
-46

10H. 15 20

30 40 SO

100 150 200 300 400

IkHz 1 5 2

3

4

S 6 7 89 10kHz

INPUT FREQUENCY
Figure 5. Audio bandpass filter response.

positioning each item, see Figure 8. The
majority of the components are supplied in the
main kit (LM60Q), but some RF components
+1 0 -

have to be selected from the appropriate
tuning pack for the desired band, see Table 1.

The sequence in which the components
are fitted is not critical. However, the following

instructions will be of use in making these
tasks as straightforward as possible. It is
usually easier

to

start with

the

smaller

components, such as the resistors. Next
mount the ceramic, polyester, polystyrene and

-1 0 -

electrolytic capacitors. The polarity for the
electrolytic capacitors is shown by a plus sign
(+) matching that on the PCB legend.

However on some capacitors the polarity is
designated by a negative symbol (-), in which
case the lead nearest this symbol goes away
from the positive sign on the legend. All the
silicon diodes have a band at one end. Be

- 2 0 -

-30-

sure to position them according to the legend,

where the appropriate markings are shown.
The three varicaps VC1, VC2 and VC3
resemble transistors and you must carefully
match the case to the outline shown on the
legend. Next install all the transistors, matching each case to its outline. The dual gate

-4 0 -

INPUT
dB

MOSFET transistor TR1 is a surface mounting

component and is shown in Figure 9. When

- 5 0 -

fitting the IC sockets ensure that you install the
appropriate one at each position, matching the
notch with the block on the legend. Install 101

to IC7 making certain that all the pins go into
their sockets and the pin one marker is at the
notched end. The RF transformers T1, 2, 3
and T4 will only fit one way, but make certain

-6 0 -

that they are pushed down firmly on to the
surface of the PCB. Next install the three

-7 0-

preset resistors RV1, 5, 6 and the two trimmer
capacitors TC1, 2 and set them all to their half

way positions. Install pins at the test points
-8 0
-4 0

OUTPUT

-30
dB

Figure 6. Input/output transfer characteristics.
6

-20

-10

0

+10

TP1 to TP6 ensuring that you push them fully
into the board. When fitting the 'Minicon'

connectors ensure that the locking tags are
facing inwards, see Photo 1. Finally, mount
the two voltage regulators, RG1 and RG2 in
their correct positions on the board, ensuring
Maplin Magazine
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Figure 7. Signal strength meter response.
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Figure 8. PCB layout.

that you fit RG1 as shown in Figure 15.
This completes the assembly of the PCB

code YTO5F). An internal chassis

and you should now check your work very

has been incorporated in the design, once
again a ready drilled version is available
(YTO4E). However, if you wish to make up
your own box, drilling details for the box and

carefully making sure that all the solder joints
are sound. It is also very important that the
solder side of the circuit board does not have
any trimmed component leads standing proud

by more than 3mm, as this may result in a
short circuit. Further information on soldering
and assembly techniques can be found in the
'Constructors Guide' included in the kit. Photo
2 shows the completed PCB in clear detail.

Final Assembly
The unit is designed to fit in to a metal
case type 2408/160 (Maplin code XJ33L)
which is also available ready drilled (Maplin
September 1988
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is

also

available for this box (XJ41U) and indeed this

the chassis are given in Figure 10. Also shown

in Figure 10 are details of the potentiometer
mounting bracket should you wish to make

your own, this item too is available ready
made (JG47B). Custom made stick -on panels

can be purchased to enhance the final look.
When fitting ensure that the front and back
metal panels of the box are clean then remove
the protective backing from the self-adhesive
decorative trims. Carefully position and firmly

push down using a dry, clean cloth until the

trims are securely in place. Photo 3 shows the
rear trim.

Before fitting the headphone jack JK2
remove its forward facing locating tag. When
installing the two jack sockets, position a pot

washer between the steel chassis and the
back of the front panel, see Figure 11. Next
prepare the four rotary potentiometers by
cutting the shafts to a length of 12mm. When
mounting the AF, RF gain and fine tuning pots
use two nuts as shown in Figure 12. Before
mounting the main tuning control, rotate its
shaft to its fully clockwise position. Then back
it off a small amount to set the wiper onto the
start of the active part of its carbon track. Set
the vernier dial to read 100 and remove the
small bolt at the rear of the dial. Do not remove
7

Receiver
Tuning Range

Amateur
Band
16 M

1.810

-

3.500

-

20.

000MHz

Tunin g

Pack

3.800MHz

40M

7.000 -7100MHz
10.100 - 10.150MHz
20M

R10

C10

C18

C12,13,17,19

C21,22

22k

NOT
FITTED

22k

180pF

100pF

120pF

100pF

3.490 - 3.810MHz

1k

4k7

82k

47pF

27pF

33pF

22pF

6,690 - 7.150MHz

10k

NOT
FITTED

180k

180pF

120pF

100pF

47pF

33pF

100pF

100pF

68pF

68pF

100pF

47pF

47pF

56pF

22pF

22pF

15pF

22pF

1.800 - 2.010MHz

10.000 - 10.500MHz
13.990 - 14.400MHz

18.068 - 18.168MHz

18.000 - 18.500MHz

2

3

KANK
3333R

KANK
3334R

27pF
1k

KANK
3335R

2k2

150k

47pF

4k7

180k

220pF

220k

180pF

1k

21.450MHz

24.890 - 24.990MHz

24.540 - 25.000MHz

-

10M

28.000 - 29.700MHz

A, 27.975 - 28.525MHz
B, 28.475 - 29.025MHz
C, 28.975 - 29.525MHz
D, 29.475 - 30.025MHz

330k

4

KANK
3335R

2k2

1k

27pF

15pF

2k2

20.990 - 21.500MHz

21.000

Polystyrene

R9

14.000 - 14.350MHz

15M

Ceramic Plate

R8

1

80M

1% 0.6W Metal Film
T1,2,3,4

15pF

560k

27pF

Table 1. Band Chart.

Photo 1. Note that the connector tabs face inboard.

the pot shaft retaining bolt, merely slacken it
off enough to allow the shaft to enter the dial.

0

Using M3 hardware,
I

I

TiI

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

T2
I

SOURCE

PCB

COMPONENT
SIDE

mount the bracket

assembly and vernier dial to the front panel,
as shown in Figure 13. Next, install the rest of
the front panel components and secure the
three knobs so that the pointers are at zero
when the controls are set fully -anticlockwise.
The EARTH terminal is mounted directly
onto the back panel, with the insulating

bushes, solder tag and one 4mm washer
being discarded, see Figure 14. Fit the two RF

TRI

3SK88
TRANSISTOR
IDENTIFICATION
Figure 9. Mounting the dual gate mosfet.
8

SOLDER
TRACK

connectors; SK3 is the BNC and SK5 is the
S0239, ensuring that both are tightly secured.
The two 2.5mm power sockets are held in
place using M2 bolts and do not require fixing
nuts as the mounting holes are threaded.
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The PCB assembly is secured to the steel
chassis using 6BA hardware, see Figure 15.
When mounting the voltage regulator RG1
ensure that the mica washer and insulating
bush are correctly positioned. It is not
essential to use heat transfer compound on

this device as it is run well within its safe
working limits.
The loudspeaker is mounted to the top lid
of the case using M4 hardware, as shown in
Figure 16. The nut between the speaker and

the case is used as a spacer to assist the
sound output. This completes the mechanical

assembly of the unit and you should now
check your work very carefully before proceeding to the wiring stage.

Wiring
If you purchase a complete kit from
Maplin it should contain six, one metre lengths

of coloured hook-up wire. No specific colour
has been designated for each wire connection, it is

entirely up to you. The use of

coloured wire

is to

simplify matters, thus

making it easier to trace separate connections
to off -board components, just in case there is
a fault in any given part of the circuit. A wiring

diagram showing all the interconnections is
given in Figure 17. The wire connections to
the PCB are made using 'Minicon' connectors
and the method of installing them is shown in
Figure 18. All the wires to the front panel
components below the internal chassis pass
through a small PVC grommet, see Photo 4.
The connections to the headphone jack

Photo 2. The completed PCB.

socket JK2 and the loudspeaker LS1 are

POT WRSHER

/AT JK1 AND JK2

STEEL CHASSIS

FRONT
PANEL
AND TRIM

REMOVE
TAG

Cc

JK2
HEADPHONE
SHOWN

NUT

SIDE VIEW

Figure 11. Mounting JK1 and JK2.

WASHER

FRONT VIEW
OF JK2

made using 'figure 8' zip cable. Do not forget
to fit the two link wires or the resistors, R76
and R77 on JK2. When wiring the filament
bulb LP1 follow the assembly and mounting
instructions in Figure 19 which shows construction details for a cardboard shroud which
is used to mount the bulb on the rear of the
meter, see Photo 5.
The cable used on SK3 and SK5 has a
semi -conducting polythene sheath between
the braided screen and the inner insulated
conductor. It is most important that the
semi -conducting sheath should not be able to
come into contact with the centre conductor or
anything connected to the centre conductor,

POT WASHER
POT NUT
FRONT PANEL
AND TR IM

POT NUT

12n

ROTARY
POTENT IOMETER
RV2r 3

Photo 3. Rear view.
10

AND

7

Figure 12. Mounting the AF/RF gain and Fine
Tuning pots.
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FRONT PANEL

/ AND TRIM

BACK

GREEN 4 11 M

BOLTS SUPPL I ED

WITH DIAL

VERN I ER

DI AL

PANEL
ASHER

TERM I NAL POST
)

POT MOUNT ING
BRACKET

AINUTS

12mm

R V4

TUNING POT

D I SCRRD THESE
I NSUL RT I NG
BUSHES

0POT
NUT

STEEL
CHASSIS

I TEMS

SOLDER
TAG

0

-l7.119SHER
I

SHAKE WASHER

111 --NUT
M3 x IOmm

WASHER

jaw

BOLT
SHAKE WRSHER

Figure 14. Fixing the earth terminal.

Figure 13. Mounting the Tuning pot.

but that it should be stripped back to the
braiding. Photo 6 shows the connections to
SK3 and SK5.
This completes the wiring of the receiver

and you should now check your work very
carefully making sure that all the solder joints
are sound.

Testing and Alignment
Before you commence testing the unit set
the PCB presets and the front panel controls
to the following positions:

On the PCB
RV1, RV5 and RV6 should be set to their half

way positions. RV1 and RV5 are 22 -turn
cermet presets with a slipping clutch which
should make an audible clicking sound at
each end of their travel. To set them half way,

simply rotate the adjustment screw until the
clicking sound is heard, then reverse the
direction for 11 turns.

On the Front Panel
Set the AF and RF gain controls at zero with
the fine tuning set half way to its zero mark.
Set the vernier to read 100 on its dial and
ensure that the power switch is in the OFF
position.

The power supply used during the test
procedure was an unregulated 1A mains

the ground. However, the aerial you use will
be determined by the available space and the
amateur band you have chosen. The theoretical and practical design of shortwave aerials
is an involved topic which can not be covered
by this article. However, a list of some of the
many books available on this subject is given
at the end. DO NOT connect the aerial to the
receiver until it is called for.

adaptor type (Maplin code YM85G) and it was
set to its 12V output. The polarity switch must

be set for positive (+) on the tip of the plug,

otherwise damage may be caused to the
receiver and power supply when connected. If
you intend to use other power supplies, such
as rechargeable lead -acid or nickel cadmium
batteries, it is STRONGLY recommended that
an in -line 1 amp fuse be placed in the positive
power line. DO NOT connect the power supply
until it is called for during the test procedure.
The aerial used was a 30 metre end fed

6BA NUT
6BA
SHAKE

MICA WASHER

INSULATING
BUSH
M3x10,1,1

BOLT

WASHER

PCB

=78M12.--utim
RG1
1.1.1

long wire at approximately 10 metres above

NUT

SHAKE

3.5elm

6BFIx1Xi INCH

SPACER

STEEL
CHASS IS

WASHER

Figure 15. Mounting the PCB and Regulator.

M4x12mm

BOLT

TOP

M4

SHAKE

WASHER

HALF
OF

COVER
M4

NUT

LSI
LOUDSPERK7llt

Photo 4. Under the chassis.
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Figure 16. Loudspeaker fixing.
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Figure 17. Wiring.

Photo 5. Inside of the front panel.
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To measure the DC voltage, current and
resistance you will need a digital, or electronic
analogue, multimeter with an input impedance
of not less than 10M1/. Other multimeters can

be used but some of the readings obtained
may vary slightly.
The first test is to measure the resistance
at SK1 and SK2. With the meter leads either
way round on the centre pin of the unregulated
power input socket SK1, a reading of greater
than 100kf2 should be present with respect to

the chassis. This reading should drop by a
small amount when the power on/off switch S1
is activated. Repeat this test on the regulated

input SK2, where you should observe the
following readings. With the power switch in its

OFF position and the test meter leads either

When using an RF signal generator to
align the front end, its output is connected to
SK5 the aerial input of the receiver. The level
of RF injection should be set to produce a half
scale deflection on the signal strength meter
when the carrier is tuned in. If the AF gain is

Method 1
When using a frequency counter to set

turned up, an audio tone should be heard

the tuning range, connect its input to the
oscillator output on the back of the receiver

whose frequency will change as the receiver is

tuned across the incoming signal. At the low
end of the band the dust cores of T2 and T3
should be adjusted to give a peak in signal
strength. The top end of the tuning range is

and use as short a lead as possible to prevent
stray RF pick up. Ensure that the main tuning
vernier dial is set to 100 and the fine tune is at
the half way zero point. Using a non-metallic

resistance 'open circuit' should be present
with respect to the chassis. However, when
switched ON this reading should fall to

core of T4 until the top end (high frequency) is
set. Then position the main dial to read 0 and

approximately 1712. This is mainly due to the
low resistance of the filament bulb LP1 and if
the Minicon connector in front of ZD1 is
temporarily disconnected this reading should
rise to greater than 1)(0 if the positive probe is
on the centre pin of SK2.
Select a suitable range on your meter that
will

Table 1.

aerial.

trimming tool, carefully adjust the iron dust

pin, an

Repeat this procedure until both limits have
been set for the required band, as shown in

1. The high accuracy approach using an RF
signal generator and frequency counter.
2. Medium accuracy using another receiver
and aerial on the same band.
3. The 'poke and hope' method using only an

infinite

way round on the centre

adjust RV5 for the low end of the band.

There are three basic methods of RF
alignment:

then peaked using the trimmer capacitors TC1

and TC2. Next set the tuning dial to 50 and
adjust the input filter coil T1 for maximum
signal reading. Repeat this procedure until no

STIFF WHITE CARD
CUT

CUT

I

accommodate a 500mA DC current

reading and place it in the positive power line

from SK1. Connect the mains adaptor and
switch on. The signal strength meter and
power indicator LD1 should light up, with a

Ilk

FOLD

HIP.

current reading of approximately 147mA being
observed. Switch off the receiver, then

>

remove the test meter and reconnect the
positive line to SK1
Now set your multimeter to read DC volts.
All voltages are positive with respect to
1Smn

ground, so connect your negative lead to a
convenient ground point on the chassis. When

the receiver is switched back on, voltages
present on the PCB test points should

01

OUICKSTICK PADS

Li

3-9""

7 et,g.

Ell

VIEW A

approximately match the following:

TP1 = 8.67V
TP2 = 12.03V
TP3 = 10.19V
TP4 = 5.09V
TP5 = 11.36V
TP6 = 5.08V

The voltage at TP1 must now be set to
exactly 8.000V by adjusting

RV1.

Whilst

observing the signal strength meter, set RV6
so that the needle is just on the beginning of

VIEW

the zero marker. This completes the DC

B

testing and alignment of the receiver, which
must now be left running for a minimum of one
hour before commencing the RF adjustments.

SECTION
THROUGH
HOUSING

OUICKSTICK PAD

INSERT
TERMINAL
INTO
HOUSING

MI

VIEW

SOLDER
TO
CONDUCTOR
EimmEMP

CLAMP
INSULATION

kl I I I I I. s
LOCKING
TAB

Figure 18. Terminating the wires.
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BULB WIRES

Figure 19. Meter illumination.
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Photo 6. Inside of the rear panel.

further improvement in signal strength can be
detected. Finally, check that the RF gain and
fine tuning controls are functioning correctly.

Method 2
When using another receiver to set the
tuning range of the oscillator no direct
connection is made between them. To pick up
the RF output, a short piece of wire
approximately 200mm (8 inches) long is

inserted into the centre terminal of the BNC
socket. With a suitable aerial on the other
receiver, tune it to the end of the band and
listen for the carrier coming from your direct
conversion receiver. To adjust this, use T4 for
the high and RV5 for the low frequency limit,
repeat this procedure until both ends of the
band are set.
To align the front end using this method,
tune the other receiver into a readable signal

at the low end of the band. Swap the aerial
over and try to tune for the same station on
your direct conversion receiver, adjusting T2
and T3 for a peak in signal strength. Next, put
the aerial back on the other receiver and tune
for a signal at the high frequency end. Swap

SSB stations appear to extend past this point,

retune T4 until no more amateur transmissions can be received, then reset the low end
of the band using RV5. Next, tune for a station
near to the centre of the dial (50) and using T1

adjust for maximum reading on the signal
strength

meter.

Repeat

these

alignment

procedures until no further improvement in
reception can be obtained.

Once you have successfully completed
the RF alignment, the oscillator stage should
be covered in candle wax, see Photo 7. Using
a lighted household candle drip the molten
wax over the oscillator components being very

careful not to get any inside the top of T4.
Build up the wax a layer at a time and allow it
to cool between applications until the components are completely encapsulated. The wax
will cause a shift in oscillator tuning and when
it

has cooled down to room temperature,

which may take some time, you must retune
T4 using one of the alignment methods
previously described.

Using the Receiver
A good aerial and earth system are
essential if the receiver is to be expected to
perform at its best, and you should allow it to
'warm up' for at least 30 minutes to obtain
frequency stability. The skill of the operator
will also play a large part in weeding out the
more exotic long distance (DX) stations from
interference (QRM/QRN) on today's
crowded bands.
There are two main types of radio signal
the

used by amateurs, morse code (CW) and
speech (SSB). When tuning in a CW
transmission, the pitch of the dots and dashes
start high, then as the receiver is tuned closer
to the same RF frequency, the audio pitch will

fall. At the dead centre there will be no audio
tone as the signal is at the zero beat point.
But, if the receiver tuning is continued the

pitch of the tone will increase until it goes
outside the frequency range of the audio
bandpass filter. The final pitch setting will be a

matter of personal taste, however 500Hz to

back the aerial, tune in the signal adjusting
TC1 and TC2 for maximum reading. In a
similar manner, set the vernier dial to read
approximately 50 and using T1 tune for a peak

signal strength. Repeat these alignment
procedures until no further improvement in
in

reception can be obtained.

Method 3
If no test gear or receiver is available, you
must set the frequency coverage by trial and
error using off air signals. In general, the lower
part of the amateur band is used for morse

code (CW) transmissions, whilst the upper
part is used for speech (SSB). Tuning in an
SSB signal properly is quite tricky, but with a
little practice it is something that is easily
mastered. Very careful tuning is required in
order to bring the audio to the correct pitch
and the fine tuning control RV3 will make this
task much easier. Set the main tuning dial to
read 0 and adjust T4 until you start to receive
CW transmissions, peaking the signal using
T2 and T3. As you tune progressively higher in
frequency you should find the SSB transmissions and at the extreme end of the dial TC1
and TC2 are used to peak the signal. If the
14

Photo 7. Oscillator section encapsulated in wax.
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1kHz is a commonly used range.
The use of single sideband (SSB) for the
transmission of speech is preferred by most
radio amateurs because of its higher efficiency over ordinary amplitude modulation (AM).

In an AM radio signal the level of the RF
carrier is modulated by the audio produced by

the user. With that type of receiver a small
tuning error will probably give no more than a
slight loss of audio quality and could even go

completely unnoticed. This is not the case
when receiving SSB, where the tuning has to
be spot on if the station is to be fully resolved.
A product of an AM signal is the generation of
two sideband signals, lower sideband (LSB)
and upper sideband (USB). The sidebands

contain the same audio information as the
modulated carrier but in a different form. This
means that to transmit the information only
one of the sidebands needs to be sent and the
the other sideband can be
suppressed. However, to resolve the signal
the carrier must be re -injected by the product
detector in the receiver, which is why the
tuning is so critical. The direct conversion
receiver principle will permit double sideband
signals (DSB) to be received. However, these

carrier with

are not commonly found on the amateur

FREQUENCY
MHz
3.810 3.800 3.790 3.780 3.770 3.760 3.750 3.740 3.730 3.720 3.710
3.700
3.690
3.680
3.670
3.660
3.650
3.640
3.630
3.620
3.610
3.600
3.590 3.580 3.570 3.560 3.550 3.540 3.530 3.520 3.510 3.500 3.490
0

1 0

TUNING
Figure 20. Receiver tuning range (80 metre version).

bands where LSB is used up to 40 metres and
USB is used on all frequencies above 10MHz.

When an SSB station is tuned in on a DSB
receiver you will get two places where the
signal will be received, but only one sideband
will be resolvable. This is the one that matches
the original transmitted signal and the overall

tone of the audio is set by fine tuning the
receiver.

A useful addition to the receiver

is

a

digital frequency counter used to provide an
accurate tuning display. The counter should
be capable of resolving down to the nearest
100Hz when set to its 0.1 of a second gate

time. To prevent the pick up of stray RF
signals it should be connected to the oscillator

output of the receiver using the shortest

possible

length

of cable.

If

a

frequency

counter is not permanently available then a
tuning chart can be generated using graph
paper, see Figure 20. This will help to provide
a reasonable tuning accuracy from the vernier
dial when the counter is not available.
If the station being received is excessive-

on the air.

Useful Reading
HF Antennas by L.A.Moxon, G6XN. Published
by the Radio Society of Great Britain.

Wires and Waves. Published by Practical

ly strong it may start to distort the audio
output. This can usually be cured by reducing
the RE gain until the reading on the signal

Wireless.
Radio Wave Propagation (HF Bands) by F.C.
Judd.
25 Simple Indoor and Window Aerials by E.M.

strength meter is just below the 5 on the scale.
That wraps it up for this project, I hope

Noll.
An Introduction to

you spend many happy hours building your
receiver (finished unit shown in Photo 8) and
that you find it a pleasure to use once you're

Radio DXing by

R.A.

Penfold.

Beginner's Guide to Amateur Radio by F.G.
Rayer.

Photo 8. Finished unit.
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DIRECT CONVERSION RECEIVER
PARTS LIST

TR4

BC179

1

VC1,2,3

BB212 Varicap

3

RG1
RG2

RESISTORS: All 0.6W 1% Metal Film

ZD I

4
1

ZD2,3,4,5

3

(M560R)
(M270R)

78M12UC
LM317LZ
BZY88C4V3
BZY88C2V7

LD I

LED Red

10012

5

(M100R)

MISCELLANEOUS
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Sub -min Toggle A

1k
1k2

8
2

(M1K)
(M1K2)

4k7
2k7

6
3

(M4K7)
(M2K7)

R1,33
R2,76,77
R3,12,13,30,
36
R4,15,25,26,31,35,
38,51
R5,32
R6,7,60,66,
68,69
R17,39,40
R11,14,18,22,
44,52,64
R16
R19,43
R20,21
R24,48,58
R27
R28,37,41,42,45,

56011

2

270f1

46,47,53,56,74

10k

10

R29
R34
R49,59
R50,62

47012
82012

1

6k8
3k3

2

27k

6

R54,55,57,61,
63,65

100k

7

15012

1

39k

2

10M
1M

2
3

4712

1

1

112

1

2127

1

1k Cermet 22T
47k Pot Lin

1

2

(FW04E)

1k Pot Lin

1

(FWOOA)

1

(UH26D)

1

(UHOOA)

1

(FW22Y)

RV I

150k
18k

50k Cermet 22T
1k Hor Preset
10k Pot Log

CAPACITORS
C1,2,4,6,11,24,25,
34,63,77,78,80,
100nF Minicbsc
82,83
220p1 16V PC Electrolytic
C3,5,7,73,79
C8,36,37,48,49,50,
1µ,F 100V PC Electrolytic
65,66,69,72
22pF Ceramic
C9

C41,45,52,64
C42,55
C47,51,56,67,
68,75
C53,62
C58
C70
C74
C81
TC1,2

47pF Ceramic

TR I

TR2,3
16

1

14

5
10
1
1
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(VVX48C)
(VVX52G)

12

1

(WX77J)
(WX68Y)
(WX41U)
(WX56L)
(FF15R)
(WX73Q)

100nF Polylayer
6n8F Polylayer
22nF Polylayer
1n5F Polylayer

7
2
4
2

(WW41U)
(WW27E)
(WW33L)
(WW23A)

10AF 50V PC Electrolytic
lOnF Polylayer
2A2F 100V PC Electrolytic
4µ7F 63V PC Electrolytic
150nF Polylayer
100pF Polystyrene

6

(FF04E)
(WW29G)

1

(BX28F)

22pF Trimmer

2

(WL70M)

1N4001
3SK88
BF244

1

LS1

4in. Spkr 811
Pin 2145

1

I Pkt

P.C. Board
Wire Bulb 12V
Power Socket 2.5mm
BNC Socket 5012
Terminal Post Green 4mm
Socket S0239
Jack Socket 3.5nun
Switched Jack Socket 1/4in.
Vernier Dial Ratio 7.5:1
DIL Socket 8 -pin
DIL Socket 14 -pin
DIL Socket 16 -pin
Minicon Latch Plug 2W
Minicon Latch Plug 3W
Minicon Latch Plug 4W
Minicon Latch Housing 2W
Minicon Latch Housing 3W
Minicon Latch Housing 4W
Minicon Terminal
Kit P Plas

LP 1

SK1,2
SK3
SK4
SK5
JK I

JK2

1

1
1

2
1
1

1
1
1
1

4
2
1

5
4
2
5

4
2

(FHOOA)
(LB80B)
(YJ16S)

(FL24B)
(GD78K)
(WQ13P)
(HH86T)
(HH I8U)
(HFO5F)

(BW84F)
(HF82D)
(BW80B)
(RX4OT)
(BL 17T)
(BL18U)

(BLI9V)
(RK65V)
(BX96E)
(YVV11M)

(HBS9P)
(BX97F)
(113358N)

3 Pkts

(YVV25C)

1

(WR23A)

Knob K7B

3

(Y1(02C)

Hook-up Wire Black
Hook-up Wire Blue
Hook-up Wire Green
Hook-up Wire Red
Hook-up Wire White
Hook-up Wire Yellow
Zip Wire
Low Noise Screened Cable
Quickstick Pads
Constructor's Guide

1 Pkt
1 Pkt
1 Pkt
1 Pkt

(BLOOA)
(BLO1B)
(BLO4E)
(BLO7H)
(BLO9K)
(BL1OL)

I Pkt
1 Pkt
1 Mtr
1 Mtr
1 Stp
1

(XR39N)
(XR18U)
(HB22Y)
(XH79L)

OPTIONAL
(YR75S)
(FF13P)

lOnF Ceramic
lnF Ceramic
Sp6F Ceramic
100pF Ceramic
470/II 16V PC Electrolytic
2n7F Ceramic

SEMICONDUCTORS
MC1496
ICI
LF353
IC2,3,5
LF351
IC4
NE571
IC6
LM380
IC7
D1,2

1

1

1

Signal Strength Meter

(M1OK)

22k

22012

C71
C14,15,16,20,23,
29,30,31,32,33,
57,59
C26
C27
C28
C35
C38
C39,43,44,46,60,
61,76
C40,54

2

1

M1

(M470R)
(M820R)
(M6K8)
(M3K3)
(M27K)
(M220R)
(M150K)
(M18K)
(M22K)
(M IR)
(M2R7)
(UH23A)

R67
R70
R71
R72
R73
R75

RV2,4
RV3
RV5
RV6
RV7

1

(M100K)
(M150R)
(M39K)
(M1OM)
(M1M)
(M47R)

1

(QB54J)
(YH63E)
(OL29G)
(RA87U)
(QH05F)
(QH00A)
(QY48C)

1

1
1
1

2
1

(FFO2C)
(FFO3D)

1

(WW43W)

1

1

(QH47B)
(WQ31J)
(WQ30H)
(YY87U)
(QH40T)
(QL73Q)
(UH63T)

2

(0F166)

1

3
1
1
1

2

Power Supply Unregulated
Power Plug 2.5mm
Fuse Holder In -line
Fuse 1.25in. IA
Trim Tool Set
Preset Trim Tool
Pot Nut MIO

Pot Washer MIO
Grommet Small
Box Pre -drilled
Chassis Pre -drilled
Pot Mounting Bracket
Front Panel Stick -on
Back Panel Stick -on
Spacer Tapped 6BA x 1/4in.
Bolt 6BA x Vain.
Nut 6BA

Shake Washer 6BA
Isobolt M2 x 6mm
Isobolt M3 x 10mm
Isonut M3
Isoshake M3
Isobolt M4 x 12mm
Isonut M4
Isoshake M4

2
1

1

1

1 Pkt
1 Pkt
1
1

1
1
1
1

1 Pkt
1 Pkt
1 Pkt
1 Pkt
1 Pkt
1 Pkt
1 Pkt
1 Pkt
1 Pkt
1 Pkt
1 Pkt

(YM85G)
(HH63T)
(RX51F)
(WR11M)
(BK34M)
(BK49D)
(FP06G)
(FP07H)
(FW59P)
(YTO5F)
(YTO4E)
(JG4713)

GG48C)
(JG49D)
(FD1OL)
(BFO6G)

(BFI8U)
(BF26D)
(JD11M)
(HY3OH)

(BF58N)
(BF44X)
(BF49D)
(BF57M)
(BF43W)

The parts listed above, excluding Optional, are available as
a kit, but is not shown in our 1988 catalogue:
Order As L1V160Q (Direct Conversion Receiver Kit)
Price £69.95
The following items are also available separately:
Box Pre -drilled Order As YT05£ Price £17.95
Chassis Pre -drilled Order As YTO4E Price £3.95
Pot Mounting Bracket Order As JG47B Price 78p
Front Panel Order As JG48C Price £1.98
Rear Panel Order As JG49D Price 60p
Direct Convrsn Rec PCB Order As GD78K Price £11.95
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PARTS UST TUNING KIT 3

PARTS LIST TUNING KIT 1

RESISTORS: All 0.6W 1% Metal Film

RESISTORS: All 0.6W 1% Metal Film
1k

4k7
22k
82k

1

(MIK)

lk

2

(M4K7)
(M22K)
(M82K)

2k2
4k7

I

180k

1

1

220k
330k

CAPACITORS

27pF Ceramic
33pF Ceramic
47pF Ceramic
100pF Ceramic
120pF Ceramic
180pF Ceramic
22pF Polystyrene
100pF Polystyrene

1

4

4
2

2

(WX49D)
(WX50E)
(WX52G)
(WX56L)
(WX57M)
(WX59P)

4

1

(M2K2)
(M4K7)
(M180K)
(M220K)
(M330K)

CAPACITORS

15pF Ceramic
27pF Ceramic
47pF Ceramic
68pF Ceramic
100pF Ceramic
180pF Ceramic
220pF Ceramic
47pF Polystyrene
68pF Polystyrene
100pF Polystyrene

(BX24B)
(BX28F)

MISCELLANEOUS

RF Transformer BANK 3333R

(MIK)

1

(FDO2C)

1
1

4

4
4
1
1

(WX46A)
(WX49D)
(WXS2G)
(WX54J)
(WX56L)
(WX59P)
(WX60,0)

2

(BX26D)
(BX27E)
(BX28F)

4

(FD04E)

1

(M2K2)
(M560K)

2

MISCELLANEOUS

RF Transformer KANK 3335R

PARTS UST TUNING KIT 4

PARTS UST TUNING KIT 2

RESISTORS: All 0.6W 1% Metal Film

RESISTORS: All 0.6W 1% Metal Film

lk

1

2k2
10k
150k
180k

1
1
1
1

(M2K2)
(M10K)
(M150K)
(M180K)

CAPACITORS

27pF Ceramic
47pF Ceramic
120pF Ceramic
180pF Ceramic
33pF Polystyrene
100pF Polystyrene

1

(WX49D)

5

(WX520)

4
2
2

(WX57M)
(WX59P)
(BX25C)
(BX28F)

4

(FDO3D)

1

lk

(M 1K)

2k2
560k

(MIK)

CAPACITORS

15pF Ceramic
22pF Ceramic
27pF Ceramic
56pF Ceramic
22pF Polystyrene

1

(WX46A)
(WX48C)
(WX49D)
(WX53H)

2

(BX24B)

4

(FD04E)

S

4
1

MISCELLANEOUS

RF Transformer KANK 3335R

MISCELLANEOUS

RF Transformer KANK 3334R

6f/a

All 4 Tuning Kits are available, but are not shown in our
1988 catalogue:
Order As LM61R (Tuning Kit 1) Price £2.95
Order As LM62S (Tuning Kit 2) Price £2.95
Order As LM63T (Tuning Kit 3) Price £2.95
Order As LM64U (Tuning Kit 4) Price £2.95

761 ad40:90 e eaexis

2

If you have any comments to make about `Electronics',
hints and tips on the projects we have published, points
of interest relating to any of the articles we've printed,
or you just want to 'air your views' on any electronics
related topic, then we would like to hear from you.
Write to the Editor at the address shown below (letters
only please, telephone calls will not be accepted),

go on do it NOW!
The Editor, Maplin Electronics, P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR
September 1988
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LOUDSPEAKERS
.4.144ww

Part 1: The early years
by J.M. Woodgate B.Sc (Eng), A.M.I.E.E., M.A.E.S., M.Inst. S.C.E.
In 1877, patents for moving -coil

loudspeakers were issued to E.W.
Siemens in Germany, and, almost
simultaneously, to Charles Cuttriss and
Jerome Redding in the U.S.A. However,
this type of loudspeaker had to wait for
more than forty-eight years before
becoming widely used, and its invention
was both preceded and followed by an
enormous number of other inventions,
some of which actually worked.
Nevertheless, the history of the
loudspeaker can be considered to begin
in the year of this patent. Even today,
loudspeakers are one of the most
fascinating subjects for the private
inventor, and the flow of ingenious (but
usually unproven and/or ineffective)
devices from dedicated enthusiasts
continues unchecked.

Pre -history
Before 1877, most of the eminent
physicists of the nineteenth century had
investigated, whether purposely or as a
side -issue, the production of sound by
electrical means. Although it is possible
to do this in several ways, almost all the
work was based on the electromagnet,
invented by Sturgeon, and the dynamo,
invented by Michael Faraday. If d.c. is
applied to an electromagnet fitted with a
springy armature, a most satisfactory
clicking sound can be produced as the
circuit is made and broken. This, in fact,
is the 'Morse sounder', which featured
prominently in early Western films.
Faraday's early dynamo produced
alternating current (before he invented
the commutator, which is actually a
synchronous mechanical rectifier), and
applying alternating current from a
hand -turned dynamo to the aforesaid
electromagnet CAN produce an
unattractive squalling noise. The reason
for the emphasis on 'can' is that the actual
sound output from different combinations
of dynamo and electromagnet varies
vastly, and the reasons for this were not
well understood at the time. You can
repeat this experiment by using a cycle
dynamo and a telephone 'receiver' or a
pair of headphones, but make sure to
connect a 22052 resistor in series to limit
the current, and DON'T WEAR THE
HEADPHONES, because the sound may
be deafeningly loud. You can extend the
18

experiment by equipping the receiver or
one of the earphones with a conical horn
made of rolled -up newspaper. This will
make the sound much louder, and this
effect has been known from very ancient
times. As musical instruments, horns are
said to have proved effective weapons of
war at the Battle of Jericho (about 1500
BC), and the trumpets of Tutankhamen
(1350 BC) have been played and

current, i.e. there will be fullwave
rectification and 67% second -harmonic
distortion, see Figure lb! A microphone
with no constant field will just not work,
because there is nothing to generate a
current, but it is not so obvious that the
continuous field in the receiver not only
allows the correct reproduction of the
input frequency but also dramatically
increases the sensitivity.

recorded since their rediscovery in 1922.

The Telephone
The slowness of communication by
telegraph, using manual Morse, was a
considerable spur to the search for a
practical telephone, which would convert
the human voice into electricity and
convert back again at the receiving end
of the line. Many inventions were
announced before Alexander Graham
Bell produced a practical device in 1876.
Much of the difficulty, in fact, was
concerned with the design of a usable
microphone. Both Ries in France and
Hughes in England pursued the use of
intermittent contacts, which could be
made or broken by the vibrations of a
diaphragm or other object exposed to the
sound waves. Ries used metal contacts,
which were unsatisfactory for the
purpose but later proved useful as a
detector of radio waves, in the 'coherer'.
Hughes used carbon, which is very much
more suitable, and produced many
practical headphones.
Bell, however, used no contacts, his
first microphones and receivers were
identical and used electromagnetic
induction, see Figure la. Bell's great
contribution, apart from his commercial
exploitation of the invention, was to
realise that such a device, whether used
as a microphone or a receiver, had to
have a constant magnetic field, on which,
in the receiver, the varying field due to
the microphone current was
superimposed. It can easily be seen that
this constant field is necessary, because if
the magnetic field acting on the
diaphragm is produced only by the
alternating microphone current, the
diaphragm will be attracted to the
magnet TWICE in each cycle of current,
at both the positive and negative peaks.
The receiver will thus produce sound at
twice the frequency of the incoming

Thin iron diaphram
clamped at edge

Figure 1 a. Bell microphone or receiver with
permanent magnet.

Coil current
(Sinusoidal)

Force on diaphragm
(Full- wave rectified)

Output sound
pressure (Sound)

Figure lb. Distortion produced by non -

polarised receiver.
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The Cantilever
Reed -armature
Transducer

Bell used electromagnets in some
early designs of transducer, but later he
could make strong permanent magnets,
and realised that the elimination of the
battery power needed for the
electromagnets was highly desirable.
However, the best available material for
making permanent magnets at that time
was glass -hard high -carbon steel, and for
the same energy -product, a magnet
made of this material has to be far larger
than even one made of cobalt steel, which
was discovered by Honda and Takei in
1920, so that Bell's microphones and

receivers were large and heavy. Their
operating principle, however, is the same
as that of the diaphragm -type earphone
widely used between the World Wars,
but the former were much more sensitive;
they could be used in a 'sound -powered'
system, where the devices were simply
connected together, with no battery, and
the energy for the system obtained from
the sound input.
Later telephones used low impedance microphones with batteries,
and transformer matching to high impedance receivers. Alternatively (and
at that time all alternatives were
investigated), a moving -coil receiver
could be used with a low impedance
microphone. This produced what Sir
Oliver Lodge called the 'bellowing
telephone', and could be said to be one of
the first uses of a loudspeaker. It is used
today as a door -answering device. Lodge
himself patented a moving -coil
loudspeaker in 1898. It must have been
sufficiently different from the earlier
Siemens device to be patentable.
Another early application of the
loudspeaker was the relaying of musical
concerts to quite large audiences,
particularly in France, using Bell -type

Photo 1 a. Sterling 'Baby' horn with
diaphragm transducer. About 1924.

most probably, design, to give a high -Q
resonance at about 900Hz. This increased
the effective sensitivity for speech very
considerably. However, the small
spacing of the diaphragm from the
pole -pieces limited the permissible
diaphragm movement (usually termed
`excursion'), and therefore the loudness
of the sound produced when the device
was used as a loudspeaker. In addition,
the mid -band resonance gave an
unpleasant coloured and strident sound
quality to the reproduction of music,
especially as the short, often conical,
horn to which it was attached resonated
in the same frequency range and would

not reproduce lower frequencies
properly (Photos la, lb).

transducers equipped with horns.

Problems with
Bell -type
Transducers
The sensitivity of Bell's devices is
partly due to the design of their
diaphragms. The diaphragm has to be
made of ferromagnetic material, and
should have a high permeability. But it
should also be thin and springy, because
it must be positioned very close to the
pole -pieces of the magnet system, yet
resist the attractive force of the
permanent magnet. If the spacing is too
small, or the diaphragm too slack, it will
collapse in the middle and 'pole', or stick
to the pole pieces, causing a great drop
in sensitivity and considerable distortion
of the sound.
For Bell, the magnetic and
mechanical requirements were
conflicting, since soft iron had the highest
available permeability but not the ideal
mechanical properties. Nevertheless, his
diaphragms are described as 'soft iron',
but are probably not of the purest
low -carbon iron (Swedish iron). The
thickness, temper and clamping of the

edge were arranged, by accident or,
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Based on a 1910 design for an
earphone, by S.G. Brown, this device has
the advantage of considerable simplicity
and robustness, see Figure 2. Unlike the
Bell receiver, it can drive a large,
preferably conical, diaphragm directly,
thus needing no horn (Photo 2a, 2b).
Indeed, the mass of the diaphragm is
highly desirable, as it lowers the resonant
frequency of the reed. Millions of
loudspeakers using this principle were
made in the early days of broadcasting,
and the driver mechanism was also used
as a cutting -head for early electrical
recordings on (analogue!) disc.
Loudspeaker drivers were fitted with a
screw adjustment of the spacing between
the reed and the pole -pieces, which acts
as a very effective volume control, much
better than the proverbial sock which
was stuffed down a horn to quieten it.
However, too close adjustment of the
reed results in poling, and the excursion
is limited. In addition, as with the Bell
transducer, the system is inherently
non-linear. The pull on the reed increases
when the reed moves towards the pole
pieces, and decreases as it moves away,
whereas it should be constant. To a
certain extent this can be corrected by
adjusting the geometry of the system, but
it is possible to reduce the non -linearity
by modifying the design more
fundamentally, leading to the next two
variants described below.
A loudspeaker with a large cone
radiator can have its low -frequency
response improved if a flat baffle -board
or a cabinet (now usually called an
enclosure) is added, see Figure 3, so that
the sound radiated from one side of the
cone is separated from the reverse -phase

Reed

Frame

Spring

Gap

Gap adjusting
screw

Reed
Pole

piece
jvill111113

Path of magnetic flux

Photo lb. Early S.G. Brown conical -horn

loudspeaker.

Figure 2. Reed armature driver.
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radiation from the other side. While the
effect of a very large flat baffle, and those
of some other simple geometric shapes,
such as a sphere, can be calculated, the
effects of a rectangular box are quite
complex, especially if the box is partly
open at the back, as in the table radios
and extension loudspeakers widely
marketed in the mid -1920's and for the
next forty years (Photo 3). Enclosure
design has brought forth more oddities
and weird theories than practically any
other area of audio engineering.
Successful theoretical analyses of the
low -frequency response of some welldefined types of driver and enclosure
combination were published by A.N.
Thiele and R.H. Small in the 1970's.

The Inductor dynamic Transducer
Developed specifically for
loudspeaker applications, this device
overcomes a major problem of the
reed -armature mechanism, the inability
to reproduce low frequencies unless a
very low sensitivity is accepted. This is
because the spring element of the reed
has to be stiff enough to resist the steady
pull due to the permanent magnet. This
gives a high resonant frequency unless
the combined mass of the reed and cone
is made large, in which case the device
requires a high power input, i.e. the
sensitivity is low.
In the inductor -dynamic device
(Figure 4), the direct pull and the

Photo 2a/b. Sterling `Primax' pleated diaphragm reed -driven loudspeaker.
Contemporary sectioned exhibition model
(1927). Many Sterling products were made
under licence from The Gramophone
Company Ltd., (later to become EMI).

alternating pull are arranged to be at
right -angles, and the direct pull is, in
addition, substantially balanced out. The
residual direct pull is applied to the
spring elements, of which there are two,
in such a direction as to stretch them,
whereas the alternating pull bends them.

//

V,/

Open -back
cabinet

Photo 3. Alphion 4 -valve (tube) portable (!)
radio with Celestion reed loudspeaker (about

A simple flat spring is very much more
difficult to stretch than to bend, so
bending can be made easy without risk of
poling. Also, the non -linearity is
approximately balanced out, if the pole piece tips are carefully shaped, because
the reduction of force on one armature as
it moves away from its pole -pieces is
compensated by an increasing force on
the other armature. This is an example of
a push-pull mechanical system, which,
like its electrical analogue, is
substantially free of even -order non linearity. With soft springs and a 25cm
paper cone having a leather surround at
its outer edge, a resonant frequency in
the region of 70Hz could be obtained,
whereas the resonance of a reed armature loudspeaker might be above
200Hz. In addition, the inductor -dynamic
driver cannot pole, so the amplitude of
movement is limited only by the tolerable
non -linearity, and can be increased by
appropriate armature and pole -tip
design. Thus the quality of music
reproduction from an inductor -dynamic
loudspeaker could be much better than
that from a reed -armature type.

//zzi Large flat baffle

I it

N

7 71 Small flat
baffle

Paper
cone

Flat spring

Drive unit mounted
off-centre.
Armature
Coil

7

z / / Closed -box

Ported
(Bass -Reflex )
cabinet

/

('Infinite' baffle)

Soft iron
pole piece

r"
0

0.

/.1
Cabinet with acoustically
semi -transparent back

Magnet pole

Frame

00130000

Figure 3. Some types of baffle for direct -radiator loudspeakers (modified and extended from
Jordan).
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Leather

surroundyk

Figure 4. Inductor -dynamic loudspeaker.
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The Balanced -

armature Driver
This is another way of improving the
linearity of the net driving force on the
armature system. With the rocking
armature (Figure 5) in the exact centre
position, there is no net direct pull on it,
but it is unstable in this position, like a
horizontal see -saw. Consequently, a
spring has to be added to prevent poling.
This is a pity, because the effective mass
of the armature is quite small, so the
spring results in a high resonant
frequency unless a heavy cone is added.
Only the alternating component of the
magnetic field passes through the
armature, which is therefore not driven
close to saturation by the permanent
field. The permeability of the armature
can therefore be high, with a consequent
high sensitivity. This is another push-pull
system, and linearity can be similar to
that of the inductor -dynamic device. The
balanced -armature mechanism may be
rather easier to construct, although play
in the armature pivot must be prevented.

Pivot

Frame

Magnets

\N

Spring
Surround
Cone

44

Armatu e
Coils

Gap adjustment
(Pre-set 1

Figure 5. Balanced -armature loudspeaker.
Dotted lines show magnetic flux path with no
coil current. There is no flux in the armature.

Friction -driven
Loudspeakers
30um

Electrostatic
Loudspeakers
The electrostatic or capacitor
microphone predates Bell's telephone by
some years, but, because of its high
impedance, it could not form part of a
practical telephone at that time. Indeed, it
is only now, a century later, that this is
practicable. The early microphone could
also be used as a loudspeaker but
required high operating voltages
(upwards of 600V) and was not very
sensitive. It was not until the end of the
1920's that new materials, such as
aluminium foil and thermosetting plastics
(Bakelite), became available and new

patents for 'condenser loudspeakers'
began to appear, in the names of V.F.
Greaves et al., C. Kyle, P.E. Edelman and
H. Vogt. Greaves, Kyle and their
colleagues produced a single -sided unit,
see Figure 6a, while Vogt produced a unit
with two perforated fixed plates
enclosing a stretched moving plate, see
Figure 6b. This unit therefore resembled
the much later and considerably more
successful 'Quad Electrostatic', but did
not share the latter's crucial constant charge drive, and was therefore not very
linear in amplitude response, although
the frequency response was said to be
fairly smooth. The Kyle unit was also said
to have a frequency response extending

L.

Gold leaf
moving plate
Corrigated

fixed plated

Rubber sheet
dielectric

Figure 6a. Modified cross-section of Kyle
single -sided electrostatic loudspeaker.

Piezo-electric
Loudspeakers
The term `piezo-electric' refers to the
property of certain materials to deform
mechanically when an electric field is
applied, and vice versa to generate a
voltage when mechanically stressed. In
September 1988
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In attempts to produce very sensitive
loudspeakers, and/or very high sound
levels, electromechanical devices were
produced in which the friction between a
pad, connected to a conical diaphragm,
and a rotating disc or roller was varied
electrically. This could be done either by
varying directly the force between the
pad and the moving part, or by
impregnating the moving part (a porous
cylinder) with a mixture of chemicals
which gave off gas bubbles when
electrolysed by the applied electrical
signal. Such devices were described by
Thomas Alva Edison, Johnson Rahbek
and S.G. Brown, but were not very
reliable and did not give very good or
consistent sound quality. The signal-tonoise ratio was also poor, because the
friction introduced noise in the absence
of an input signal.

Air -operated
Loudspeakers
Diaphragm of aluminium
foil in radial tension

Fixed perforated
electrode

from 100Hz to 10kHz, which was not flat

but could be equalised fairly easily. Being
single -sided, however, the linearity of the
device would be suspect.

the early 1930's, loudspeakers, mostly for
reproducing frequencies above 5kHz,
were described by S. Ballantine, C.B.
Sawyer and F. Willms. These used
crystals of Rochelle salt (sodium
potassium dihydrogen tartrate) as the
piezo-electric material. This is very
difficult to work with, because it attracts
moisture from the air and dissolves in it.
Quartz or tourmaline would be much
more stable but are much too insensitive
for use in loudspeakers. The problems of
sealing the crystals against moisture
were not solved and the principle was
abandoned until the 1950's, when it was
briefly revived. New ceramic materials
developed since 1970 have allowed the
production of reliable piezo-electric
high -frequency drivers, but the extension
to lower frequencies is difficult. Linearity
can be poor, and the capacitive input
impedance of the device is not easy to
drive.

Polarizing
voltage

- 1.5k V d.c.
Audio
signal
o input

o

Figure 6b. Cross-section of Vogt
double -sided electrostatic loudspeaker.

Another high -power system,
developed by Creed and Co. in the
1930's, used a supply of compressed air,
the flow of which was controlled by an
electrically -operated vane valve. Apart
from distortion due to deficiencies in the
valve operation, there was considerable
non -linearity due to the sound pressure
variations at the horn throat being far
from negligible compared with
atmospheric pressure. This problem also
occurs with modern high -power horn
loudspeakers, which use moving -coil
drivers.

The Moving -coil
Driver and

Direct -radiator
Loudspeaker

By far the most widely used type of
driver, the moving -coil system (Figure 7)
is surprisingly subtle in its mode of
21

Skeleton frame

operation, and it is this which confused
the early workers and was partly
responsible for the long delay in its
exploitation. The other factor is that the
construction of a reliable device depends
on the use of stable flexible materials and
adhesives, neither of which were easily
obtained before the 1920's.
The moving coil and cone assembly
can be made very light. If provided with a
very soft suspension (Photo 4a, 4b and
4c), the result may be a very large coil
excursion under some conditions,
causing the destruction of the coil by
collision with the magnet structure, or by
being forced out of the magnet system.
On the other hand, a stiff suspension will
result in a very high -Q resonance, giving
a squawky or strident sound, and low
sensitivity except at the resonant
frequency. The major contribution of Rice
and Kellogg was not the breakfast cereal
but the realisation of how to make a
moving -coil loudspeaker with a
substantially flat frequency response.
This involves three steps:
(a) Adjusting the mass of the coil and
cone, and the compliance of the
suspension, so that they resonate below,
or at the lower end of, the working
frequency range.
(b) Adjusting the amount of
mechanical loss (mainly in the suspension
and surround), and the electrical
damping, which depends on the output
impedance of the driving amplifier and
the field strength of the magnet system,
so that the main resonance is reasonably
well -damped. (Rice and Kellogg may not
have fully analysed this: Theile and Small
provided a full explanation and quantified
the factors involved some 25 years later.)
(c) Allowing, or even encouraging,
the cone to cease to vibrate in one piece
above a certain frequency, but not to
vibrate in sections in several undesirable
ways.
Curiously, Siemens' original patent
refers to a conical diphragm with an
exponential flare: this shape encourages
the correct form of cone break-up and
has been used in some of the nicest sounding commercial (as opposed to
high-fidelity, where such simple criteria

Flexible surround

Ring magnet

Pole tip

Air gap
(Width exaggerated)

Centre

pole magnet

Arrows indicate radial
magnetic field

Field

winding

Moving coil
Paper

Clamping
ring

Figure 7. Moving -coil loudspeaker with metal magnet or electromagnet. The two permanent
magnets and the field coil are alternatives: whichever magnet is not fitted is replaced by soft
iron.

Photo 9a.

Photo 4b.

are inadequate) loudspeakers.
In addition, Rice and Kellogg
showed that the diaphragm should be
small compared with the wavelength of
the sound to be radiated (unless a
pronounced directional effect is
required), and indicated the need for a
baffle or enclosure to prevent destructive
interference between front and rear
radiation at low frequencies.
Until the late 1930's, permanent
magnets were not very suitable for use in
moving -coil drivers. The present author
remembers dismembering an early
example, from a battery radio, in his
youth: the magnet was forged from about
30cm of 75mm x 25mm steel bar, rolled
into a flattened hoop, welded and fully
hardened. It was very heavy indeed, yet
not a very strong magnet. The earlier
Rice -Kellogg products, made by GE in
22

Photo 9a, b, c. Bakers Selhurst Radio 12" moving -coil direct -radiator loudspeaker with a
high -impedance voice -coil. This unit has a leather surround and the suspension is formed by two
loops of sewing -thread. The resonant frequency is very low, but so is the maximum pennissable
input.
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the USA and marketed in Britain by BTH
(Photos 5a, 5b, 5c and 5d), used
electromagnets, as did most of the units
made at that time. When used in a radio

receiver, the field coil served as the
smoothing inductor in the power supply.
Considerable current at harmonics of the
mains supply frequency also flowed
through the coil: the reservoir capacitor
was only 4/1F or 8/1F, and the smoothing
capacitor, following the inductor, was of
the same value. This current would have
produced a loud hum from the

loudspeaker, so another coil of a few tens
of turns was wound next to the field coil
and connected in series with the voice coil. This 'hum -bucking' coil inserted a
voltage into the voice -coil circuit which
was intended to cancel the effect of the
hum current in the field. It did work, but
the coil had to be specially designed for
each radio, since the number of turns
depended on the power supply capacitor
values, the anode current drawn by the
valves (tubes) and the output source
impedance of the output stage.

Flat -diaphragm
Moving -coil
Loudspeakers
There were some researchers who
did not like cones: certainly they are far
from ideal, but all other practical shapes
have their own disadvantages, which
seem to be worse than those of the cone.
One of the proponents of the flat
diaphragm was J.D. Midgley, who

patented several arrangements,
including the use of a circular, stretched
aluminium foil diaphragm which was
driven by a moving coil mounted
off-centre (Photo 6a, 6b). The off-centre
drive helped to break up the inevitable
resonances and spread them out in the
frequency domain. Another type of flat
radiator was the German Blatthaller
(sheet sounder), in which a large
corrugated metal sheet (up to several
tens of centimetres square) was driven all
over its surface by a copper conductor
fixed to it at right angles and immersed in
the field of a powerful electromagnet. It

Photo 5a. B.T.H. Rice -Kellogg 12" energised -field loudspeaker 1931.

Photo 5c. A 12" permanent -magnet unit from the same stable (1931). The
slot, one of three in the magnet pot, is not for displaying the interior but a
feature of the design.
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was very large, very heavy, and very
loud.

Horn -loaded
Moving -coil
Loudspeakers
Moving -coil drive units were not
only used in direct radiators. The talking
cinema and the growing sound reinforcement industry both demanded
high sound levels and high quality. It was
relatively more difficult in those days to
provide more amplifier power than to
improve the sensitivity of the
loudspeakers. E.C. Wente and A.L.
Thuras (the inventor of the bass -reflex
principle) described in 1928 the Western
Electric WE555 horn -loaded moving -coil
unit. The coil was made of edge -wound
aluminium tape, and, whereas most
loudspeakers are of the order of 1%
efficient (sound power out divided by
electrical power in), this unit was about
50% efficient! Modern horn units
approach the same performance (with

Photo 5b. A similar unit from 1929, in the original cabinet with its field
power -supply.

Photo 5d. Rear view of the 1929 unit, showing the mains transformer and
copper -oxide rectifier. The transformer on the left is a Wharfedale
WMT 1, for 312:151/matching. Many thousands of these were made,
from the 1930's until relatively recently. This example is a late model,
for it is branded 'Rank -Wharfedale'.
23

Photo 6a, b. Two views of the chassis of a Midgley flat -diaphragm moving -coil dipole -radiator loudspeaker. Note the off-centre drive, intended to
minimise spurious resonances in the thin aluminium diaphragm (absent from this example).

less size and mass and less relative cost)
but few indeed exceed it. Mind you, the
horn was 10.8 m long! A cross-section of a
horn -loaded moving -coil pressure unit is
shown in Figure 8. Photo 7 shows a horn
from a Magnavox horn -loaded moving coil unit.

One of the more unusual devices of
the day was the Crystavox' loudspeaker
designed by S.G. Brown, which
incorporated a `microphonic amplifier' (a
term with quite a different meaning

Photo 7. A curved -axis exponential horn, from a Magnavox horn -loaded moving unit of uncertain
(but very early) date.

today!). In photos 8a and 8b, the unit in
front of the base of the horn is the
amplifier, with its metal cover removed.
At the left of the assembly is a reed
mechanism which is directly
mechanically -coupled to a small carbon
microphone cell on the right. This is

Ring magnet

Hole tilled with
damping material

9

I' iN :. r

Aluminium
diaphragm

Exponential horn

Phase plug

311111

1
Annular surround
Coil

Figure 8. Horn -loaded moving -coil loudspeaker. Early examples used
an electromagnet field.
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Photo 8a. The 'Crystavox' incorporating a 'microphone amplifier'.
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connected in series with an external 3V
battery and the low -impedance reed
mechanism at the base of the horn. It
worked well, and the principle was
known and used experimentally before
1900 and certainly long before the triode
valve was available as an amplifier.

The End of the

Beginning

The start of World War II in 1939

could be regarded as the end of the first
stage of the loudspeaker story.
Loudspeakers were being produced by
the million for mass markets. New
magnet materials, iron alloys containing
cobalt, nickel and aluminium, and new
methods of heat -treatment, were being
introduced which would reduce size,
weight and, in spite of the exotic metals
used in the alloys, cost. The performance
of a loudspeaker design could, to a
certain extent, be predicted, once the
characteristics of the cone to be used had
been measured. Cone design was to
remain a black art for another thirty years
or so, and unpleasant (and even,
occasionally, pleasant) surprises still lie
in wait for the innocent designer.
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Photo 8b. Another view of the `Crystavox'.

Map lin's

Big Heart
B, 1.Ituse

In the last issue I told you about the annual
London to Brighton bicycle ride in aid of the
British Heart Foundation, this ride has now
taken place and was thoroughly enjoyed by all!
Over 35,000 cyclists suffered the 56 mile
journey with smiles on their faces, joy in their
hearts, blisters on their feet and saddle sores on
their
I The event raised an estimated
£1,000,000 which will be used to fund the
purchase of much needed equipment and be
used for invaluable research work. Maplin
contributed over £200 to the Foundation and I
would like to thank the staff of the Hammersmith
and Birmingham shops particularly and those
customers who came forward and donated.
Money was also raised at the Head Office in
Hadleigh, Essex and my gratitude goes to Hazel
and Beryl for their gentle bullying! It is hoped
that this will become a Maplin tradition with
more support building up each year, as this is a
very worthy cause and, let's face it, it only costs
Dave Kirk and myself a few aches and pains,
not to mention those saddle sores!
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MINIECIRCIIITS
From Robert Penfold

Capacitance Meter
Adaptor
A capacitance meter is certainly one
of the more useful items of equipment for
the home constructor, but even home built
instruments tend to be rather expensive.
Unfortunately, few multimeters seem to
include any capacitance measuring

ranges. A low cost but very effective
method of capacitance measurement is to

use an add-on circuit for an existing
multimeter. This avoids the main expense
incurred when building a stand-alone unit,

which is the cost of the digital display
circuit or a good quality panel meter. The

capacitance meter add-on described
here is primarily intended for operation
with a digital multimeter switched to its
1.999 volt range, but it should work quite
well with an analogue multimeter having a
sensitivity of 20k/volt or more, and a D.C.
voltage range of 1 to 2.5 volts full scale. It

has four ranges with full scale values
(when used with a digital multimeter) of
1.999nF, 19.99nF, 199.9nF, and 1.999µF full

scale. High value capacitors are beyond
the capabilities of this circuit, but its range
is quite respectable for such a simple and

inexpensive circuit. Anyway, high value
capacitors can usually be given a rough
check with a multimeter set to a resistance
range. The charge current of the capacitor

(or lack of it) will be indicated by the

Capacitance Meter Adaptor.

pulses, and is proportional to this duration.
This is in turn proportional to the value of

the test capacitor. The circuit therefore

provides the required capacitance to

voltage conversion. RV1 is used to
calibrate the unit. R2 to R5 have a
tolerance of 1% so that consistent results

than the standard 555, and a quiescent
reading of only about 20pF is obtained.
The problem is further eased by RV2,
which provides a variable offset voltage
that can be used to zero the quiescent

range, this unit can check capacitors of

Most multimeters have internal smoothing

reading. This enables the unit to measure
very low value capacitors.
A stable 5 volt supply is needed, and
this is obtained from a 9 volt battery via

values down to a few picofarads.
The circuit is based on two 555 timers

components, but R6 and C3 will smooth

monolithic voltage regulator IC3. The

the output to a low ripple D.C. signal in the
absence of any built-in smoothing.

current consumption of the circuit is only
about 4 milliamps.
Reasonable care must be taken with

meter, and will show whether or not it is
basically functional. At the low end of its

(IC1 and IC2) which are used in the

are obtained from one range to the next.

a series of very brief negative pulses.

There is a problem with simple
capacitance measuring circuits of this
type in that there is a certain amount of

These trigger IC2 which provides output
pulses of a duration that is controlled by
the values of the switched resistors (R2 to

stray capacitance in the monostable
which is in parallel with the test capacitor,
and adversely affects accuracy. The

astable and monostable modes respectively. IC1 provides a clock signal which is

R5) and the capacitor under test. The
switched resistors provide the unit with its
four measuring ranges. With the frequency of the output signal at a fixed rate, the
average output voltage of the monostable

depends on the duration of the output
26

the layout of any circuit of this type, so that

the stray capacitance in parallel with test
components is kept as low as possible. I
originally mounted R2 to R5 on the circuit

board, but this boosted the stray capaci-

problem is insignificant on the higher
ranges, but can be quite severe on the

tance from about 20pF to 80pF. It is much
better to mount these resistors on Si. The

lower ranges. In this case the problem is
eased by the use of the TLC555CP for ICI

unit can be calibrated on any range, but
for best accuracy use a close tolerance

and IC2. This has a higher switching
speed and lower internal capacitance

capacitor that has a value which is around
50% to 100% of the full scale value of the
Maplin Magazine
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range on which the unit will be calibrated.
Zero the unit using RV2 prior to
connecting the test component, and then
adjust RV1 for the correct reading on the
multimeter. Note that changing ranges will
require some slight readjustment of RV2 in
order to re -zero the unit. Note also that the

IC1.2 = TLC555CP
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IC3

= UP78L0S

IC3
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IN
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100K U
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mm

100K
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_.150K

mu 100NF

C5

C4

.0

100NF

RV1

decimal point of the display is in the

47K e.

wrong position on the middle two ranges,
but you will soon get used to converting
readings into true capacitance values. The

51

8

8

RANGE

5

5

ICI

unit is quite accurate, but when testing
capacitors you must remember to make
allowances for small deficiencies in the

7

+

- NC

NC

IC2

3

7

C3

5K In
LI

gm

CI

C 5K3

I

9V

K8

12

accuracy of the unit, and the tolerances of
the test components (which can often be

B1

R6

3

OUT

4U7F

C2

SK4

CAP.

T1000F T 47NF

IK

SK2T

RV2

some 20%, or even more for ceramic
types). As with any capacitance meter, do

not connect charged capacitors to

it!

Always discharge test capacitors before
connecting them to the unit.

Capacitance Meter Adaptor circuit.

MIDI Thru Box
The standard method of driving
pieces of MIDI equipment from a control

device is the so-called 'chain' system of
connection. This has the 'OUT' socket of
the controller connected to the 'IN' socket
on one of the other pieces of equipment,
and then the `THRU socket of this device

connects to the 'IN' socket of the next
piece of equipment, and so on. In theory,

any number of instruments, etc. can be
connected together by wiring the THRU
socket of one instrument to the 'IN' socket

of the next one in the 'chain'. In practice
this is not always possible though. There

can be problems with what are often
called 'delays', but which are more
probably problems with smearing of the

signal that compromise reliability. At a
more basic level, many items of MIDI
equipment (especially keyboard instruments) simply do not have a MIDI `THRU'
port, and cannot be used with this method
of connection. Actually, if only one

instrument lacks a `THRU socket

it is

possible to use the 'chain' system,
provided this instrument is placed at the

end of the 'chain'. If more than one

instrument lacks a `THRU' port, then the
`star' system must be used.

MIDI `thro' stripboard layout.
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Figure 1. The MIDI `THRU' circuit.
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It is only possible to adopt the 'star'

emitter output stage. This gives high

system if the MIDI controller has multiple
outputs, or a `THRU box is included in the
system. This method of connection relies
on the controlling device having an 'OUT'

efficiency and fast operating speed. The

socket for each MIDI input that must be
driven. A `THRU box simply takes the
signal from a MIDI output and splits it to
give a number of `THRU outputs to drive
the inputs of the other equipment in the
system. A 'THRU' box cannot be a passive

device as a MIDI output only provides a
drive current of 5 milliamps, and splitting
this between several inputs would give an
insufficient drive current for each one.
In this circuit, shown in Figure 1, an

opto-isolator is used at the input. This is
not strictly necessary as there is no need
for a 'THRU box to provide isolation, but

MIDI outputs are designed to drive an
opto-isolator, and this method ensures
reliable operation with any output that
properly meets the MIDI standard. The
6N139 used in the IC1 position is not a
simple LED/transistor type, but on the
output side actually has a photo -diode, an
emitter follower transistor, and a common

IC1

PIN 3

RI

R6

R5

R18

R17

"al
gra

circuit can comfortably accommodate
MIDI's fairly high baud rate of 31250 baud,

R4 ensures that the emitter follower stage
operates at a reasonable current and that
the device achieves a suitable fast

Milir

switching speed. The 5 milliamp drive

SK5

SK2

SK 1

current is set partly by RI, and partly by a
series resistor in the drive circuit.
On the output side of the circuit there
are four common emitter switching
transistors, with each one driving a

Figure 2. Socket connections.

2.5 milliamps per output that is actually
used.
The standard MIDI connectors are 5
way (180 degree) DIN plugs and sockets.
Provided you use the appropriate type of
socket connected in the manner outlined
in Figure 2, the `THRU box can be wired

separate 'THRU socket. Two current
limiting resistors are used in each output
circuit, and this two resistor system gives
better protection to the circuit in the event
of a system being incorrectly wired up, or
a fault occurring. Four output stages are
shown in the circuit diagram, but IC1 is

into the system using standard MIDI leads.

If you make up your own leads, twin

capable of driving several more output
a 6 volt battery (such as four HP7 size cells
in a plastic holder). The quiescent current

screened cable is required. Pins 2, 4, and 5
on one plug are connected to the
corresponding pins of the other plug, with
the screen carrying the connection

consumption will probably be negligible,

between the two pin 2s. Note that some

but under worse case conditions the

audio 5 -way DIN leads use cross coupling
and are unsuitable for MIDI applications.

stages if necessary. Power is provided by

average current drain could be as much as

Crystal Calibrator
Some years ago a crystal calibrator

offering a wide range of fundamental
frequencies was a costly piece of
equipment. Things have gradually
changed, with the more popular crystals
now costing what is in real terms
probably less than one tenth of their cost
ten or more years ago. Also, logic

integrated circuits are now at virtually

give away prices, and with digital
dividers it is possible to generate a wide
range of output frequencies from a single
crystal oscillator.
This unit has a fundamental output at
4MHz, with additional outputs at 2MHz,
1MHz, 500kHz, 250kHz, 100kHz, 50kHz,

and 25kHz. This may seem of limited
value if the unit is to be used as a
calibration oscillator for a shortwave
radio, but bear in mind that these are
only the fundamental signals, and that
harmonics are available at frequencies to
beyond 30MHz. Thus, for example, the

Crystal Calibrator.

outputs from 25kHz to 2MHz are all good

of harmonics, but this is probably not

quality squarewave types. In theory, the

worthwhile. The even harmonics will be
of more than adequate strength without
the aid of any pulse shaping. Because the
output is a squarewave, the unit is also
well suited to use as a timebase
calibrator for an oscilloscope. It gives
times ranging from 500ns per cycle at the

even harmonics (e.g. 2MHz, 4MHz, 6MHz

with a 1MHz fundamental) are absent
from a squarewave signal, but in practice

these frequencies are generally relatively weak rather than absent, due to
slight imperfections in the waveform. A

1MHz output also provides signals at

pulse shaper could be added at the

2MHz output to 40ms per cycle at the

2MHz, 3MHz, 4MHz, 5MHz and so on. The

output in order to give a better spectrum

25kHz output.
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-
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Crystal Calibrator Circuit.
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operation. This gives the 100kHz output
signal. This signal is also fed to the input
of another 4024BE ripple counter (IC3).
Only the first two stages of this are used

they require the

C2 could be changed to a preset type to
permit trimming of the output frequency.
For most purposes this is unnecessary, as

here, and these provide the 50kHz and

keeping the bit in place on the joints too

25kHz output signals. Of course, the other

long could impair the accuracy of the

outputs of IC3 could be used if desired,

unit.

the frequency error is likely to be no

and they give - output frequencies of

if no

12.5kHz, 6.25kHz, etc. However, in practice these lower frequencies are likely to
be of limited value. The eight outputs can

When coupling the output to a
shortwave radio no direct connection

The circuit is quite conventional, and
has TR1 as a crystal oscillator operating
at 4MHz. A non -buffered 4MHz signal is
available direct from the collector of TR1.

more than a couple of Hertz

trimming is used, and few applications
genuinely require even this degree of
accuracy. The 4MHz signal is fed to a

be taken to separate sockets, or for

actually used in this circuit, and these

greater convenience can be taken to a
single socket via an eight way switch
(which must be a break before make

produce outputs at 2MHz, 1MHz, 500kHz,

type).

and 250kHz. The 1MHz output is fed to
the input of IC2. This is a CMOS 4018BE
divide by 'N' counter, and in this circuit it

prove to be particularly

CMOS 4024BE seven stage binary ripple
counter (IC1). Only four stages are

is

connected to give divide by ten

Transistor Tester
A conventional transistor tester
operates by feeding a fixed base current
to the test device and then measuring the
collector current. The higher the gain of

the device under test, the higher the
current registered on the meter. The
meter can therefore be easily calibrated
in terms of current gain, and the collector
current is in fact proportional to the gain
of the test transistor. In practice this type
of tester is very quick and easy to use,
but is does have one slight flaw. This is
that transistors are tested for gain at art
unpredictable collector current, and the
gain of most devices varies considerably
with changes in collector current. What
generally happens is that high gain
devices produce a large collector cur-

Construction of the unit should not
difficult, but

standard anti -static

handling precautions to be observed.
Also,

care should

be taken when

connecting Xl, as overheating due to

should be made between the two units.

Apart from possibly overheating the
output of the unit, this would almost
certainly give an excessive signal level at
the receiver. An adequate signal transfer
can usually be obtained by connecting a
short lead to the output of the calibrator,

and placing this close to another lead
connected to the aerial input of the

remember that all three integrated
circuits are CMOS types, and that as such

receiver.

of current gain increases. The
meter reading can therefore be translated into a measure of current gain. A
minor drawback of this arrangement is

readings from this tester is no more
difficult than taking readings from the

level

that it gives a reverse reading and nonlinear scale, which is less convenient in
use than the forward reading linear type
of a conventional tester. However, taking

similar scale of an analogue multimeter's
resistance ranges.
There is little more to the circuit than

the constant current generator based on
TR1 and TR2. RV2 is adjusted to give an
output current of 5 milliamps, which is a

rent that means that are tested under
good conditions, whereas low gain
devices are tested at low currents where
they perform relatively badly. This tends

to exaggerate the differences between
transistors, with slightly above average
gain devices showing up as having very
high gains. Perhaps of greater importance, transistors with fairly low gains can

tend to show up as having inadequate
current gains, where they are in fact up to
specification in this respect.

Transistor Tester.

This transistor tester was designed
to be as easy to use as the conventional
tester of the type outlined above, but to
operate at a constant collector current so
that more reliable results are obtained.
Results with the device have been
encouraging, and it seems to give what

53

are more accurate results than those
obtained with other ultra -simple testers.
The basic method of operation is to

feed the collector and emitter terminals
from a constant current source. The base
terminal is fed from the same source but
via a sensitive current meter. With this
arrangement the collector current is

SK 1

always equal to the figure set by the

COL

5K2 EM IT

current source (or something very close
to this figure if we allow for the small
amount of current tapped off through the

SK3 BASE

base circuit). The base current is the
amount needed to produce this collector

current, and therefore decreases as the
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Transistor Tester Circuit.
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good compromise value that suits most
types of transistor. Si switches the meter
and the test sockets to suit both npn and
pnp devices. The meter has a full scale
value of 50 microamps, which gives a
gain range of one hundred at full scale
deflection to infinity at zero deflection.
Closing S2 increases the full scale value
of the meter to 500 microamps, and the
gain range is then ten at full scale
deflection, again running through to

infinity at zero deflection. R3 and DI
protect the meter against severe overloads, such as would otherwise occur if

the base and emitter leads of the test

the switching. Probably the best type of

connect the current meter across the

switch to use for Si is a 3 way 4 pole

base and emitter test sockets via a 15k

rotary type, with the adjustable end -stops
set for 2 way operation. SKI to SK3 can be
1
millimetre sockets grouped close

resistor. Switch the multimeter to a more
sensitive range (about 1 to 2.5 milliamps
full scale), and then adjust RV1 to match

together, and most transistors will then
plug into these without any difficulty.

the two readings (bearing in mind that
ME 1 now reads 500 microamps full scale).

Some types (especially power types) will

It is more than a little helpful to give
the meter a new scale, and this is not too

not, and a set of test leads fitted with
crocodile clips will be needed to connect
these into circuit.

In order to adjust RV2 for a 5

milliamp output current, connect a multi -

meter switched to a d.c. current range
(about 10 to 25 milliamps full scale)

difficult using nib -on transfers. Meter
movements are quite delicate though,
and due care needs to be taken if you
decide to do this. The current gain for
points on the scale is obtained by
dividing 5000 by the scale value (200 at a

straight-

correct reading of 5 milliamps. To give

value of 25uA for example). When the
unit it switched to the lower range, gain
levels will be one tenth of the indicated

forward, but take care to avoid errors in

RV I the correct setting, close S2 and then

value.

device are connected but the collector is
not.

Construction

is

fairly

between the negative supply rail and the
collector of TR2. Then adjust RV2 for the

CAPACITANCE METER ADAPTOR
PARTS LIST

MIDI THRU BOX

RESISTORS: All 0.6W 1% Metal Film

RESISTORS: All 0.6W 1% Metal Film

R1,3
R2
R4
R5
R6
R7
RV1
RV2

100k

2
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1

10k
1k

1
1

(MIK)

100nF Ceramic

SEMICONDUCTORS
TLC555CP
IC1,2
AA78L05
IC3
MISCELLANEOUS
Imm Socket Red
SKI
SK2
SK3
SK4

lmm Socket Black
2mm Socket Red
2mm Socket Black

S1

4 -way 3 -pole Rotary Switch
SPST Ultra -min Toggle Switch
9V PP3 Battery

S2
B1

1

2

2
1

(FFO3D)
(YR75S)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2

(RA76H)
(QL26D)

D1

MEI
B1

SK1,2,3

30

4
1

1

1
1

(VVR54J)

1

(WR57M)

1

1
1
1

(HH34M)
(FH97F)
(FK55K)
(BL17T)

(HF29G)
(HF28F)

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR
PARTS LIST
R2

1

50uA Panel Meter
9 volt PP3 Battery
1mm Socket
Battery Connector

B1

SPST Ultra -min Toggle
Battery 1.5V
8 -pin DIL Socket

RESISTORS: All 0.6W 1% Metal Film
R1
470k

10k

MISCELLANEOUS
3 way 4 pole Rotary Switch
SI
SPST Ultra -min Toggle
S2,3

1

10/LF 25V Axial Electrolytic

(HF4'7B)

(HF44X)
(FF75S)
(FH97F)
(FK62S)
(HF28F)
(BL17T)

39011

1N4002

5

Si

9
4
4

2k2
4k7
2k7

(WL60Q)
(WL59P)

(M5K6)
(M390R)
(M10K)

SEMICONDUCTORS
BC549
TR1
BC557
TR2

MISCELLANEOUS
SK1,2,3,4,5
5 -way (180°) DIN Socket

CI

22011

Battery Holder
Battery Connector

8 -pin DIL Socket

47011 Sub -min Hor Preset
4k7 Sub -min Hor Preset

(RA59P)
(QQ18U)

(WW37S)

TRANSISTOR TESTER
PARTS LIST
R2
R3
RV1
RV2

4

1

Battery Connector

RESISTORS: All 0.6W 1% Metal Film
5k6
RI

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1
6N139
TR1,2,3,4
BC559

(FFIOL)

1

CAPACITORS
47x1F Polyester
41.1.7F 63V PC Electrolytic

(FB22Y)

1

1

C2
C3
C4,5

1

(VVR60Q)
(FWOOA)

CAPACITOR

1

150k

100µF 10V PC Electrolytic

1

(M220R)
(M2K2)
(M4K7)
(M2K7)

R4

1

C1

R1,5,6,9,10,13,
14,17,18
R2,7,11,15
R3,8,12,16

(M6K8)
(M150K)

6k8

47k Hor Sub -min Preset
lk Lin Pot

(M100K)
(M1M)
(M10K)

PARTS LIST

(QQ15R)
(QQ162)
(QL74R)

(M470K)

lk

(MIK)

CAPACITORS
C1

C2
C3

100nF Ceramic
100pF Ceramic
56pF Ceramic

(YR75S)
(WX56L)
(VVX53H)

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1,3
4024BE
4018BE
IC2
TR1
BC108C

2

(QX13P)

1

(OX1OL)
(QB32K)

1

MISCELLANEOUS
1

2
1
1

3
1

(FF76H)
(FH97F)
(FW98G)
(FK62S)
(WL59P)
(HF28F)

Si

9 volt PP3 Battery
SPST Ultra -min Toggle

XI

4MHz HC -18/U

1

Battery Connector
DIL IC Holder 14 pin
DIL IC Holder 16 pin

2

B1

1

1

1

1

Maplin Magazine

(FK58N)
(FH97F)
(FY82D)
(HF28F)
(BL 18U)
(BL 19V)
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1988 CATALOGUE PRICE CHANGES
The price changes shown in this list are valid from 15th August 19

to 5th November 1988. Prices charged will be those ruling on the day of despatch.

For further details please see 'Prices' on catalogue page 20.

Key
DIS

Price Changes

TEMP

All items whose prices have changed since the publication of the 1988

FEB

catalogue are shown in the list below. Those where the price has changed

t

since the last Price Change Leaflet (dated 16th May 1988) are marked 'IV after
the price.

NV

A complete Price List is also available free of charge - order as XFO8J.

1988

VAT
Inclusive
Price

Catalogue
Page No.

Page 38
Mushkiller FM1083
XQ25C
Mushkiller FMI085
1 X027E Mushkiller FM1087
X0290 Trucolour 7C10 Grp A
X030H Trucolour TC10 Grp B
X031J Trucolour7C10 GrpC/D
0623A Trucolour TC10 Grp E
XQ32K Trucolour TC13 Grp A
XQ33L Trucolour 7C13 Grp B
X034M Trucolour7C13 GrpC/D
X035Q Trucolour 7C18 Grp A
X0.313P Trucolour 7C18 Grp B
XQ37S TrucolourTCl8 GrpC/D
062413 Trucolour TC18 Grp E
)0338R Extragain XG5

£13.45
£21.45
£33.95
£12.65

CT140

£12.65
£12.65
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

CTO2C

£1840

08.40

£18.40
£18.40
£19.95

X042V

0043W ExtragainX610 GroupA
0040X
XQ45Y
X1246A

0050E
YM56L
X12.51F

XY3OH

011520

X0538
XI:154J

ExtragainX614 GroupB
ExtragainXGI4 GrpC/D
Extragein 0614 Wdbnd
Extragain X621 Wdbnd
Hi -Tech TV Aerial
Super -Set Top

Topton.

Caratenna
Mast Bracket Type 3
Mast Bracket Type 8

£30.95
£30.95
E30.95
£30.95
£59.50
£59.50
£59.50
£59.50
£84.95
E10.75

£10.35
£5.40
£12.85
£9.95
E13.95

BW44X Mast Bracket Type 14
BW45Y Loft Bracket EM4
01:157M

01258N
0116011

Lashing Kit Type 4
Lashing Kit Type 7
Lashing Kit Type 9
Mast 0

£3.95
£2.50
£10.35
£19.50
£13.75
£4.35

Indoor Amp XBI

£25.95
£37.95

Aerial Amp 22.5113
2 Outlet TV Amp

£12.950

Xtra Set Amp

E24.95

Page 42
YP42V
BK75S
YN42V
BK76H

2 Outlet TV/FM Amp
Xtra Set 3 Amp
Xtra Set 4 Amp
TV Arne X512

£16.95
£29.50
£38.95
£16.45

Page 43
YP57M
71,58N
HX88V

Aerial Combiner NE
Aerial Combinr AB/CD
Resistive Splitter
7023A Inductive Splitter
HX87U Surface Co -Ax Outlet
BW55K Flush Co Ax Outlet
BW56L Fish Ohl Co -Ax With

£9.95
£9.95
£2.50
£2.95
£1.50
£1.99
C2.95

Page 44
LBO9K

RK47B

75/300 Belun

£1.40
3/B Attenuator£1.98

BW59P Anenuator 6dB
BW60Q Attenuator 12dB

£1.98
£1.98

Page 46
XG687

12V Disco Deck
Cartridge Slide MP60
YVV58N BSR Drive Belt
01177

DIS

£3.80
£1.98

Page 47

FV140
FV18U

FV17T
HR39N
HR51F
FV27E
HR25C

Ronette BENI
BSR ST4

HR87U

68600

Acos 0P91-1SC
Philips AG3306
Sonotone 9TAHC

HR42V
YX27E

BSR ST10
Sony ND15P

FV213D

Acos GP9I-1
Garrard KS40A
Acos GP104

66538
HR31J
684713

0145Y

BSR 5717
BSR S721
Garrard GDD1

HF181C

Vacco Luxor

HR45Y
FV24B
FV22Y
HR9OX

BOB ST15
Fuji Onkyo
Sanyo STG6

66746

FM76H
FV33L

Philips GP400
Hitachi HN-ST6
Shure N95 -ED

FV2OW Tetrad 730MS
FV34M

Shure N97 -HE

Tenorel 2001D
HR89W Philips GP205
FM7OM Garrard GKS25
FQ51F

HR97F
HR76H
FV29G

HR616
HR950
HR79L
FV28F
FV23A

Sanyo 2611K
Goldring 01106
Panasonic EPS36
Sonotone V100
Sensui SN28
Hitachi ST103
Sharp STY104
Panasonic EPS270

£8.95
£12.95

£13.95
£14.95
£19.95
£23.95
£28.95
£39.50
£1.50
£1.50
£2.20
£2.20
£2.20
£2.20
£2.20
£7.95

CD Clean System

C72413

TDK SA 90

£1.45
£1.60
£1.98

C7260

TDK SA -X60

E1.96

TDK HXS-90
TDK MA -690
Maxon UL -C90
Maxon UDI-C80

DIS

CT31J

07395
CTI1M

£5.95

£1.06
£1.138

V.32.

Maxell UDI-C90
CT18U
Maxell XLI-C90
CT2OW Maxell XU -S90
CT25C
Masan UDII-C90
CT2E1F
Maxell XLII-C80
C729G
Maxell XLII-C90
CT41U
Maxell XLII-S60
C742V
Maxell XLII-090
CT36P
Maxell MX -C60
CT37S
Maxell MX -C90

£1.95.
£1760
£1.413

£1.50

£1.940
£1.690
£2.220

£2.36.
E3.360

Page 57
XJ11M
YP4713

Video Enhancer 406
Video -Gina Adaptor

E16.95
£16.95

FT82D

BATTERIES &
POWER SUPPLIES
Blue Seal ROB
Blue Seal 914B
Blue Seal R2OB
Blue Seal PP3B
Silver Seal R135

21p
36p
40p
79p
31p

Silver Seal RIIS

FK6IR

Silver Seel 62OS
Silver Seel PP3S
Gold Seal LRI
Gold Sea: LRO3

54p
62p
£1.07
63p
63p

FM04E
FM05F
FM07H

FK687
FK69A
YJ18U
YJ19V
YJ21X

YJ227
YJ23A
FK71N

Gold Seal LREI
Gold Seal LR10

63p
£1.15
£1.28
£2.39
£1.99

Gold Seal LR20
Gold Seal 6LF22
Trans Pwr PP1 BV
Trans Pwr PPB 9V ......
Trans Pwr PP7 9V..... .....
Trans Pwr PPS 9V. .....
Photo Batt BLR121...............
Photo Batt BLR122 .....
..... .
Photo Batt BLR154......... ..... .
Photo -Test PX28
Gen Purpose 1289 ..........
Gen Purpose PJ996
Gen Purpose 991
Gen Purpose AD28
Gen Purpose HP1
Gen Purpose HP992
Gen Purpose 126
Gen Purpose FLAG

FM140 Marc Ban PX1/RMIN
Marc Batt PX/6M625
FM2OW Marc Batt P0675
FM21X Marc Ban RM13H
FM23A Mere Ban RM675H
FM248 Marc Batt BP675
FM33L Silver Ban B-SR58L
FS76H
Sliver Batt B-SR37IL
FS75S
Silver Ban 8-SR57L
FM18U

_.

£2.99
133.64

.

. 99p
E277

£755
E3.20

£12.54
£3.99
E.2.48

£2.20
£2.20
£2.20
£1.50
£2.20
£1.50
£2.20
£8.95
£2.20
£6.95
£2.20
£24.95
E2.20

£34.95
£6.95
£1.50

1.2Ah UAcid Bat 12V

Ni Cad AAA
Ni Cad AA

13.8V 7A Reg PSU

FE57M
FE59P
FE600
FE13113

DC/DC Cony I 9V
DC/DC Conn 115V
DC/DC Cons -5V
DC/DC Cony -15V
DC/DC Cone I /-12V
DC/DC Conn I /-15V

DIS
48p

TEMP

DIS

TEMP

E13.50

Page 71

57.95
£7.95
£8.95
£6.95
£6.95

Page 72

RL27E
RL31J

£29.95

£4.9130

01.98.
£4.980

£4.98.

DIS

D15

Book NB147
Book NB157

£9.95 NV
£5.95 NV

WA44X Undrstndng Auto Elec....114.50 NV
WP46A Micro Elec Dictionry
£1.95 NV
WA2OW UnderstrIng Electrons
01A/134U

Book NB449

WA21X Undrstdng Dig Elec
WGI1M Book JW7413............

WK61R Electrnics for Techs
RF1OL

Maplin Magazine

Page 74

Book BP228

Verobox 705.... ..... .........

£6.95
84p
£2.50
£3.30
96p
E3.80
£7.95

Page 98
FE386
FE39N

VAT
Inclusive

1988

Catalogue
Page No.
XR79L
0613013

0681 C

XR82D
011830

X684F
011850

Price

Flat IDC Cable 50Way
95p
Cie Cd IDC Cable 16W .......... .... 47p
Clr Cd WC Cable 20W .......... ...
60p
Cie Cd IDC Cable 26W.
75p
Clr Cd IDC Cable 34W
96p
Cie Cd WC Cable 40W.
.£1.10
Clr Cd IDC Cable 50W
£1.45
.

Page 107

Sink 20
Sink 40

74p
£1.10

Page 103
£9.95 NV

Page 75
TI Linear Circuits
WA14Q TI TTL Data Vol 1
WP31J TI TTL Date Vol 2
WG58N Book FT1199
WA1OL

£11.00 NV
£14.95 NV
£14.95 NV
£13.20 NV

WG23A Book JW568
WAO6G TI MOS Memory Data

DIS

/12.50 NV

Page 77
WGOIB Book NB447
WP5OE Intro Electronics
WM600 Mastering Electronic

E7.95 NV.
£2.95 NV
£4.25 NV

.

DIS

.

WG54J Book NB535
Book N8269

WG53H Book NB529
603011

Book N13353

XW38R Book NI3480
RQ66W Book BP59
WPOOA Fib Op Laser Handbk

XWO8J

03.95 NV

DIS

£5.95 NV
£7.95 NV

£5.95 NV
£8.95 NV
TEMP
DIS

£13.20 NV

Build Fibop/Lasr Prj
Book BP60

£12.40 NV

DIS

AUG 88

Book NI3439

WG950 Book FT1305
WP57M DX Power
WG8013 Book FTI185
WP36P Radio Stations Guide.
WM99H Satellite TV Guide
WG89W Book N8132
XW88V Book AG589
WPO8J Elect Fault Magna,
WM867 Elect Servicing

E8.70 NV
£8.00 NV
£8.45 NV

£4.95 NV

re'etcNe8ZRecordrs

£9.25 NV
£9.95 NV
£3.95 NV
£6.95 NV
£9.50 NV

DIS

£20.00 NV

Page 86
Book Sybes C201

XW98G Book 0T1070
WPI 2N Micro I/F Ccts - Bk2
WP62S 6502 Ref Guide
XWBOB Book C202
WP63T 68000 Ref Guide

£22.95 NV
£15.55 NV
.£2.75 NV

DIG*
£15.95 NV
DIS

Page 88
WM76H Programming M68000
XVV72P Book C280

WP58N Understanding C
WG25C Book JW609
Book C300

WM77J Working dBase II

£20.95 NV.

08.95 NV
£8.95 NV
£17.95 NV
£9.95 NV

DIS

WP13P Easy Frog Atari Micr

Page 91
WA8013 20 ZX8I Projects
WG6IR Book HD192
WM37S Und Auto Syst

DIS

DIS

£14.50 NV

BOXES
Page 92
FI)98E
LH56L
LH57M
FD97F
LH59P

Potting Box Cube
Potting Box Min
Potting Box Smell
Potting Box Medium. .....

00989

Potting Box Ex Large.

20p
18p

.....

Potting Box Large. ..... ........ .....

28p
38p
46p
. 08p

SmIl Remote Cntrl Bx ........... ...£3.50
Calc-Style Verobox... ..... ...... ....£4.50

Page 96
LHOIB

£5.95 NV
E14.50 NV
E9.65 NV
£7.50 NV
£2.50 NV

LLOOA
LLO5F
LLOBJ

LLO9K

LLIOL

Verobox 101
Verobox 102
Verobox 103
Verobox 201
Verobox 211
Verobox 212
Verobox 213

BLOOA

PA45Y
PA28F

PA46A
PA29G
BLO2C

PA47B

PAIBC
PA31J
BL04E

E2.10

t OOOm 7/0.2 Wire Gry

7/0.2 Wire 10M Ore
100m 7/0.2 Wire Orn ........... .
1000m 7/0.2 Wire Ore
BLO6G
7/0.2 Wire 10M Pnk
PA5I F
100m 7/0.2 Wire Pnk
PA34M 1000M 7/0.2 Wire Pnk
7/0.2 Wire 10M Red
81.07H
PA526 100m 7/0.2 Wire Red
PA35N 1000m 7/0.2 Wire Red
BLO8J
7/0.2 Wire 10M Vio
PA53H 100m 7/02 Wire Vio
PA36P
1000m 7/01 Wire Vio
BLO5F

PA50E
PA33L

7/02 Wire 10M Wht
100m 7/0.2 Wire Wht

PA69A
FA33L

PAIIN
FA350
PA730
FA36P
PA7411

12.50

Twn Mains OS Black
17p
100m Twn Mains Black
£11.65
Twn Mains DS White
17p
PA11M 100m Twn Mains White . ..
E11.65
XR6IR Twin 6A Mains Orange ..
08625 Twin 6A Mains White.......
XROIB Min Mains Black
26p
PBO8J
100m MM Mains Black.....
E17.95
XR02C
Min Mains White .... .......
26p
P609K 100m MM Mains White....
E1295
XR03D
C6A Mains Black
37p
%RIME
C6A Mains White
37p
XR05F
C6A Mains Orange ........... ...... 37p
01:1478

PAIOL

06681
P8018
P8020
BLI6S
YN79L
BL24B
YN808
BL25C
YN81C
YN82D
BL27E
YN83E
YN84F
B1.296
YN85G
BL39N

IN86T

81.407
YNB7U
BL41U
YN88V
BL42V

IN9I7

06600

HD Loudspeaker Cable

X989W 4 -Wire Burglar Cable
XR66W 4 -Wire Phone Cable
PA7611
XSO4E

PA87U
£4.65
£5.40
£7.30
E7.85
01.75

XF106G

£5.20
£6.30

XR76H
XR77J

XR07H
XR73111

XR74R
01375S

100m 4 -Wire Phone
6 Way Phone Cable
100m 6 Way Phone Cbl
Ribbon Cable 10 Way
Ribbon Cable 20 Way
Flat IDC Cable 16way
Flat IOC Cable 20way
Flat IDC Cable 26way
Flat IDC Cable 34way
Flat IDC Cable 40way

06490
XR51F

06520
06536
XR15R

PB13P
XR12N
XR13P
XR1411

XR16S

Cable Single Black .......... .
Cable Single Grey ...............

Cable Single White
Single Mic Cable

PAM 100m Sinai Mic Cable
XR18U
PB14Q

Low Noise Scnd
25m Low Noise Scnd

£22.50
30p
£2.50
£22.50
30p

PA18U
XR92A
PB41U

£4.45

58p
..... ..E38.75

1.0mm TE Cable
17p
2.5mm TE Cable
3Ip
6mm TE Cable ........
1mm Trpl & ECC Cbl ...........
29p
Min Screened .................... .
18p
10Orn Min Screened .................£11.95

Low C Cable
100m Low C Cable

XR20W Lapped Pair
XR23A

X6911
PB407

Cable Clued
50m Cable Clued
Lapped 4 -Core Grey
100m Lap 4 -Core Grey
Lapped 4 -Core Black
100m Lap 4 -Core Blck

18p
37p

£24.95
32p
£6.25

38p

05.95
£1.10
20p
55p

E19.95
32p
E24.95
32p

U4.95

Page 110
XR25C
BH30H

Multi -Core 4 -Way

Scr Stretchflex Blk
BH34M Scr Stretchflex Red
60490 Twin Stretchflex
XR88V. Miniature Coax
100m Miniature Coax
PB2OW 100m Bal Feeder

70p
£2.50
C2.50
133.50

39p
£26.95
£9.95

CAPACITORS
Page 118

54p

90p

£4.45
54p
£4.45
54p
£4.45
54p

COMMUNICATIONS
Page 125
XJ20W 2m 25W Transceiver....
XJ210
2m 45W Transceiver....

E24S95.
£299.950

£4.45

Page 127
XJ22Y
28p
£10.95

Eta
28p
210.95

£1.0t

YG16S

70cm 25W Transceiver
Meg Mount

£289.950
£11.95

Page 128
YM95D Traveler Clock Radio

DIS

Page 129
YP22Y

Clock/radio Phon Wht

£34.96

120

57p

£2.22

55p
£2.10
55p
E2.10

CONNECTORS
Page 138
RK6130

D -Range 9 Way Plug ........

BK58N

D -Range 15 -Way Plug_

71:14/3C

D -Range 25 -Way Plug......
0 -Range 9 Way Skt

£2.15

RK61R
BK59P

E2.311

VQ49D

£2.45
66p

£250
69p
£2.65
72p

250 ECW 0.315mm30swg__._

YN92A

100m HO Mains Orange

Page 108

P819V

50rri HC Wire Black
HC Wire Green
50m HC Wire Green
HC Wire Red
50m NC Wire Red
Min Extra Flex Black
25m MM Ext Flex Blk
MM Extra Flex Red
25m Min Ext Flex Red
EC Wire 2.0mm 14swg
250 ECW 2.0mm 14swg
EC Wire 1.8mm 16swg
250 ECW 1.6mm 16swg
EC Wire 1.25mm 18swg..
250 ECW 1.25mm 18swg
250 ECW 0.9mm 20swg
EC Wire 0.71mm 22swg
250 ECW 0.71mm 22swg
250 ECW 0.56mm 26swg
EC Wire 0.45mm 26swg
250 ECW 0.45mm 26swg
EC Wire 0.375mm28swg
250 ECW 0.375mm28swg
EC Wire 0.315mm30swg

250 ECW 0.15mm 313swg
250 ECW 0.125mm40swg

PAI411

XR19V
PB15R
XR637

£2.50

loom 16/0.2 Wire Gen
16/0.2 Wire 10M Oen... ...........
100m 16/0.2 Wire Orn
16/0.2 Wire 10M Red
.. .
100m 16/52 Wire Red
16/0.2 Wire 10M Wht
100m 16/0.2 Wire Wht.
16/0.2 Wire 10M Yel
100m 16/0.2 Wire Yel

EC Wire 0.28mm 32swg
250 ECW 0.28mm 32swg
EC Wire 0.236mm34swg
1189W 250 ECW 0.236mm34swg
BL43W EC Wire 0.19mm 36swg
YN900 250 ECW 0.19mm 36swg
BL44X EC Wire 0.15mm 38swg

100m HO Mains White...... ..... ...£38.75

XR11M HD Mains Orange.............

Page 109

E22.50

XR57M HC Wire Black

PA96E

100m HO Mains

PA13P

30p
£2.50
£22.50
30p
12.50

Page 105
PA94C
XR58N
PA95D
XR59P

PAI2N

E22.50

£2.50
£22.50

1000m 7/0.2 Wire Wht
EIL1OL
7/0.2 Wire 10M
......
PA55K
100m 7/0.2 Wire Yel
PA389
1000m 7/0.2 Wire Yel
FA261)
16/0.2 Wire 10M
PA64U
100m 16/0.2 Wire Blk.... ....
FA27E
10/5.2 Wire 10M Blu .......
PA65V
100m 16/0.2 Wire Blu........
FA28F
16/0.2 Wire 10M Ben. .....
PA66W 100m 16a2 Wire Ben
FA29G
PA67X
FA31J

£22.50
30p

£2.85
76p
£2.95
78p
£3.00
82p
133.15

85p
£3.25
£3.40
42p

3Ip

111 -Range 15 -Way Skt

43p
51p
43p
63p

0 -Range 25W Socket

74p

Page 140
F592A
FS93B
FP30H
FS94C

Finger Screw Hd 9W
Finger Screw Hd 15W
Finger Screw Hd 25W
Finger Screw Hd 37W

60p
61
11

72p

Page 145
11773Q

Polarising Key IOC...

Page 150
RVV3511 Plugpak HD Guitar

DIS

Page 156
IYV4i/C(

graycoPnluRkt 36 -way

£1.98

84p

Page 157

Page 106

Page 93

LHOOA

100m Bell Wire Gen
E2.10
100m Bell Wire Orn....... .......... UM)
100m Bell Wire Red
£2.10
100m Bell Wire Wht
£2.10
100m Bell Wire Yel........
E2.10
7/0.2 Wire 10M elk
30p
100m 7/0.2 Wire Blk
£2.50
1000m 7/0.2 Wire Blk .. .. ......... E22.50
7/0.2 Wire 10M Blu
30p
100m 7/0.2 Wire Blu
£2.50
1000m 7/0.2 Wire Blu
£22.50
7/0.2 Wire 10M Brn
30p
100m 7/0.2 Wire Brn
£2.50
1000m 7/0.2 Wire Brn
£22.50
7/0.2 Wire 10M Grn
30p
100m 7/0.2 Wire Grn
£2.50
1000m 7/0.2 Wire Grn
£22.50
7/0.2 Wire 10M Gry
30p
100m 7/0.2 Wire Gry
12.50

01169A

£13.95 NV

Page 89

. £14.50 NV

£2.10

PA59P
PA60Q
PA61R
PA62S
PA63T

PA370

Page 84

YK2413

PA56L

PA54J

Page 83

LH9OX

£1.30.

Page 104

BLO9K

WG82D Book FT1364
XWO9K Book NB391.

600113

80p

E2.50

CABLES

PA49D
PA32K

Page 82

IY1I/ZL

Square Cloth 1.42m
Square Cloth 0.71m

PA3OH
BLO3D

WP51F Audio Projects

XW54J

Acoustic Wadding

XSO8J
XS1OL

BLO1B

Page 78

R8IOL

RY066

1000r Bell Wire Blk
PA57M 100m Bell Wire 610

Page 76

Page 90
£1.80
£1.36

LH3OH

Price

06110A

XVV79L

BOOKS

E2.20
£8.95
£7.95
£2.20

£4.95

£1.32
89p
58p
38p

Page 69
FE54.1
FE561.

DIS

Page 87

Page 68
XG88V

E14.99 NV

Book FT938

£4.53

Page 66
1)00011

Towers Transistor Bk

Page 85

Page 65
7J69A

60681

WP77J

FK55K
FK56L
FK57M
FK58N
FK59P
FK600

FM030

RR39N

Page 81

Page 63

FK64U
FK65V
FKI36W
FK67X
FM02C

.

Page 80
Esp.=

LI11330

Verobox 217
Verobox 301
Verobox 303
Verobox 305
Verobox 401
Flip -Top Box 601 Blk

LH5I F
LL140,

WP4I U Proj in Microelect ...........

Minibox 10
Minlbox 15

YK97F
YK87U

LLI IM
LLI2N
LH5OE

Page 79
£1.80
£14.95

Catalogue
Page No.

WA24B Undrstdng Communctns _114.50 NV
WK45Y Undrstn Phone Elctrn
£14.50 NV
WP24B Telecom Circuits
£15.50 NV
WP28F Data Communications ..... £14.50 NV
WM59P Linear Electronics............ ..... E9.50 NV
RL34M Book 58189.
. E9.95 NV

VAT
Inclusive

1988

Page 73

£9.95

D/S WD Disk 5.25
10 D/S 0/D Disk 5.25

YJ72P

FK63T

£8.25 NV

Book N8074
XW3OH Cost Effectv Constrc

Page 60

FM13P

Pract Electronics

RLO5F

Surge Protectr RS232

YINI4F

FK62S

Price

WP67X Elec Pocket Book

C727E

FE09K

£2.950

September 1988

TDK SA -60

132.20

Page 52
YP45V

C723A

010

d.520
£1.20

Page 64

ME70-B Shure Cart
ME75-65 Shure Cart
ME75-EJ 2 Shure Cart
ME75-ED 2 Shure Cart
ME95-ED Shure Cart
ME97-HE Shure Cart
BSR TC8

TDK AD -60

FK7OM

Ctrdg Sono V100
Ctrdg Goldring G800H

Page 48
FV165
FV13P
FV159

C708J

FM08J
FM09K
Q1670

AUDIO, VIDEO
& COMPUTERS

111117T
FEL.389

Scotch XSI-C90
Scotch XSMIV-C90
TDK D-60
TDK D-90

Page 61

Page 41
YX73Q
YP59P
YP41U
70.227

£1.35

C7031)

CT33L

Page 58

Page 40
0055K

£2.95

VAT
Inclusive

1988

Catalogue
Page No.
WP05F

Page 55

CTO5F
CT1OL

Extragain XG8 GroupA
Extragain XG8 GroupB
Extragain XG8 GrpC/D
Extragain XG8 Wdbnd

X0411.1

Price

Micro -Cassette 3 Pk

YP37S

02.65

Page 39
011407

Catalogue
Page No.

Page 54

X023A

X039N

VAT
Inclusive

1988

Discontinued.
Temporarily unobtainable.
Out of stock; new stock expected in month shown.
An additional £5.50 carriage charge must be added.
Indicates that item is zero rated for VAT purposes.
See 'Amendments To Catalogue'. Note that not all
items that require amendments are shown in this list.

16p
16p
E10.98
22p
. ....... E14.98

80p
£1.60
30p
37p
48p
64p
74p

F6227

PC Edgconn 2022 way

E2.40e

Page 160
Phone Plug Screened
BW76H Phone Socket 6 -way
..11313P

DIS
1118p

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES
Page 168
H15137

HL69A
HL21N

Single Skt Unswtched.. .......... ....£1.85
Dble Skt Unswitched
£3.45
Single Sw Socket
E1.99

31

1988 CATALOGUE PRICE CHANGES
The price changes shown in this list are valid from 15th August 1988 to 5th November 1988. Prices charged will be those ruling on the day of despatch.
For further details please see 'Prices' on catalogue page 20.

Key

Price Changes

All items whose prices have changed since the publication of the 1988

DIS

Discontinued.

TEMP

Temporarily unobtainable.
Out of stock; new stock expected in month shown.
An additional £5.50 carriage charge must be added.
Indicates that item is zero rated for VAT purposes.
See 'Amendments To Catalogue'. Note that not all
items that require amendments are shown in this list.

FEB

catalogue are shown in the list below. Those where the price has changed
since the last Price Change Leaflet (dated 16th May 1988) are marked '' after

NV

the price.

A complete Price List is also available free of charge - order as XFO8J.

1988

VAT

Catalogue
Page No.

Inclusive
Price

Page 38

)(0296
)(12.30H

/0131J

08238
X022K

XQ33L
X1134M

00350
X12361'

XQ37S
XG24B

00388

£13.45
121 45
£33.95
C12.65
C12.65

YP37S

£12.65

CTO2C

£1265
£14.95
E14.95
£14.95
£18.40
E18.40
£18.40
£18.40
£19.95

Extragain 00 5........... .........

0041U
0042V

Cartage. 008 GrpC/D
Extragain 008 Wdbnd...
0043W ExtrageinX614 GroupA...
00440 ExtragainX614 GroupB

£30.95
.E30.95

.

ExtragalnXG14 GrpC/D....
Extragain 0014 Wdbnd
Extragain 0621 Wdbnd
Hi -Tech TV Aerial
Super Set Tap

01:1451

0046A
01350E

YM56L
0051F

.E30.95
.E59.50
E59.50
E59.50
E59.50

124.95
£1015
E10.35
E5.40
£12.65
E9.95
E13.95

Topton.

01308
0052G

Ca ratenne

00538
0054J

Mast Bracket Type 3
Mast Bracket Type 13

0.95

BW44% Mast Bracket Type 14
BW451 Loft Bracket EM4
0055K Lashing Kit Type 4
0(157M Lashing Kit Type 7
00585 Lashing Kit Type 9

10221

CT31J
C7395

10K 805.90

CTI8U

E25.95
E37.95

£12.95.
£24.95

E16.95
E29.50

BK76H

TV Amp %B12

£113.45
£16.45

£3895

Page 43

XJ
YP47B

.

.

.

.

£9.95
£9.95
£2 50

..£2.95
E1.50
E1.99

£2.95

Page 44
75/300 Balun

El 40
EI 98

3dB Attenuator
BW59P Attenuator 6dB
BW60Q Attenuator 12dB

E1 98

E198

Page 46

FK55K
FK56L
FK57M

FK600
FK61111

FK62S

FM13P
FK637
FK64U
FK651
FK66W
FM02C
FMO3D
FMO4E
FM05F
FM0714

Page 47

FK7OM

12V Disco Deck

DIS

Cartridge Slide MP60.....£3.80

Ctrdg Sono V100
Ctrdg Goldnng G800H

£9.95
E12.95

HR51F
FV27E
HR25C

HR87U

H3600
I -1042V

10271
FV26D
HR53H

8031J
H04713
H19748

F0451
8081 C

88451
FV24B
F8221
HR9OX

FM76H
FV33L
FV2OW
FV34M

ME70-B Shure Cart
ME75-65 Shure Cert
ME75-EJ 2 Shure Cart
ME75-ED 2 Shure Cart
ME95-ED Shure Cart
ME97-HE Shure Can
BSR TC8

£13.95
E14.95
£19 .95

E23.95
£26.95

£39.50
E1.50

Panetta BF40

El 50

BSR ST4

E2 20

Acos GP91-1SC

12 20

Philips AG33013

£2.20
C2.20

Sonotone 9TAHC
BSR STIO
Sony NDI5P
Acos GP9I -1
Garrard KS40A
Acos GP104

£2.20

YJ221
YJ23A
FK71N

WAIOL TI Linear Circuits
WAI4Q TI TTL Data Vol 1
WP31J TI TTL Data Vol 2
WG58N Book FT1199 . ............

DIS

19.950

WG23A Book JW568..... .......
WAO6G TI MOS Memory Data

FS76H

F5755

fl 69
1 69

Photo Ban BLR154 ........
Photo -Test PX28
Gen Purpose No.8.
Gen Purpose 1289
Gen Purpose PJ996
Gen Purpose 991
Gen Purpose AD28
Gen Purpose HP1
Gen Purpose 11P992
Gen Purpose 126
Gen Purpose FLAG

112 54
E3 99

£2 48

£2.20

FE09K
YGOOA

12.20
E2 20
C150
£2.20

Page 68

Vacco Luxor.

El 50

BSA ST15
Fuji Onkyo
Sanyo STG6
Philips GP400
Hitachi 145-ST6

E2 20

£8 95
E2 20

£695
C2 20

Shure 595-E0

£24 95
E2 20
C34 95

f6 95
CI 50
£2 20
fl3 95
E7 95
E2 20

17 95
£7 95

1095
£6.95
E6.95

Page 52
CD Clean System
Compact Discbox..... ............

£4.95

XG88V

PA33L

100010 7/0.2 Wire Orn

BLO6G

7/02 Wire 10M Pnk

PA51F

100m 7/0.2 Wire Pnk

Build Fibop/Lear Fri...
Book BP60

WP51F Audio Projects

£12.40 NV

DIS

AUG 88

Book NB439

FE6I13

PA55K

£3.95 NV

.

PA3811

FA260
PA64U

WG95D Book FT1305
WP57M DX Power
W5800 Book FT1185
WP36P Radio Stations Golds.

E8.70 NV
E8.00 NV
£8.45 NV

£4.95 NVc

£9.25 NV
E9.95 NV
XWBBV Book AG569................ ........... E3.95 NV
WPO8J Elect Fault Diagnos
£6.95 NV

WM867 Elect Servicing
FiL23A

Book NB137.

WP56L

Service Vid Recordrs

Book Sybes C201
7IW98G Book FT1070

WP12N Micro OF Cots- Bk2

113 50

162 2 Wire 10M Orn
100m 16/0.2 Wire Orn
16/02 Wire 10M Red
100m 16/0.2 Wire Red
16/0.2 Wire 10M Wht

PA69A
FA33L

PA7IN

DC/DC Cony -158........
DC/DC Cons /-12V....
DC/OC Cony /-15V....
I

I

£2.75 NV

£18.95 NV
18.95 NV
El7 95 NV
.E9.95 NV

. ......... DIS

Page 91
WM37S Und Auto Syst

XR57M HC Wire Black
PA94C

X0585
XR59P
PA96E

PBOIB

BL16S
159013

BL25C
YN81C

15820

D

T:

£14 5ONV

1583E
1584F
BL29G
YN85G

BL395
15867
BL407

15870

Mtn Ext. Flex Red
25m Min Eat Flex Red
EC Wire 1 Omm 14swg .......
250 ECW 2 Omm 14swg ......
EC Wire 1 6mm 16swg ...... .
250 ECW 1 6mm I6swg .....

EC Wire 1 25mm 18swg....
250 ECW 1 25on 18swg....
250 ECW 0 9mtn 20swg ..... .

EC Wire 0 7Imm 22swg.....
250 ECW 0 71rnm 22swg....
250 ECW 0 56rnm 24swg....
EC Wire 0 450110 26swg.....
250 ECW 0 45mm 26swg.
EC Wire 0 375mm28swg..
250 ECW 0 375mm2Bswg.
EC Wire 0 315mm30swg..
250 ECW 0 315mm30swg
EC Wire 0 28rnrn 325wg
250 ECW 0 28mm 32swg
EC Wire 0 236mm34swg....

E4 98e

F13961

FD97F
FD98G

Book NB147 ... ..
Book NBI57...........................£5.95 NV

WA440 Undrstndng Auto Elec
WP46A Micro Elec DIctionry
WA2OW Understdng Electrnc
XW64U Book NB449
WA21X Undrstdng Dig Ellen
WG11M Book JW748
WK61R Electrnics for Tacna

50m HC Wire Bleck
HC Wire Green.. ..... .....
50m HC Wire Green
HC Wire Red
50m HC Wire Red
Min Extra Flex Black
25m Min Eat Flex Blk

YN89W 250 ECW 0 236mm34awg..

LH57M

E14.50 NViti
.. ...E1.95 NV

Porting Box Cube
Potting Box Min
Porting Box Small
Potting Box Medium
Pontng Box Large
Potting Box Ex Large

BL42V
20p
18p

28p
38p
46p
413p

X04713
PA1OL

SmIl Remote Cntrl Bx
Cale -Style Verobox

E3.50

£4.50

Page 96
LHOOA

El4 50 NV

LHOIB

E5.95 NV
£14.50 NV
E2.65 NV
E7.50 NV
E2.50 NV

LLOOA
LLO5F
LLOBJ

LLD9K
LL1OL

Verobox 101
Verobox 102
Verobox 103
Verobox 201
Verobox 211
Verobox 212
Verobox 213

BMW EC Wire 0 19mm 365wg..
15900

BL44%
111911

1592A
X0600

250 ECW 0 19mm 36swg
EC Wire 0 I5mm 38swg
250 ECW 0 15mrn 38swg
250 ECW 0 125rnm40swg
HD Loudspeaker Cable

XR89W 4 -Wire Burglar Cable
XR66W 4 -Wire Phone Cable
PA761-1
XSCI4E

PA87U
£4.65
E5.40
E7.30
£7.85
14.75

X13065

£520

)(87611
XF177J

£6.30

08610
0062S
00018

00078
X0730
)(17174171

08755

100m 4 -Wire Phone
6 Way Phone Cable
100m 6 Way Phone CAI
Ribbon Cable 10 Way
Ribbon Cable 20 Way
Flat IDC Cable 16way
Flat IDC Cable 20vvay
Flat IOC Cable 26way
Flat IDC Cable 34way
Flat IOC Cable 40way

0004E
XR05F

0.10

0809K
PA125

12.10

XR1OL

£2.10
£2.10
30p
E2.50
E22.50

.......... 30p
.......E2.50
....E22.50
.... 30p
.....£2.50
£22 50
30p
£2.50
C22 50

Flat IDC Cable 50Way
Clr Cd IDC Cable 16W
Clr Cd IDC Cable 20W
Clr Cd IDC Cable 26W
Clr Cd IDC Cable 34W
Clr Cd IDC Cable 40W
Clr Cd IDC Cable 50W

950
47p
600
750
9Bp

CI ID
El 45

Twn Mains DS Black
100m Twn Mains Black

PA13P

Twin 6A Mains Orange
Twin 6A Mains White
Min Mains Black
100m Mm Maons Black
Min Mains White
10010 Mtn Mains White
C6A Mains Black
C6A Mains White
C6A Mains Orange
HD Mains Black
100m HD Mains Black
HD Mains
100m HD Mains White

XRI1M HD Mains Orange
PA140

100m HD Mains Orange

17p

111 65

00510
00520
005311
001513

C17 95

37p
37p
37p
58p

09.75
£39.75
5$p

N8.75

PB13P

0812N
0013P
0/1611

1.01001 TE Cable ........ .................

60198

Low C Cable

PB15R
XR637

UR67 RF Cable

.£2250

PAIRS

30p
E2 50

XF192A

01318U

PB140

17p

Min Screened
18p
100m Min Screened
Cable Single Black .
.!9.1.11.8p5
Cable Single Grey.
18p
Cable Single White............. .....
18p

30p
£2.50
.£22.50
30p
...12.50

30p

24p
26p
117 95
26p

6mm TE Cable..
.. 84p
1mm Trpl ECC Cbl.............. ..... 29p

PAI6S

.£22.50

17p

El I 65
24p

Page 108
011490

£2.50
£22 50
30p
£2.50
£22 50

100m Singl Mic Cable
Low Noise Scnd
25m Low Nonce Send

Page 109
38p

100m Low C Cable.........£25.95
.

XR20W Lapped Pair.
XR23A

Pf3410
X0911
PB40T

El 10
20p
55p

Cable Quad
50m Cable Quad
Lapped 4 -Core Grey.
100m Lap 4 -Core Grey
Lapped 4 -Core Black
10010 Lap 4 -Core Blck

£1995
32p
124 95
32p
124 95

Page 110
.... 30P

XR25C

Multi -Core 4 -Way

70p
£2.50
E2.50
E3.50
39p

Scr Stretchflex Blk
BH34M Scr Stretchflex Red
HQ490 Twin Stretchffex
XR881
Miniature Coax
BH30H

.._122.50
54p
C4 45
54p
14 45

54p

PB I9V

10001 Miniature Coax
PB20W 100m Bel Feeder .........._

14 45
54p
14 45
54p
£4 45

CAPACITORS

54p
14 45

COMMUNICATIONS
Page 125

E26.95
£9.95

Page 118
FF585

XJ20W
XJ21%

IS Cap 04700

201 25W Transceiver
2m 45W Transceiver

.

90p

......£249.95
..

£299 95e

Page 127
XJ221
28p
110 95
28p
C1095
2Bp

110 95
12p

12 05

15165

70cm 25W Transceiver .......£289.95.
Meg Mount
E11.95

Page 128
YM950 Traveler Clock Radio

DIS

Page 129
1P221

Clock/radio Phon Wht

£34.95

12p

CONNECTORS
12 22
55p
12 10
55p

12 10
E2 15
64p
12 35
£2 45
66p
E2 50

69p
12 65
72p

Page 138
0K600
BK585
0048C
RK61R

BK59P

10495

D -Range 9 Way Plug
D -Range 15 -Way Plug
D -Range 25 -Way Plug
13 -Range 9 Way Skt
D -Range 15 -Way Skt
D -Range 25W Socket

FS92A
FS93B
FP30H

740

FS94C

Finger Screw Hd 9W
Finger Screw Hd 15W
Finger Screw Hd 25W
Finger Screw Hd 37W

Page 145

E2 95
78p

01730

1300

Page 150

82p
13 15
85p

RW350 Plugpak HD Guitar

C325
£3.40
42p

31p
430
510
430
630

Page 140

f2 85
26,

60p
64p

DIS
72p

Polarising Key IDC

8p

DIS

Page 156
10448

Multicon Skt 36 -way

84p

Page 157

Page 106

Page 93
LH90X
YK24B

12.10
12.10

Page 105

Page 92
L1-1561

£2.50

.E1.30e

14 45

E1127E

WP13P Easy Prog Atari Mmr.

80p

10001 16/0 2 Wire Vol

BOXES

DIS
DIS

Price

Twn Mains DS White
PAI1M 100m Twn Mains White

PA74R

BL24B

WM77J Working dBase II.

1013m 16/0.2 Wire Gin

E4 98

£4.980

XR80B
5081C

Inclusive

Page 107
74p

El 10

54p
14 45
54p

PA730

PA950

.

100m mai Wire Btu
16/0.2 Wire 10M Grn

1579L

Book £300

16'0.2 Wire 10M Blu

1588V

....£4.98

XR85G

1011m 16/0.2 Wire Wht
16.10 2 Wire 10M Yel

E20.00 NV

............... DIS

.

100001 7/0.2 Wire Yel
16/0.2 Wire 10M Blk.
100m 16/0.2 Wire Blk

FA3IJ

BL41U
1

C7 95

FA36P

WA8OB 20Z081 Projects
.£29.95

011841

FA35Q

Page 89
WP585 Understanding C
WG25C Book JW609

7/02 Wire 10M Win
100m 7/0.2 Wire Wht
1000m 7/0.2 Wire Wht
7/0.2 Wire 10M Yel.
100m 7/02 Wire Vial

FA295
PA67X

48p

TEMP

7/0.2 Wire 10M Red
100m 7/02 Wire Red
1000m 7/0.2 Wire Red
7/0.2 Wire IBM Vio.
100m 7/0.2 Wire Vio
1000m 7/0.2 Wire Vio.

16/0.2 Wire 10M Brn
PA66W 100m 16/02 Wire Brn

01169A
PBO2C

DIS

C3 BO

DIS

E22.95 NV
..... . ..... .£1555 NV

R00113

FA27E
PA65V
FA28F

WM76H Programming M68000 ........£13.95 NV
XW72P Book C280.........................£20.95 NV*

TEMP

XR82D
)(083E

19.50 NV

Page 86

Page 72

Maplin Magazine

PA370

Page 88

E1.36

DC/DC Cony i 98 ......
I51 ..
DC/DC Cony
DC/DC Cony -50

Book 81228

PA54J

58p
38p

DIS

Page 71

RF1OL

BLO8J
PA5311

BL1OL

Page 84

LH59P

RL31J

BL07H
PA52G
PA35N

08681

BOOKS
01_27E

PA34M 1000m 7/02 Wire Pnk

BLO9K

1845 NV
£595 NV

Page 83
XW54J

BLO2C

PA36P

Page 82

Page 69
FE54J
FE56L
FE57M
FE59P
FE600

BLOIB
PA46A
PA29G

WP63T 68000 Ref Guide ......... ................. DIS

E180

13.8V 7A Reg PSU

10010 7/0.2 Wore Blk
1000m 7/0.2 Wire 81k

DIS
£13.20 NV

£5.95 NV
E7.95 NV

Page 90

NI Cad AAA
NI Cad AA

PA45Y
PA28F

PA62S
PA63T

BLO5F
PA5OE

XW79L

1 2Ah L/Ac id Bat 12V

BLOOA

100m Bell Wire Red.
100m Bell Wire Wht
100m Bell Wire Vol
72 2 Wire 10M Blk

15.95 NV
R03011 Book NB353........... ........... ...£8 95 NV
XW38R Book NB480.... ...................
TEMP

.....

WP62S 6502 Ref Guide
CI 32
69p

1013m Bell Wire Orn.

Page 80

DIS

E4 53

Page 65
YJ69A

£2.95 NV
£4 25 NV

Page 87

Merc Ben RM1311
Mere Batt EIM675H
Merc Ban BP675
Silver Ban B-SR58L
Shyer Batt B-SR371L
Silver Ban B-SR57L

Page 66

£7.95 NV*

100m Bell Wire Blk
100m Bell Wire Blu
100m Bell Wire Grn

WG53H Book NB529

Book

WM99H Satellite TV Guide
WG89W Book 56132.

05

13 30
96p

00030

PA49D
PA32K

Proi in Microelect .

RB10L

Page 85

E3 20

X 079L

Page 104

DIS

WP41U

£299
C2 99
E3 64
49p
99p
2 77

£6 95
84p
E2 50

CABLES

PA30H
BLO3D
PA48C
PA31J
BL04E

£1 69
C3 99

VAT

Catalogue
Page No.

0002C
PB09K

PA453

WG82D Book FT1364
%MAK Book 718391

63p

1988

P1308..1

.16.95 NV

31p

12 39
£1 99

Square Cloth 1 4210
Square Cloth 07110 .....

XW3OH Cost Effectv Constrc....

XWO8J

fl 28

XSOBJ

7/0.2 Wire 10M Blu
100m 7/0.2 Wire Blu .
1000m vas Wire Blu
72 2 Wire 10M Brn
100m 7/0.2 Wire Brn
1000m 7/0.2 Wire Brn
7/0.2 Wire 10M Grn.
100m 7/0.2 Wire Gm
1000m 7/02 Wire Grn
7/0.2 Wire 10M Gry.
100m 7/0.2 Wire Gry
1000m 7/0.2 Wire Gry.
7/0.2 Wire 10M Orn
10001 7/02 Wire Orn

WP77J

£1 15

Acoustic Wadding

.12.95 NV

21p
360
40p
79p

54p
62p
El 07
63p
63p

Sink 20
Sink 40

01065

PA61R

Page 81

Blue Seal R20B
Blue Seal PP3B
Silver Seal R6S
Silver Seal R14S
Silver Seal 020S
Silver Seal PP3S
Gold Seal LR1
Gold Sea: LR03
Gold Seal LR6
Gold Seal L014
Gold Seal L020.... .....
Gold Seal 6LF22... ......
Trans Pwr PP1 6V..........
Trans Pwr PP6 9V.
Trans Pwr PP7 9V.
Trans Pwr PP9 9V
Photo Batt BLRI21
Photo Bart BLR122

FE39N

Book BP37 .................
Book NB074.. ....... .........

0066W Book BP59

Blue Seal 111413

E7.95

.E1

Page 77

WPOOA Fib Op Laser Handbk

Blue Seal R6B

FE38R

PA57M
PA59P
PA600

Page 76

Page 79
.£1 .80
174 .95

Price

Page 98

PA56L

RLO5F

Merc Ban P01/RMIN
FM18U Merc Ben PX2M625
FM2OW Merc Ban PX675
FM23A
FM24B
FM33L

£11.00 NV
E14.95 NV
£14.95 NV
E13.20 NV

Page 78
E9.95

L(103D
LH3OH

05101

Page 75

WM600 Mastering Electronic

FM140
FM21%

£9.95 NV

WG01B Book NB447 ............
WP5OE Intro Electronics.. ......

Minibox 10
Minibox 15

£220

September 1988

E2.220

0/5 OJD Disk 5.25
10 D/S WD Disk 525

BSR ST17
BSR ST21
Garrard GDD1

Tetrad T3OMS
Shure 597 -HE
FE151F
Tenorel 20010
HR89W Philips GP2O5
FM7OM Garrard GKS25
HR97F
Sanyo 2611K
HR76H
Goldrtng 13110E
FV29G
Panasonic EPS36
80610 Sonotone V100
HR95D Sensor 5N28
8679L
Hitachi ST103
FV28F
Sharp STY104
FV23A
Panasonic EPS270

71.457
YJ27E

E1.940

Page 64

Page 48

FV140
FV18U
FV177
/1039N

El 76.
£1 48
El 50.

Page 63

Y15585 BSR Drtve Belt............................E1.98

F1/1513

El 32e
El 95e

BATTERIES &
POWER SUPPLIES

81180
YJI9V
91210

FVI3P

CI 08.

Surge Protectr RS232

YK97F
YKINU

FM08J
FM09K
0167%
FK681
FK69A

AUDIO, VIDEO
& COMPUTERS

FV16S

£5.95

Video-GinaVErtAcdeep4t0o6r

YP84F

FK67%

RK47B

FE13813

WP67% Elec Pocket Book

LLI4Q

VAT
Inclusive

%RCM

RH30H

FK59P

Aerial Combiner A/E
Aerial Combinr AB/CD.......
Resistive Splitter....
11323A
Inductive Splirter .......
HX87U
Surface Co -Ax Outlet
BW55K Flush Co -Ax Outlet
BW56L Fish Dbl Co -Ax Outlt

88177

1250

Page 57

Fl(5135

YP57M
3:1585
HX88V

FC1177

Page 103

DIS

Maxell MX -C60
MaxeII MX -C90

C736P
CT37S

Verobox 217
Verobox 301
Verobox 303
Verobox 305
Verobox 401
Flip -Top Box 601 Blk
Verobox 705

Page 74

El 06e

CT2OW Maxell XLI-S90
CT25C
Maxon UDII-C90
CT28F
Maxell XLII-C60
CT29G
Maxell XLII-C90
CT41U
Maxon XLII S60
CT42V
Mosel! XLII S90

LLI 1M
LL12N

11 99

Page 61

2 Outlet TV/FM Amp
Xtra Set 3 Amp
Xtra Set 4 Amp

X6681

....

.E8.25 NV

Catalogue
Page No

LH51F

E120
El 20
£145
CI 60
El 98

TDK MA -090.
Masai! UL -C90.
Martell UDI-C60
Maxon UDI-C90 .............
Mosel! XLI-C90

FT820
YJ72P

11942V

LBO9K

TDK SA -60
TDK SA 90
TDK SA -060
TDK SA -090

Page 60

Page 42
YP42V
BK755

TDK A0-90

CT23A
CT24B
CT26D
CT27E

CTI1M

Pract Electronics

1988

WA24B Undrstdng Communctns £14.50 NV
WK451 Undrstn Phone Elctrn
£14.50 NV
WP24B Telecom Circuits..
£15.50 NV
WP28F Data Communications
£14.50 NV
WM59P Linear Electronics
£9.50 NV
Book
50189
0L34M
.E995 NV
RR395 Towers Transistor Bk
114.99 NV
00681 Book FT938 .........
DIS

£4.35

Indoor Amp XBI
Aerial Amp 22.5d8
2 Outlet TV Amp
Xtra Set Amp

11511U

CTO9K

£13.75

Page 41
YP59P

CTO8J

TDK
90
TDK AD -613.. ............

E2.50
£10.35

DOW

Mast D

10730

CT030

Price

LH5OE

Cl 35.

Scotch XSI-C90.........
Scotch XSMIV-C90 .
TDK D-60

CT33L

Inclusive

Page 73

Page 58

Page 40

X(16012

C7140

VAT

1988

Catalogue
Page No.
WP05£

(2 95

Page 55

CTIOL

Extragain XG8 GroupA .
Extragan X98 GroupB

%040T

Price

Micro -Cassette 3 Pk

CT05F

Page 39
00395

Catalogue
Page No.

Page 54

Mushkiller FM1083
Mushkiller FM1085
Mushkiller FM1087
Trucolour TCI0 Grp A. ........
Trucolour TC10 Grp B
TrucolourTC10 GrpC/D
Trucolour TC10 Grp E
Trucolour TCI3 Grp A
Trucolour TC13 Grp B
TrucolourTC13 GrpC/D
Trucolour TC18 Grp A
Trucolour TC18 Grp B
TrucolourTC18 GrpC/D
Trucolour TC18 Grp E. ......

XQ23A
X025C
0027E

VAT
Inclusive

1988

16p
16p

C1098
22p

114 98
80p
f 1 60

30p
37p
48p
64p
74p

FG22Y

PC Edgconn 2822 way... ...

1:2.400

Page 160
JB13P

Phono Plug Screened
BW76H Phono Socket 6 -way

138p

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES
Page 168
8L681
HL69A
HL215

Single Skt Unswtched
Dble Ski Unswitched
Single Sw Socket

CI 85

t3 45
11 95

31

VAT
Inclusive

1988

Catalogue
Page No.
HL22P

Catalogue
Page No.

Price

Double Sw Socket

. ........ ..E3.99

Cooker Swttc h
Switched Flea Outlei
Blanking Plate
20A Plateswitch
HL89W Light Swch ST Single
Light Swch DT Single
HL90X
Light Swch Dual
HL91Y

.....£415

,

68p

88158
YBI6S
8817T
*FQ02C

....... 01.30
£2.35

LB637

E1.29
E1.99
'

72p
98p

HARDWARE

JC8013

BF32K

JC81C
BF34M
JC74R
JC755
BF35Q
JC76H
JC77J
BF36P
LR57M
BF37S
JC7OM
JC71N
BF38R
JC72P
LR58N
BF39N
JC68Y
BF407
JC69A

BF4IU
JC66W
JC67X

J005F
JDO6G
JDO7H

JDO8J

J5096
JD10L
JC97F
JC98G
JC99H
JDOOA

JDO1B
JDO2C

JC32K
JC33L

JC34M
JC35Q
JC36P

JC375
JC38F1

JC39N
JC407
LR54J
BF1OL

Page 172
JC785
BF3IJ
JC791

FP69A
JC29G
JC30H

JC3IJ

65p
69p

Sur Pelt 20mm Sngl
Sur Pan 29mm Sngl
Sur Pan 29mrn Dble
Sur Pert 47mm Dble
Lampholder 702
Bayonet L Hldr

BF05F
BRISG
BFOIN
BFOBJ

0F090

.£1.20

Page 170
813144

BF04E

18520

Page 169
H126H
HL83E
HL86T
HL87U

BF13P

lap

Pozi Screw M5 lOmm
Pozi Screw M5 12mm
Pozi Screw M5 16mm
Pozi Screw M5 20mm
Pozi Screw M5 25mm
Pozi Screw M5 40mm
Pozi Screw M4 12mm
Pori Screw M4 160,u0,
Pozi Screw M4 200,0,
Pozi Screw M4 25mm
Poo Screw M4 30mm
Poo Screw M4 400,0,
Pozi Screw M3 6mm
Pozi Screw M3 lOmm

JC410

20P

JC43W

..260

JC44X
JC45Y
JC46A

14p
15p
16p
20p
32p
16p
....15p
15p

LH13P

...20p
...21p

96248

MF27E

C/S Screw 2BA I/2in
C/S Screw 48A
C/S Screw 6BA lin...

19p
14p
22p

.

ISO C/5 213.4.....................£1.24.
100 C/S 4BA I/2in
100 C/S 6BA I/4in

86p

ISO C/S 6BA 1/2in1.

58p
95p

100 C/S 6BA lin
100 CiS 8BA 1/tin

2p

..............

5p

40p

Aly Sheet 16 swg

..£3.95

£69995

£24.95

£24.99 NV

Page 186

..88p
..88p
...92p

HK8IC

£1.050

Page 187

HMO5F

..£2.130.

E1.40
. E1.50

...58p

....28p

.44p
48p

18p

19p

21p
23p
25p

£44 95

EE -1004 Dig Circuits .........
ETW-1000 Assembled

£49 95
£324.95

DIS

EE -3404 Adv Mic Crs

MO 260

E44.95
£49.95

EC -2002 Cmptr Prphrl .......

MD3IJ
96861

E39.95
£699.95

EC -2003 Cmptr Mntnce....
ET -100 16-B1, Trainr..........

Isobolt M2 5 I 2onru
Isobolt M2.5 20mm

21 p
.

95215

£69 95 NV

EE -1800 Robotics Crs .

Isobolt MO lOmm
....22p
Isobolt M2 12mm
.....[3.200
100 Isobolt M5 lOrnm
100 Isobolt M5 12mm
.E3.85
J0555 100 Isobolt M5 16tnm
ISO Isobolt M5 20mm.. .......... ......E4.25
JD561
.EI.65
100 Isobolt M4 6mm
J045Y
.£1.85
100 Isobolt M4 lOrnm
JD46A
£2.00
JD470 100 Isobolt M412mm
E2.30
100 Isobolt M4 16mm
JD48C
E2.55
100 Isobolt M4 20mm
JD49D
E2.95
100 Isobon M4 25mm
JD5OE
1:2120
100 Isobolt MO 30mm
J051F
E1.213e
100 Isobolt M3 60101
JD375
4.1130
100 Isobolt M3 lOmm
JD38R
JD39N 100 Isobolt M3 120,0,
100 Isobolt M3 Ifirnm
JD40T
_E1.70
JD41U 100 Isobolt M3 20mm
£1.90
ISO Isobolt M3 25mm
JD42V
£2.55
J1)43W 100 Isobolt M3 30mm
13.25
100 Isobolt M3 40rnm......
JD44X
E1.20
100 Isobel, MO 5 6mrn
J0331
0.350
JD34M 100 Isoblt M2 5 lOmm
ISO Isoblt M2 5 12mm
JD35C1
JI)36P 100 Isoblt MO 5 20nun
.E1.280
JD30H 100 Isobolt MO 601n1
.£138
100100601, M2 lOmm
.1031J
.£1.48
J0320 100 Isobolt M2 12mm
JD64U 100 Steel Nut M5
78p
100 Steel Nno M4
JD65V
Er 10
JD69A 100 Isonut M5
85p
JD7OM 100 Isonut MO
65p
ISO
lsonut
M3
JD71N
62p
ISO lsonut M2 5
JD72P
58p
10014 onut M2
J073(1

JDI2N
JD13P
J053H
JD54J

Page 173
..1094C

JD95D
J096E
JD97F
JD98G
JD99H
JEOOA

JE010
JEO2C

JE03D
BFOOA

86018
BFO2C

06030

32

Springwash Mb
Spnngwash MA
Sphngwash M3
Sprolgwash MO 5
Springwash M2
100 S1110.9.1145 M5

100 Springwash MA
100 Springwash M3
100 Springwash M2 5
100 Springwash M2
Bolt 2BA

Bolt 2BA lin

Bolt 48A 114in
Bolt ABA 112in

6p
Sc3)

41,

4p
43p

;;PI,
27p
27p

45p
68p
26p
30p

117149D

CLH54J

MJE3413

45p
40p
£2.80
52p
£1.50
£1.20

QH59P

YY68Y

£42.95

C183811

12A Power Controller

G102C

SAM77

4 Ch Servo Cntrlr Kt

£25.95

.

£9.95

Servo 8, Driver Kit

VU Meter Kit
Headphone Monitr Kit

.E8.95
£6.95

Page 263

.. .......... DISC

MES37

UE375

HK26D

HK34M

£16695

YH98G

QR49D

H693E1

IMA 100-10 DC Probe.................DIS

HB34M Knob 61051

98p
48p

Knob 615
Knob K45

DIS

Page 196

DIS

150,0, Collet Pntr Red
low -Cost Collet Knob

38p

01.40

Cord Drum Large

Stereo Amp Chassis...... .......... E13.95.

Page 199

DIS

One Point Stereo Mic

BBD Echo EM 006

..

55995

Page 225

El 20e

Irnin Light Guide

..

DM02

XBIIM DM02T

RW98G 2InPn Mt 100-0-100uA
FM98G 210 Pan Meter 50uA
RW92A 210 Pan Meter 100uA
RW9AC tin. Pan Meter 1mA
tin Pen Meter 100mA
R5331

00910
RX93B

E265

CIL4.11

95p

D15
El 05
El 80
E29.95

92p
29p
55p

2N3055

2N5458
2SA872
2708 25004
2716 450ns
2764 25Ons

4W055K NE 544

Page 392
WO40T LM3911

DIS

46p

. .. . .......

£8.50.
£4.50.

W0410 LM3914
YY96E

LM3915

YH30H

74C917

E6 50

El 98
El 20

QY74R

41256 15Ons

TEMP

00060

4164 15000
4416BE

E5 50

DIS

4464 15Ons.....£6.95

Page 329
.. .. .....

5W Zener 882.

UF3-31

6116 14461 15000

98p
E2 950

UF34M
RA92A

HM65256AP-15

£9.50

YH637
121-1689

YY785

.

6264 15000..............£8.95

Page 401

741551

18p

YE325

741175

0X680

7493
7496
74HC107

40p
40p
58p
46p

69p

74HC153
74HCT240

UB77J

eap

0113011

E1.00

£140
E11.95.

74HC356
74C917

Page 331
50018

20p
16p

Page 302

........ DIS

£120
.DIS

Page 305
Digi-Alarm COI Sndr
Eat Sounder Boo

. ........ E19.95
131.95.

RADIO CONTROL

01,389

.....£39.95

Apache Car

XH81C

El6 95

Wild Cat Car Kit

£29.95

Killer Kit Car

E44.95

Page 312
E2.50

Killer 2100
Killer 2110
Beagle Car Kit

£2.95

E8395

tin Pan Meter IA
50uA Lrge Pan Meter
10004 Lrge Pan Meter

Meter MI I5V
Meter MI 5A
Meter MI I5A
Meter MI 254

PCB EQUIPMENT
Page 234
SRBP 010Ty, 3
FLS2C

E7 95
E7 95

Ell 95
Ell 95

£11 95

02.50
80p

Page 333
29p

51123A 2N3053
5/1542
MJE3417
WC1730 TIP122
01-1561

1162955
1163055

45p
80p
60p
606

89980

2N3055

55p

UF33L
UF34M

6116 14461 150ns
6264 I 50110

RA92A
012066

HM65256AP-15

137159P

MPFI02

00490

2N5458
40673

0L534M

29p
29p
40p

8E258

DIS
£1.20

WQ96E VN46AF
WQ97F VN66AF

YH94C

RC Set with Meter

YP62S

2 Chn Prop RC System

£3995
£3995

913p

°Is

1311490

25p

1151320

74HCO3
7438

400
39p

UB013J

74HCI0

0)(7411
YFO3D

UB02C

C595

Servo Mechanism

741851

YE27E

Page 318

Page 346

W

.......

35p

WAN Min 0.2211 to IR

28p

UB58N

74HCT240

18p

.60p

Page 348

Page 319
low WM

54p

YF32K

Joystick Pot

£5.95

......... . ............

74LS75

U670M 74HC259

1:12870

Page 324
AC126
AC127

74HC107

46o

2764 250ns

Page 413
YH88V
UH95D

.

50p
40p

7496

W0389 LM2917

7493

.E8.50.

..

Page 419
W1130FI

Transkt 4 -Lead 1018

Page 420

DIS

Kit 5055

Page 422
F0640

DIS

Coverslide 4Y

Page 423

Page 425
Plastic Stren

.

Page 427
YW57M Stethoscope

Page 428
6R Stereophone

£39.95

Page 430
Crossover HPX2 ..........
YJ03D
WF464

BK3OH

Controlled Crossover

E12.95

Spkr Fixing Clamp......._. .......... 20p

Page 432
WF I 811

Ellmtcal Spkr CM742

oWFI2N

111-Fi Spkr 40W 8inch

..... . ..... .110.95

Page 436
YP64U
YP72P

El 00

Personal Spkr Set
Extendispeakers

. DISC

SWITCHES & RELAYS
Page 441

58p

FA97F

Wafer 1 pole 12 way

EI.80

Page 443

Page 352
5X680

27128 25000
27C128 25Ons

44).

Page 350

SEMICONDUCTORS
GB02C

00240

Page 349

Page 323

C113018

.55596

Page 431

38p

5009K

4464 15Ons

8P631

Page 343

RESISTORS

£5.50
TEMP

SPEAKERS & SOUNDERS

5W Zeiler 8V2.... ..................

741500
7403
741.103

YFOOA

.. E9.50

£1 .05
£1 .80

Page 336
CIX36P

_a.m.

.....08.95

4164 15Ons
41256 150110

UH93B

WR27E

BFI73

.....£6.50

MAX232C.....

Page 411

Page 418

Page 340

C1295

El 50

39p
39p

QB7OM BC441
0672P BC461

GY53H
QF17T

E29.95
E5.00e

.... .

Page 409

LH96E

Beagle BG-17
Beagle EIG-84

XJ470

00140

46p
29p

25A872
BCI42
BC143 .....

Page 337

Page 316
£595
£595
£595
£595
E595
£595

QB4OT

Date Manuel V9938

QWI3P 2708 250ns
0007H 2716 45000

Page 334

Page 314
£14 .95

0039N

DISC

12A Power Controller

Page 408

Page 412

AC126
AC127
AD162

Page 332

QH55K

Page 309

JE785
JF43W

0602C
BL34M

003011
.

LM2984C.........

YF27E

0070M 74HC259

Surface NSL Reed...

71497A

35p
39p

UB58N

YW470 Surface BA Reed

ICM 7555
NE 566

Page 398

7438

0537S

52p

NE 556

Page 396

Page 399

(1536P

11132413

E3.00
E3.00

E11.950

Page 395
09670

27128 25Ons
27C128 250ns

5X34M 40673

05870

E2.00

Page 393

QW791 402578 E

QX30H
UH93B

92p

ZN414Z

74HCI0

.£12.95

£1.72

Page 389

115821)

Page 313

Page 232

RX90X

Page 385

UB08J

Page 231

RX924

E2.10

FE/924

WR95D Fuse 1 1.4 50mA
.WR96E Fuse 1 1/4 150mA

UM3611

Page 383

.£29.95

E3.95

Page 301

XJ46A

PANEL METERS

RX54J
YJ96E

UJ46A

Page 404

PROTECTION

64pJF58N

Page 228

R535111

71497A
uA78540
UM3561
UM3611

Page 330

ZX81 Keyboard Case.........

E4.00

Page 380
UJ45Y UM3561

RA94C

Page 297

JF57M

ORGAN COMPONENTS

)(01111

YY89W AY -3-1350

28p
40p

E150

DIS

MC33401.

25p

19.95

.... EI.98

Page 379

7403
74HCO3

Page 295

XJ12N

LDR RPY58A

SAM77

49490

741100

E2.50

.

Page 377

52748
0002C

Page 311

Page 224

CI102C

F/Store PSU/Mod PCB
F/Store PSU/Modulair,

W11350 1M387

YFOOA

Page 287

XJ19V

OPTO-ELECTRICAL

Page 227

1,1,

. 60p
. 69P
58p

.

Page 374

034950

276

YP25C

Page 211

00561

DIS

£1.600

..£3.30
..E1.50

Page 308

MUSICAL & EFFECTS

HB09K

.60p

Stereo Amp Sw PCB
LW7IN 25W Stereo Amp Kit
RK36P
Switch Panel
Stereo Amp IR Decodr
GA97F
GA99H Sto Amp IR
LW77J Arno Remote Cntrl Kit

LM15R
YN77J

MICROPHONES

%0309

Stereo Amp Heatsink ..............£1.20.
Stereo Amp Woodwork

FP1DL

Page 197

FK45Y

PA Kit.........£20.95

Page 369

120740

Page 195

RX94C

YH88V
UH95D

GB43W 2/031 Hi Res Grph PCB

KNOBS
HB36P
HB40T

Q007H
C113090

Page 273

XG177

Page 193

TIP2955
TIP3055 ........................ ..
T1072CP...
TL0B2CP

02464
WQ96E VN46AF
WQ97F VN66AF
UH924 89938
41410 ZN4I4Z
06234 2N3053

CNV13P

LM215 23 Litre Cabinet 6,1
LM2OW 40 Litre Cabinet

56150

DIS

Page 328

..,

. 69p
58p

TL072CP
TL082CP

WQ20W CA3189E

4-U..145Y

Page 262

RK25C
XG16S

DIS

Page 327
88786

Page 255

LM47T

DIS

NE 556
NE 566
NE5534A

.E6.95

01.20

NE5534A

Page 365

E2.00
E3.00

W0730 TIPI22 ..................... ....

Car Batt Monitor

)(11217(

E299
£300
£850

QH561
RA688
RA71N

08680

Page 366

LM3915
MAX232C
MC3340P

C1H55K

DIS.

4416BE

W0215 CA3240E

LM2984C

111168Y

EI44.95

0.53011

RA68Y
RA71N

£1 980

DIS

Digi-Tel Main Kit

£19.95

10-5280 RF Oscillir
IB-5281 RCL Bridge
1T-5230 CRT Tester

.

.

Power PCB
2 8kW Pwr CntrIr Kit
L/Amd Bat Chrgr Kit.

.

Page 358

E7.98

YY96E

01-1675

74HCI53

88p
C2 85

£3.45

.

MPFI02
4WC155K NE 544

Page 249

.GD67%

Page 192

27p

.....19p

JDIIM Isobolt MO 6rnm

E8.95

LW88V Volume Pedal Kit ............

Page 191

48p

2ft

1/13 Prox Detect, Kit

LK42V

...................

RA94C

El:192A

Page 246

GA781(

Page 190

WL55K
0040T

sobol1 MO 5 6roni
sobolt M2 S lOrmn

f5955

LW730 RTX3 Doppler Kit ...............

LW820

.

Wf1407 LM3911
WQ41U LM3914

Page 245

GAIIN

HMI5R EC200I Cmptr Fndmnt

ICM 7555...............

Page 326

Page 272

Page 189

HE98G

.....25p

.......

Page 188
116177

E39 95

EU 95

EE -10034019 Dsp Crs.... ... ....

100 BOZISCIVI M3 finun
100 Poziscrw M3 100,10

E1.38.

.

EE -1002 Transtr Crs

ISO Poziscrw M4400,,

.£1.300

9631

El 72
El 15

.... .

09389 LM377
WQ35G LM387

PROJECTS & MODULES

GB51F
LK3AM
LMO1B

DIG

W0210 CA3240E

Page 266

EE -1001 Passive Crs

H1(821)

JC89W
JC90X

.....98p

.

UB37S

Price

Page 363

YH94C

(11:130H

.E1.850

£1.1313

E54.95

29p

WQ38R LM2917

LK88V
LK89W

..

8C441

0T1490
WCPOW CA3189E

DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS

Page 240

LK450

HN-31A Cant.). Load

FE -3100 BeSIC Eltrty

£2.20

..............

.................
FIlm Sheet Large
PCB006 Pack.. ....... ..........
FlIrn FPF012

LM I3P

4W791 40257BE

290
39p
39P

Page 325

XG25W CM100 PCB Kit
YJA3W
RK42V

Page 356

£4 00
29p

QF17T

Page 238
FIK4OT

80p

00538

15.95

Inclusive

Price

(11372P

£1.50

Pin 2140....._
W.ring Pen

10616

Heath!. SB-1000

H5325

.E1300

QB7OM

VAT

1988

Catalogue
Page No.

QB4OT

Page 235
FL20W
HY16S

AD162

0839N

Page 254

El .36
£1.54

.E1.02.

BL34M
YY89W

459
E1.80
E1.95
£2.40

Page 253

£14.99 NV

51.30

FL101

Inclusive

Catalogue
Page No.

Price

Vero 14354
Vero 10346
Vero 10347
Vero 10348

FLO6G
FLO8J
FLO9K

VAT

1988

Inclusive

Catalogue
Page No.

Page 251

Studding 2BA

Page 180

JDO4E

JDISR

E4.67
..£1.95

VAT

1988

£1.35.

Page 178

HK134F

.11)140
BF55K

100 Bolt 8BA 1/410...
100 Bolt 8BA 1/2in.......
100 Boll 8BA 3/4in.....

HEATHKIT

MC155K

BF54J

...£3.50
£1.38
£1.77
.£2.60

EB-1010 Elect DcInty.. ..
FE -3140 Hobby Elect

.£1.15.

100 Pooscrw M2 6mm
100 Poziscrw M2 lOmm
JC83E
ISO Poziscrw MO 12rmn
JC841
Isobolt M5 10mrn
JD25C
Isobolt M5 12mm
BF46A
Isobolt
M5 160,0,
JD260
Isobolt M5 20mm
J 027E
Isobolt M5 40mm
JD29G
Isobolt M4 6mIn
BF48C
JD2OW Isobolt M4 lOmm
BF490 Isobolt M4 12mm
JD21X Isobolt M4 16inm
Isobolt M4 20mIn
J022Y
Isobolt M4 25mm
BFSOE
J023A Isobolt M4 30mm
Isobolt M3 6mrn
BF51F
Isobolt M3 lOmm
HY30H
Isobolt M3 12mm
ElF526
JD165 I soboIt M3 1 Brun
Isobolt M3 25mm
JD177
Isobolt M3 25mm
BF53H
J0180 Isobolt M3 30mm
Isobolt M3 40mrn
J 019V

100 Bolt 6BA I/4in..
100 Bolt 6BA I/2in... ..
100 Bolt 6BA lin........

HK45Y
HK04E

£3.20.

ISO Pozisc MO 5 20nun

100 8011 4BA lin .....
100 Bolt OBA 1.1/216....

Page 182

£1.72.

100 Poosc M5 12mm

.

...22p

.01.25.

JC820

1008olt 4BA

Page 177

E1.900

JCB6T
JC87U
JC88V

E3.00.
£3.90.
£1.55.
1E1.99

100 Bolt 2BA 1/210
100 Bolt 2BA 1tn
100 6011 ABA 1/Ain

Page 175

£1.38

JC94C
JC95D
JC96E
JC85G

Bolt 8BA I/4in
Boll 8BA IRin

28p
42p
20p
10p

FWI3P

26p
20p
25p

Boll 6BA I/2in

WH I9V Nylon Nut M3

ISO Poziscrw M4 30h0,0,

JC938

Bolt 6BA I/4in...... .......... ..... ......21p

Page 174

.. 21p

100 Poziscrw M3 12m0,
100 Poziscrw M3 16rmn
100 Poziscrw M3 20mm
100 Poziscrw M3 25mm
100 Poziscrw M3 30mm
100 Poziscrw M3 40rnm
100 Pooscr MO 5 6mtn
100 Pulse M2 5 10mrn

41p

Bolt ABA

.21p

JD03D

JC91Y
JC92A

Price

..16P

10p

Pozi Screw M2 lOmm
Pozi Screw MO 12mm
100 Portscrw M5 10nun
100 PozIscrw M5 12mm
100 Popscrw M5 160,0,
100 Poziscrw M5 20mm
100 PozIscrw M5 25mm
100 Poziscrw M5 40flun
100 PoDscrw M4 firnm
100 Poziscrw M4 lOmm
100 Poziscrw M4 1200,
100 Poziscrw M4 16mm
100 Poziscrw M4 20mm
100 Poziscrw M4 25mm

JC42V

22p

esp.

Poe, Screw M3 1 orrun
Pozi Screw M3 16mrn
Pozi Screw M3 20mm
Pozi Screw M3 25mm
Pozi Screw M3 30mm
Pozi Screw M3 40nun
Pozi Screw MO 5 6nun
Peel Screw M2.5 10mrn
Pozi Screw M2 5 12mm
Pozi Screw MO 5 20mm
Pozi Screw M2 6mrn

VAT
Inclusive

1988

40p

YR67X

HQ Push Switch .........._............58p
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VAT

1988

Inclusive

Catalogue

Price

Page No.

Case For YJ13P

DIS

Open Relay 6V
Open Relay I2V

E2 98

DIS

2p Sub -Min Relay 6V
Reed Relay 6 to 9V
Reed Relay 9 to 12V

DIS

£2.50
£2.50

TEST GEAR

XJ61R

XJ600

Crotech 3031...........................£249.95
£359.95
Crotech 3133

M9020

E129.95

Page 465
YM66W Audio Osc M0204

MF100 Fred Counter

..........£89.95
£89.95

XG55K
FT13P
FT28F

FV7OM

SIg:

18 swg Solder Reel.
22 swg Solder Reel

JG17T

Pipemastr Deter Heads

Page 477
Page 481
.....

"

£17 95

DIS

Price

F023A

E689
..E7 99

WBOIB Sub -Min Tr 9V ..
WBO2C Sub -Mon Tr I2V
YN13P
YNI412

E9.95

YNI5R
YNI6S

WOUND COMPONENTS
Choke 10mH

PCB Tr 0-150 20. 2A .......

100VA US Mains Trans

VKO8J
YKO9K

£220
E230
£240

YKI2N

YKIOL

YKIIM

Toroidal 30VA 6V
Toroidal 30VA 9V
Toroidal 30VA I2V
Toroidal 30VA I5V.
Toroidal 30VA I8V
Toroidal 160VA 35V
Toroidal 300VA 35V. .....

YK21X
YK22Y
YM45V

E5 95
E3 20
E5 95

MISCELLANEOUS

W13158

£320

WB16S Min Tr 20V

E3 20

Page 499

WB2OW

E3 20

YJ53H
YJ54J

PCB Tr 0-6 0-6 0.5A
PCB Tr 0-9 0-9 0.3A
PCB Tr 0-12 it 2 25A

E440
E440
E4 40

£19 95

Page 496

E2 05
E2 10
E2 20

E2 50*

E440

Page 495

£3.20

V.1525

DISC

£2.00

Price

WBO6G Min Tr 6V
YJ51F
Min Tr 0-6 0-6 2A

YNI 77

D1S

Sub -Min Tr 15V
250mA Tr 6V
250mA Tr 9V
250mA Tr I2V
250mA Tr ISV

E1.95

Inclusive

Catalogue
Page NA

YM50E

Page 494

WBIOL Min Tr 12V
WB25C Tr 12V IA

HXI9V

£5.50

VAT

1988

YJ55K

Mic Xfinr 600/20

YN12N Sub -Min Tr 3V
WBOOA Sub -Mon Tr 6V

Page 491

Page 482
Element MIS 12

Glue Gun

Catalogue
Page No.

£1795

TEMP

Boo Spanner 213.4

VAT
Inclusive

1988

Page 493
E64 95

Page 486

YPI1N

P6158

Price

Page 485
YJ92A

20MHz Dual Scope
40MHz Dual Scope

17 Stainls SC Rule.

Inclusive

Solder Station TCSUI
30 Wan Iron CSTC
40 Wan Iron XSTC

Page 488

FT75S

YJ8213

E139.95

TOOLS
FY4OT

Page 463
VM67X

1X1382D
tX1383E

VAT

1988

Catalogue
Page No.

Page 483

YM65V MEMO 1GHz Counter

Page 468

Page 450
FX26D
FX50E
FX51F

Price

Page 467

Page 449
FX23A
FX24B

Inclusive

Page 466

Page 446
YJ140

VAT

1988

Catalogue
Page No.

fD26D

£10.30

£1030
£10 30
£10 30
£10 30

£15 95
E19 20

Toroidal 300VA 45V...._........£1920

Pocket Temp Meter

£11 .50

Page 500
VPI6S

MiniMas Thermometer

£14.95

NEW ITEMS PRICE LIST
The following is a list of all items introduced
since our 1988 catalogue, excluding new items
in this issue.

BOOKS
WP78K Intro Antenna Theory Price £2.95 NV
WP79L Build Robot 2nd Edition
Price £10.35 NV
WP8OB Electronics for E & E Price £9.95 NV
Price £30.00 NV
WP81C Video Handbook
Price £4.95 NV
WP82D Electronics

WP83E Audio Amp Fault Chart Price 95p NV
WP84F Electronic Hobbyists Handbook
Price £4.95 NV
WP85G A Practical Approach to Systems
Price £4.95 NV
Electronics
WP86T Practical Digital Electronics Handbook
Price £6.95 NV
WP87U Radio Amateurs Examination Manual
Price £4.94 NV
WP88V A Guide to Amateur Radio
Price £3.62 NV
WP89W How to Pass the RAE Price £3.15 NV
WP9OX Audio and Hi-Fi Engineer's
Price £9.95 NV
Pocket Book
WP91Y Radio Amateur and Listener's
Price £8.50 NV
Pocket Book
WP92A More Advanced Power
Price £2.95 NV
Supply Projects
WP93B Optoelectronics Circuits Manual
Price £10.95 NV
WP94C Getting the Most from your Multimeter
Price £2.95 NV
WP95D Introducing Digital Audio,
Price £5.95 NV
CD, DAT and Sampling
WP96E Practical MIDI Handbook
Price £5.95 NV
WP97F Electronics - Build and Learn
Price £5.95 NV
WP98G Electronics in Practice Price £4.95 NV
WP99H An Introduction to
Price £5.95 NV
Satellite Television

CAPACITORS
FD1Sit 100µF 100V P.C. Electrolytic Price 28p
FD16S 10,000µF 100V Can Electrolytic
Price £12.95

PROJECTS & MODULES
Price £1.98
Price £7.95
Price 20p
Price £2.50
Price £5.95
Price £2.95
Price 98p
Price £2.95
Price £1.98
Price £2.95
Price 50p
Price £1.20
Price £2.95
GD77J TDA 7000 PCB
Price £3.95
GD79L HP Mosfet PSU PCB
Price £3.50
GD8OB HP Mosfet Driver PCB
Price £4.50
GD81C HP Mosfet Output PCB
Price £3.50
GD82D HP Mosfet Monitor PCB
GD83E Multi -Tune Generator PCB Price £2.50
GD84F Morse Code Oscillator PCB
Price £8.95
GD85G MW Earphone Radio PCB Price £1.95
Price £3.95
GD9OX Noise Generator PCB
Price £2.95
GD91Y Watt Watcher PCB
Price £1.20
JC24B Mini Metal Detector Box
Price 45p
JC25C 100µH Search Coil
JG18U Appliance Tester Front Panel
Price £2.95
JG19V Rapid Charger Front Trim Price £3.50
Price 60p
JG2OW Threaded Spacer 10 pk
Price 45p
JG21X Plastic Bush 20 pk
Price £1.50
JG23A Metronome Front Panel
Price £1.98
JG26D Morse Code Front Trim
Price £2.20
JG27E Morse Code Rear Trim
Price £1.95
JG28F TDA 7000 Front Panel
JG29G Noise Generator Front Panel
Price £1.50

GD60Q Appliance Tester PCB
GD61R Metronome PCB
GD63T Mini Metal Detector PCB
GD68Y Temp Mod Relay PCB
GD69A Temp Mod Ser/Par PCB
GD7OM 12V Rapid Charger PCB
GD71N Slow Charger PCB
GD72P D/Party Controller PCB
GD73Q D/Party Triac PCB
GD74R TRF Receiver PCB
GD75S Simple Melody PCB
GD76H Siren Sound PCB

LM35Q Mini Metal Detector Kit
Price £4.95
(PCB not included)
Price £14.95
LM36P Converter Kit
Price £7.50
LM37S Relay Card Kit
Price £15.95
LM38R Appliance Tester Kit
Price £5.95
LM39N Slow Charger Kit
Price £19.95
LM4OT 12V Rapid Charger Kit
Price £17.95
LM41U Disco Partylite Kit
LM42V Siren Sound Generator Kit Price £3.50
LM43W Simple Melody Generator (V1) Kit
Price £2.50
LM44X Simple Melody Generator (V2) Kit
Price £2.50
LM45Y Simple Melody Generator (V3) Kit
Price £2.50
LM96A Simple Melody Generator (V4) Kit
Price £2.50
LM47B Multi -Tune Generator Kit Price £8.95
LM48C Morse Code Oscillator Kit
Price £19.95
Price £29.95
LM49D Metronome Kit
Price £11.95
LM50E HP Mosfet Driver Kit
Price £99.95
LM51F HP Mosfet Output Kit
Price £19.95
LM52G HP Mosfet Monitor Kit
Price £89.95
LM53H HP Mosfet PSU Kit
Price £39.95
LM54J 3W20L Kit
Price £19.95
LM55K TDA 7000 Kit
Price £10.95
LM56L Noise Generator Kit
Price £3.98
LM57M Watt Watcher Kit
Price £59.95
XJ65V HP Mosfet Transformer
Price £27.95
XJ66W Heatsink Drilled
Price £2.95
XJ67X 3W20L Front Baffle

RESISTORS
L0.22 7W Wirewound 0.221)

Price 35p

SPEAKERS
XJ68Y HDP15 Passive Radiator

Price £8.95

SWITCHES & RELAYS
JG22Y 16A 250V AC Relay 12V

Price £12.95

AMENDMENTS TO 1988 CATALOGUE
Feed Through Capacitor (Page 116). Hole size

Frame Store (Page 287). In the additional parts list the

required is 3.5rnm.

transformer should be a YKO9K not a YK 11M.

Cordless Phone (Page 130). The range of our

Spectrum RS232 Interface (Page 294). The pictures
for this and the VIC 20 Talkback have been
transposed.
Chassis 11/4in. Fuseholder (Page 300). A new style is
now being supplied. Dimensions are 53mm long x
18mm high x 12mm wide, and a solder or screw
connection is available.

cordless phone, YM81C, is 100m not 200m.
Light Fittings (Page 170). Lampholder FQ02C and
batten holder LB63T are approved to BS 5042, BS52 is
now withdrawn.
Guitar Amp (Page 205). A strap is not provided with
Guitar Amp YP49D.
Guitar Tuner (Page 212). The new version of the
Guitar Tuner comes with a 9V battery, has two jack
sockets, one for electric guitars and one for
amplifier/speaker connection. It is 132(W) x 33(H) x
70(D) and is supplied in a soft carrying case.

Digital Master Oscillator DM02 (Page 227). In
Figure 1, the plus and minus symbols on REC2 are
incorrect. Pin C is the negative line.
Gold Contact Wire (Page 230). Due to a change by
the supplier, this product is now supplied in 1 yard
lengths, not 1 metre lengths.
Ultrasonic Intruder Detector (Page 245). The pcb's
for this kit are: GBOOA (Ultrasonic Xvr PCB) Price
£1.95 and GBO1B (Ultrasonic IF PCB) Price £1.95.
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11/4" Quicicblow Fuses (Page 301). WR96E is now a
160mA type not 150mA.
R -C Network (Page 301). Due to a change by the

supplier, the contact suppressor is now made up from
a 12011 resistor ( 4-30%) and a 0.1µF ( ± 20%)

capacitor.
Door Guard Battery (Page 307). The order code for
the recommended battery for use by 'Door Guard'
should be FK67X and not FK64U.

Gas Sensor (Page 307). These sensors are matched
so they should only be used as a pair and, if
necessary, be replaced with another pair. The sensor
with the dark blue spot is the compensating element
(ignore any other dots). Also never allow sensors to
make contact with water.

UM3561 (Page 380). The list of pin connections are
transposed. Where it says Pin 1 it should be Pin 6 and
vice versa.
NE544 (Page 389). In the application circuit, Cl, C2
and CS values are shown in AF, they should be in nF.
MVS460 varicap (Page 399). A similar device, the
ZTK33B, is being supplied. It has a diode type case
style and the cathode relates to pin 1 and the anode to
pin 2.

2764 EPROM (Page 412). The Vpp of this device is
+12.5V not +21V.
Fan (Page 423). Standard fan WYO8J's cable has no
earth connection and should only be used inside
equipment that is suitably insulated or earthed.
Hi-Fi Speaker (Page 432). WF12N is a 40W 8"
speaker with a plasticised paper cone and soft
polymer suspension. The acoustic output is 90dB.
Hobby Box (Page 470). The style of this box has
changed, it now has 15 adjustable compartments and
is supplied with dividers and a hinged lid.
Electricians pliers (Page 475). Size is 150mm not
160mm.

Temperature clock (Page 498). Please not that this
product gives a display in C only.
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SUBSCRIBE BEFORE OCT 31st
Cover price will increase after this date!

6 ISSUES A YEAR!
-

There are 6 tremendous reasons why you should subscribe to Electronics The Maplin Magazine

* Every issue is sent to you as soon as it's
printed, post free.

* Minimum advertising space means

* Packed with interesting and novel projects
that you can build with all components
easily available.

* Still far cheaper than the 'Monthlies',

* Many features on electronics subjects
to keep you up-to-date with latest
developments.

* Six times a year means a 50% increase in
articles and projects for you to read
and build.

more pages for you to read.
most of which are now E1.30 or more
per issue.

To subscribe just send a cheque, postal order for £5.10, made payable to Maplin Electronics, to P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh,
Essex SS6 8LR. OR you can take advantage of our offer of two free issues by completing the coupon below and agreeing to pay
by Credit Card or Direct Debit. The two free issues offer only applies if you use one of these two methods of payment. Simply fill
in the 'Payment by Credit Card' or 'Payment by Direct Debiting Mandate' and return it to Maplin. Every time, about 1 month
before your subscription is due, we will send you a letter giving details of the subscription rate for the next year and telling you the
date on which we will charge your Credit Card or debit your bank account. If you do not wish to continue your subscription, you
have until that date to let us know, and we will then cancel your authority to bill your Credit Card or cancel your mandate.
Otherwise, if you do nothing, your subscription will continue. The authority or mandate you give us does not allow us to charge
anything other than the Maplin Magazine subscription. The benefit to you is that you no longer need to remember to re -new your
subscription or send off any more cheques or postal orders. Payment is made automatically.

TAKE THE NEXT TWO ISSUES OF THIS MAGAZINE FREE!!
Because we're so certain that once you've seen the Maplin Magazine you'll want to continue to receive it, we're offering to send you the nexttwo issues free of charge
with absolutely no obligation to continue. Just fill in the details below and if after receiving two issues you do not wish to continue, just let us know at least one month
before the next issue is due and we will cancel your subscription. The two free issues will be yours to keep whatever you decide. If you already have a subscription, fill
in the details below and we'll add two issues free of charge to your current subscription. SEND NO MONEY NOW. About 2 weeks before thethird issue is due, we will
charge you £5.10 for the next six issues, unless you have cancelled. This offer is not available to those already paying by Direct Debit or Continuous Credit Card or
those who have stopped payment by either method within the last two years. Please start my subscription with issue 29.

This offer is open until 31st October 1988.

* PLEASE ADD YOUR ADDRESS, SEE BOTTOM RIGHT *
PAYMENT BY CREDIT CARD. Please charge my Credit Card Account

Access
I

I

Visa

American Express

I

I

111111111

Account No.

I authorise you until further notice in writing to debit my CREDIT CARD
account with £5.10 and in future, with any amounts which, after notification,
MAPLIN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD. may debit thereto in respect of my
subscription to the Maplin Magazine.

Signature

11

Date

Mapcard

11111

OR
PAYMENT BY DIRECT DEBITING MANDATE in favour of Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd., P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.
Direct Debit payment option is only open to customers with bank accounts in the UK including Channel Isles, Isle of Man and N. Ireland.
Please note: Instructions cannot be accepted to charge Direct Debits to a Deposit or Savings Account.
Bank Sort Code

Bank Account Number
I

1

I

Name of Account to be debited

I

I

I

I

II

I authorise you until further notice in writing to charge my account with you any
amounts which MAPLIN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD. may debit thereto by
Direct Debit in respect of my subscription to the Maplin Magazine.
I will inform the bank in writing if I wish to cancel this instruction.

I understand that if any direct debit is paid which breaks the terms of this
instruction, the bank will make a refund.
The Manager

Signature

Date

Enter your address and Maplin customer number, if known.

Post Code
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In any correspondence please quote your customer number. Date

ORDER COUPON

Customer No
Name

Address

ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD.

Post Code
IT IS MOST IMPORTANT THAT YOU INCLUDE YOUR POSTCODE

P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.
Telephone, Credit Card Sales (0702) 554161; Enquiries (0702) 552911.

Block capital letters please.

A different postal code is correctly shown On the reply paid envelopes.

Quantity

Order Code

Description (for your information only)

Keep a copy of your order.

Price Each

£

Total

p

Current Price List (Please write 1 in quantity, if required)

X

F

0

8

J

FREE

0

00

Price Change Leaflet (Please write 1 in quantity, if required)

C

A

9

9

H

FREE

0

00

Total this sheet
VISA

Phone before 5pm for
same day despatch.

Overseas customers
including Channel Isles
and Eire, please deduct
VAT where applicable and
tick this box.

AMERICAN
IDCPRESS

Office Use Only

Total other sheet(s)

DOR

CO CA PO
CNC

Total

Total for goods

Export Order

I authorise you to debit my credit card account for the cost of goods despatched.

Handling Charge. If total for goods between £4.50 and
£5, make total here up to £5. If less than £4.50, add 50p.

Credit Card Number

Deduct value of Credit Note No
Enclose the numbered Credit Note with this order

Delete as required.
Access/American Express,Mapcard/Visa/
Note. Goods will be despatched only if the address above is the cardholder's address.
If ordering by Credit Card please sign:

Please add 50p Carriage and Packing
This amount must be added to each order placed.

Total
Expiry date of Credit Card

£

CNM

0

50

£
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Good news from Maplin!

From the next issue of
Electronics, your favourite
hobby magazine will take a giant
leap forward. As well as the new
style cover, better quality paper
and FULL COLOUR sections,
Electronics will be published
BI -MONTHLY. Yes, 6 times a

year will mean a 50% increase in
articles and projects for you to
read and build, and the quality
of the projects will stay just as
high as it is now!

full kits
of parts
available
for projects!

Reliable
working
designs
every time!
plenty to
read for
the beginner
or advanced

enthusiast!

New readers
letters and

hobbyists

ideas pages!

N.. A

\CO

Wth your first 'New Look' edition you
will receive a handy FREE craft knife,
a gift from us to help you enjoy
your hobby even more!

Is the time to take out a subscription if you haven't done so already!
Turn to page 34 and check out the details! Then you'll be sure of
receiving your first copy and your FREE craft knife!!
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20 BEST SELLING BOOKS!
These are our top twenty best selling books based on mail order and shop sales during April, May
and June 1988. Our own magazines and publications are not included. The Maplin order code of each book is
shown together with page numbers for our 1988 catalogue. We stock over 250 different titles,
covering a wide range of electronics and computing topics.

2

16

More Advanced -1
Electronic Music

Prefects

Numb
Home Electrics

by Geoffrey Burdett
This book shows you
clearly and concisely
how to rewire your
house, add additional
circuits, wire a shower,
cooker, immersion
heater etc. Clear
detailed instructions
mean that you can safely
rewire your house.

Loudspeaker Enclosure Design and
Construction ( WM82D) Cat. P82.
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airphy?,)c*Radio
by Graham Dixey C. Eng., M.I.E.R.E.

Part 4

Introduction
This radio makes use of the very
versatile ZN414 radio chip but, unlike
the little personal receiver, whose
construction was described in the last
issue of 'Electronics', this one has a
rather more 'gutsy' output. This is
obtained by the use of an audio
amplifier chip, the TBA820M. This
has a power capability of up to about
1.2 watts of audio power, depending
upon the supply voltage and the
choice of speaker. It is quite happy
with any supply voltage between 3V
and a maximum value dependent
upon the speaker impedance, as
follows.

4 ohm speaker - 9V maximum
8 ohm speaker - 12V maximum
16 ohm speaker - 16V maximum

However, in this design, the d.c.
supply has been set at 9V so that any
speaker with a coil impedance of 4
ohms or greater can be used. The
prototype, shown in Photo 1, used an
8 ohm speaker and gave excellent
results. The recommended value of
supply voltage should be adhered to
because it is related also to the design
of the d.c. feed to the ZN414.
A further feature of this receiver
is that it is dual waveband, with a
choice of either medium -wave or
long -wave listening selected with a
slide switch. Photo 2 shows the fully
assembled pcb.

Photo 1. The prototype TRF receiver under construction. A jig of this type greatly helps
in handling PCBs.

The Ferrite Rod Aerial
Two separate coils are wound on
a 100mm long ferrite rod. The
medium wave coil consists of 55 turns
of 30 swg enamelled copper wire
(E.C.W.). These should be 'close
wound', i.e. no gaps between turns.
This coil should be wound fairly close
to one end of the rod so as to leave
plenty of room for the long wave coil.
The latter consists of 250 turns which
are 'scramble wound'. This means
38

Photo 2. The fully assembled board of the TRF receiver. Note particularly the polarity of the
electrolytic capacitors and the placement of other components.
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that all attempts at neatness are cast
aside (they're impossible anyway
without a coil winding machine) and
the turns are simply wound tightly
over each other. If two or three
centimetres of space are allowed for
this coil and the turns, as they are laid
on, are wound on first in one
direction and then in the other, the
general result should be a fairly
uniform coil with just a hump in the
middle (see photograph 3). The coils
can be secured with short lengths of
PVC tape but, in the example shown,
'superglue' was used instead. The
usual precautions should be observed
when using this adhesive, of course.

The Radio -Frequency
Section
Looking at Figure 1 you can see
that each of the coils is selected as
required by a slide switch. A 220k
resistor is connected across the long
wave coil to improve the frequency
response. Tuning is by a 150pF
variable capacitor, which is provided
by using the 'aerial' section of an AM
Varitune tuning capacitor assembly.
The input stage is decoupled by the
usual filter consisting of a 100k
resistor and a lOnF ceramic disc
capacitor (R2 and Cl). A 100nF
ceramic disc decouples the output of
the ZN414. This output connection
also serves as the d.c. feed point for
the ZN414 and is provided by a drive
circuit, based around the ZTX300
transistor TR1. The supply voltage is
dropped from 9V to 4.7V by R6, this
value being stabilised by the zener
diode ZD1. The emitter resistor, R5,
of TR1 also sets the level of the
Automatic Gain Control (A.G.C.) for
the ZN414.

Photo 3. Compare the neatness of the medium wave coil (secured with glue) and the
'scramble wound' long wave coil (secured with a piece of PVC tape).

The Audio Amplifier

decoupled by the capacitors C11 and
C12.

The output of the ZN414 is
developed across the volume control
RV1 and is coupled to the input of IC2
by C4. This chip has a number of
discrete components associated with
it, which establish its operating
conditions and ensure its stability.
The arrangement shown was found to
be completely stable and gave an
output of acceptable quality, bearing
in mind the limitations of the fairly
restricted bandwidth of a.m.
transmissions anyway. The audio
output is coupled to the speaker
through a 470/.0 capacitor, C10. The
d.c. supply to the receiver is

General Comments
In the case of the capacitors C11
and C12, some readers may wonder
why a small value capacitor (C12 =
100nF) should be included in parallel
with a very large value capacitor, in
this instance C12, which is 100µF.
This is a situation which occurs in
many circuits where high frequencies
or high speeds (i.e. digital circuits)
are used. The low value capacitor will
invariably be specified as a 'ceramic
disc' type while the larger capacitor
will be found to be of a totally
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Figure 1. Circuit of the MW/LW TRF Receiver.
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Figure 2. Layout of the PCB.

different type, as in this case where it
is an electrolytic. At high frequencies
capacitors should be as 'pure' as
possible, that is they should exhibit
only the properties of capacitance and
nothing else. However, because of
the way in which electrolytics are
made (and this also applies to
polyester capacitors), they also have a
certain amount of 'self-inductance'.
While this would have little effect at
audio frequencies, its presence at
radio frequencies would prevent the
capacitor from acting effectively as a
decoupling or r.f. 'bypass' capacitor,
simply because it would have too
much reactance to the radio signal.
For this reason, whenever a ceramic
disc capacitor is specified in a circuit,
it should never be replaced by a
polyester type, just because the value
is the same in both cases. One 100nF
capacitor is not necessarily the same
as another 100nF capacitor!

Assembling and
Testing the Receiver
The availability of a PCB for this
project, see Figure 2, will ensure both
ease of construction and instant
success when the power is applied for
40

Photo 4. The completed TRF receiver, shown here with the fully assembled
'alternative' ferrite rod aerial.
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the first time. It is merely assumed
that the builder will check the
following.
(a) the components are inserted in the
correct places in the board.
(b) the polarity of the zener diode and
the electrolytic capacitors is
observed.
(c) the base connections of the ZN414
and ZTX300 are correctly noted
and these components wired in
correctly; check and double check
before applying power.
(d) the TBA820M is plugged into its
base the correct way round.
(e) all soldered joints are made cleanly
without any dry joints or 'bridges'
between adjacent tracks.
Having observed all of the
foregoing points, the power can be
applied and the result should be a
working radio, Photo 4 shows the
completed unit. The only controls are
the waveband switch, the tuning
capacitor and the volume control, all
of which will obviously now be
checked.
Should the situation be less than
happy, the voltage checks shown in
Table 1 can be made. These were
made on the prototype, under 'no
signal' conditions with a 20k/volt
multimeter on the 10V d.c. range.
Visual checks should also be made on
the components in case one is
incorrectly placed.
The readings obtained in
practice may differ slightly from
those in Table 1 but large variations
from these values will indicate a fault
condition.

6
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Figure 3. Ferrite rod aerial connections.

Test Point

Voltmeter Reading
4.0V
1.65V
1.2V
0.85V
0.6V
0.6V
0.5V

Collector of TR1
Base of TR1
Emitter of TR1

Output pin of ZN414
Input pin of ZN414
Pin 1 of TBA820M
Pin 2

Pin 3
Pin 4
Pin 5
-Pin 6
Pin 7
Pin 8

OV
OV

4.15V
9V
8.8V
5.6V

Table 1.

An Alternative Ferrite
Rod Aerial
The ferrite rod aerial specified at
the start of this article gives an

adequate performance on medium
waves but not such a good
performance on long waves. This
situation can be improved by using a
proprietary aerial assembly, such as
the one available from Maplin
Electronics, and it is listed as an
alternative component in the Parts
List. It can be used merely by
disregarding both the small green
coupling coil and the tap on the long
wave coil. A drawing of this aerial
assembly is included, see Figure 3,
and it will be seen that all that needs
to be done is to connect the two coils
in series by strapping connecting
wires 2 to 3 (and taking this junction
to pin P5 on the board); wire 1 then
goes to pin P6 and wire 5 goes to pin
P7. This assembly has the further
advantage that it is possible to move
the coils along the rod to find the best
position; they can then be fixed with
a blob of glue.

MISCELLANEOUS

MW/LW TRF RECEIVER
PARTS UST
RESISTORS: All 0.6W 1% Metal Film
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(FB3OH)
(YR75S)
(FB18U)

1
1

1
1

(BX78K)
(FB71N)
(FT78K)

The following item is available,
but is not shown in our 1988 catalogue:
MW/LW TRY Receiver PCB, Order As GEO2C
Price £3.95

(QL46A)
(QH06G)
(QL41U)
(WQ63T)
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Complex Numbers
Were you bored by maths at school?
Unfortunately, the teaching of maths, not only
in schools but also in engineering colleges,
tends to be a pure science instead of showing
the practical applications to electronics and
other branches of engineering.
Mathematics is an exact science with the
answers popping out like a pudding out of a
pudding bowl, as my teacher used to put it.
The frontiers of mathematics, the
philosophical side usually predicts the trend
that engineering is likely to take.
For instance, the large scale digital
processing of signals was shown
mathematically long before the technology
was available. Fourier analysis showed the
components in a waveform much before
spectrum analysers were available. Explosions
and massive gravitational forces in space,
compressing material into a black hole were
explained mathematically before the physical
phenomena were understood.
Mathematics also serves the purpose of
manipulating data into the required form. For
example, Laplace transforms transfer an
expression from the frequency domain into the
time domain. This is useful in electronics since
old methods of analogue amplification and
filtering were in the frequency domain
(frequency division multiplex) whereas
modern techniques are in the time domain
(time division multiplex).
Complex numbers is an important branch
of mathematics with applications to electronic
engineering. Mathematicians use the letter 'i'
in complex numbers, but 'j' is used in
electronics since the letter 'i' in electronics is
reserved for current. The 'y symbol is often
called the 'y operator. The need for a 'j'
operator arises for the following reasons. In a
circuit that is purely resistive the current is in
phase with the voltage, see Figure 1. In a
circuit that is reactive, the current may lead or
lag the voltage depending on whether the
circuit is inductive or capacitive, see Figures 2

represented on an Argand diagram as in
Figure 4.
But how does one solve the equation
X2 -1- 16 = 0?

Here x2 = -16

x =±4 V-1
There is no real number which represents

the square root of -1. Argand's solution to
this problem was to assign real values along
the x axis and imaginary values along the y

axis. The solution of x2 = -16 is now shown
in Figure 5.
In electrical engineering there are no
imaginary values but we call these quadrature

Figure 1. Current in phase with voltage.

Real
1

-4

+4

values

Figure 4. Argand diagram.

+j

Figure 2. Current leading voltage.
4

and 3.
4

Argand, a mathematician, was the first to
invent the use of 'i' or the imaginary operator.
This was useful for explaining the square roots
of negative numbers. Consider the equation

x2 - 16 = 0. The solution is x = ±4 which is
42

Figure 3. Current lagging voltage.

Figure 5. Imaginary (quadrature)
components.
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components. Therefore a purely resistive
circuit will have real components only and a
reactive circuit will have quadrature
components. An Argand diagram has facilities
for describing a circuit that has both real and
quadrature components.
From now on we shall use the j symbol
and examine the addition and subtraction of
complex numbers. An expression that has
both real and quadrature components is called
a complex number. For instance a number that
has 2 units of real value and 4 units of
quadrature value would be represented as in
Figure 6. The vector P is represented in the
general form of: a + jb, or 2 + j4 in this case.
The above method of representing a
complex number uses the Cartesian coordinates. There is another method of
representing complex numbers using polar
co-ordinates. In this method, if we define an
angle 0 (Figure 7) from a reference point then
we have one of the attributes defined.
The other attribute must be the length of
the vector. Both quantities can be calculated
from the cartesian co-ordinates. From
Pythagoras' theorem the hypoteneuse in

Now we can see why it is called an
operator. From Figure 9, each successful
multiplication by j has the effect of swinging
the value through 90 degrees.
In order to multiply two complex
numbers together, we simply expand the
brackets in the usual manner.

For example: (3 + j5) (4 - j2)

12 + j20 -j22
Remembering j2 = -1,
12 + j20 + 2
14 + j20 is the result.
Division of complex numbers is just as
simple, the answer dropping out like a pudding
out of a pudding bowl.

Figure 6. Cartesian co-ordinates.

or

4 - j2

First we rationalise the denominator by
multiplying it by its conjugate. The conjugate
has the same values but opposite phase and
has the effect of turning into a wholly real
number. The conjugate of 4 - j2 is 4 + j2.

Figure 7 is given by:

V a2

3 + j5

For instance

(3 + j5) (4 + j2)
(4 - j2) (4 + j2)

So

b2

V 202 + 152

12 + j6 + j20 + j210

V 400 + 225

16 + j8 - j8 - j24
12 + j26 - 10

V 625

16 + 14

25

Figure 7. Polar co-ordinates.

The tangent of angle 0 is

20

2 + j26

= 0.75

20

Therefore 0 = 36.87°
=

The resultant is sometimes called the
modulus and the angle is called the argument.

0.1 + j 1.3

Multiplication and
Division using Polar
Co-ordinates

Addition and
Subtraction
One of the advantages of the complex
notation is that numbers are added and
subtracted quickly and easily. This is done by
adding or subtracting the real components
separately from the quadrature components.
The alternative is the tedious method of
drawing parallelograms and finding the
resultant of only two vectors at a time.
Figure 8 (not to scale) shows three

Polar co-ordinates lend themselves quite
easily to multiplication and division. The
modulus is multiplied separately and the
angles (argument) are added together in
multiplication:

complex numbers 2 + j2, -5 + j8, -10 - j4.

For division the moduli are divided and the
angles are subtracted:

Adding the real components gives -13 and
adding the quadrature components produces
j6. Therefore the answer is -13 +j6.
Subtraction is just as easy compared to the
parallelogram method of operating on only two
vectors each time.

Multiplication and
Division of Complex
Numbers
Before we deal with the multiplication of
complex numbers we must see what happens
when we multiply j by itself successively.

ri lei x r2102 = rl xr210i + 02

6 135 x 7 140 = 42

Figure 8. Three complex numbers.

75

Continued on Page 46.

+j

+104)

-1(12)

Since:

= V -1
j2

j3 =

-1 X j = -j

j4 = -1 X -1 = +1
September 1988
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Figure 9. The 'j' operator.

Figure 10. Roots of a number.
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NOT F

IL_AT1IT
by Stephen Potts

Over the past few years the use of
Nickel Cadmium or Nicad batteries has
become increasingly popular. However,
many people are not getting full use from
their batteries. This article should help you
Nicad cell can do
when treated properly. It also shows you
how to test whether your cell is in a healthy
state and if not what can be done about it.
The Nicad cell is a secondary cell
because, like a car battery, it can be
recharged. The sort of cell that cannot be
recharged is known as a primary cell.
Nicads are made in two forms; sintered
plate and pocket plate. These are then
subdivided into those that are vented and
those that are not vented.

this is a lower energy density and a higher
internal resistance. The pocket cell variety
will recharge in a shorter time. If
instructions supplied with a battery say;
`recharge for less than three hours', then it is
probably a pocket plate cell. If the recharging
time is less than 1 hour, then it is definitely a
pocket plate cell.
Pocket plate cells are available in C and
D sizes, but not usually any smaller. They
have a life of 500 to 1000 cycles or 15 years if
they are sealed, and a life of 1500 to 2000
cycles or 20 years if vented.

the cell has an output voltage of 1.25 volts
which is significantly lower than that of the
lead acid cell at 2.2 volts. This may not
appear significant, but if you wish to make up
a 12 volt pack, it is 6 lead acid cells, but 10
Nicad cells. It is for this reason that many
people underestimate the number of cells
they are going to need.
Unlike most other cells, the Nicad does
not give much warning that it is running
down. The voltage will remain
approximately 1.25 volts for the full life of
the charge and drop very rapidly as it runs

Types of Cells
The sintered plate design has the
greatest power density. That is, more
power can be placed in a small volume and
they should last for up to 500 cycles, or 10

years, whichever is the greater. However,
they frequently have much shorter lives
because of maltreatment and life times of a
mere 100 cycles are not uncommon.
The sintered cell Nicad has, like all
Nicads, a voltage of 1.25 volts and a capacity
that depends on the size of the cell. The
capacity is measured in amp -hours and is a
product of the time in hours that the cell can
deliver a certain current, measured in amps.
Thus a cell that is rated at 1.2 amp hours
could be expected to deliver 0.6 amps for 2
hours. The typical cell capacities are 0.5
amp -hours for AA cells, 1 to 2.2 amp -hours
for C cells and 1.2 to 4 amp -hours for D cells.
Whereas the sintered cell Nicad has
active ingredients spread uniformly about
the cell, the pocket cell Nicad has the active
ingredients in a fine web of pockets. Since
these pockets prevent the active material
migrating, the cell tends to have a longer life
than the sintered glass variety. Coupled with
44
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Electrical
Characteristics
Having looked at the types of cell
available we can now look at the
characteristics of the cell. As stated before,

AAA, AA, C, D and PP3 type nicad batteries.

down. The computer program
accompanying this article will show this. The
point at which voltage drop occurs is usually
when around 10% to 20% of the cell capacity
is left. Any further discharge - if this
Maplin Magazine September 1988

happens on a regular basis - will harm it,
shortening its life and lowering its efficiency.
There is a case where it is of use to
drain the cell completely, and this is when
the cell has 'memory'. Cells that are
frequently shallow cycled (that is; fully
charged, used for a very short time before
being charged again) develop lazy habits and
will not deliver more than a shallow capacity.
An example of this is the wall mounted torch,
often used by the front door of a house. If it is
discharged every night as the occupier goes
out for about 10 minutes to put the cat out,
the result of doing this over a period of time,
is that the torch will now deliver no more
than 10 minutes of light. A way round this is
to exercise the cell. This is achieved by fully
discharging the cell at a rate of C/2 or more,
where C is the capacity of the cell. Thus a 0.5
amp -hour cell will be discharged at 0.25
amps. The cell is then rapidly recharged,
with care being taken not to overcharge it.
This is repeated 5 times, and in many cases it
will rejuvenate tired cells.
There is another cause of tired cells and
that is dendritic growth, which is the growth
of fine crystals in the cell. These short -out in
the cell, and the cell will appear as a dead
short and have an output voltage, when
charged, of less than 0.8 volts, and less than
1 volt when being charged. The cell can be
rejuvenated, but it requires a current of
around 200 amps for a fraction of a second
with consequent risk of the cell exploding
and taking eyes and skin with it. Personally, I
again.

Correct Charging
The cells can cause injury problems in
another way. They can discharge their full
capacity in less than a minute, and a cell in
your pocket, with some keys and small
change, can short circuit and cause burns.
The most frequent cause of cells being
damaged is the recharging process. To get
the maximum out of the cells they should be
recharged as soon as possible. They should
either be recharged at a high rate and not
overcharged, or alternatively recharged at
between C/4 and C/20. If recharging is done
in a very short time, then care should be
taken that the cell is not overcharged since
this will lead to overheating and permanent
damage to the cell because of its low internal
resistance. The ideal charging rate is C/4 to
C/20. If C/20 is used, then the cell will
tolerate overcharging at room temperature
since the excess heat is easily lost. The
important thing is that the cell is charged at a
constant current and not constant voltage.
Figure 1 shows a possible charging circuit. If
the cells to be charged are 2 AA cells, then
they could be charged at 0.05 amps for 12 to
14 hours. Since they will have a voltage of
2.5 volts, the net voltage across the cells will
be 12 minus 2.5 volts or 9.5 volts. A resistor
of 190f/ will provide this.
Maplin Electronics have several
different models of Nicad battery chargers in
their catalogue ranging from a simple AA
charger to a sophisticated 'deluxe' charger
which accepts AAA, AA, C, D, PP3 and
Button cells. It is highly recommended that
charging of batteries is carried out using this
September 1988 Maplin Magazine

Charger for AA cells (Maplin Code YN28F).

type of proprietary commercial product as all
safety precautions have been built into the
units.

Testing Cells
How do you know whether your cells
are in a reasonable state or not? This was the
problem I had with several AA cells. There
were no markings to show which cells were
the old ones and which were the new ones.
The following computer routine was
developed to overcome this problem.
The BBC computer has an analogue to

Figure 1. Simple charging circuit.

Deluxe' charger (Maplin code YN27E).
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digital converter (the joystick port) which
will accept a voltage of up to 1.8 volts and
produce a signal in proportion to the voltage.
This makes life very easy. The signal from
the port will be approximately 35168 for 1
volt input. The advantage of using the
computer is that it can store the results and a
graph of the results after several hours can
be produced. The principle behind the circuit
in Figure 2 is that the cell is discharged
through a low value resistor and the

Cell under test

0-4
8

RT (See text )

RT

Pin 8 Analogue ground
Pin 7 Channel 1

60 50

7

15

0

14

0

30

40

13

12

0

0

20

11

0

10

0

10

9
0

View into analogue port

Figure 2. Circuit for BBC micro.

computer is used to monitor the voltage.
The value of the resistor that is used to
discharge the cell should be calculated to
produce a current of C/2, C/4 and C/8 to give
a spread of figures. Thus for an AA cell of
capacity 0.5 amp -hours, the discharge rate
at C/2 is 0.25 amps, the resistor will have to
be 1.25/0.25 or 5Q. For C/4 the resistor will
be 1011 and so on. In each case, it is a good
idea to place an ammeter in the circuit to
check that the cell is discharging at the
correct rate. In practice, it is often a problem
to obtain resistors of these values and it is
quite satisfactory to set up a circuit with
several resistors wired in parallel to obtain
approximately the correct current, as long
as the same block of resistors is used when
comparisons are made several months later.
The program to check the performance
of the cell is shown in Table 1, it is very
simple and could be much enhanced.
Possible improvements include an automatic
graphing routine and a method of storing the
information on each cell so that a comparison
can be made at a later stage in the cell's life.
Line 150 stops further readings being
taken when the voltage drops below
approximately 1 volt. It does not stop the cell
being further discharged, though by using
relays switched from the user port, it could
turn off the cell when the voltage drops too
low.

10

20
30
40
50

REM Ni Cad cell monitor.
DIM Rdg%(1000)
REM Readings stored in Rdg%()
PRINT "Enter the time interval for
readings in minutes."
INPUT Min

60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140

Gap=Min*60*100

190

NEXT C

Co = 0

REPEAT

TIME=0

Co=Co+ 1
REPEAT
UNTIL TIME>Gap
Rdg%(Co)=ADVAL(2)
PRINT Co*Min,
INT(Rdg%(Co)/35.168)/1000
150 UNTIL Rdg%(Co)<35000
160 REM This stops the routine when
the voltage falls too low
170 FOR C=1 TO Co
180 PRINT C*Min,
INT(Rdg%(Co)/35.168)/1000

Table 1. Monitor program.
I hope this monitor program will be
useful to you and that you have learnt
something from this article about the correct
way of caring for your Nicads.

Calcs continued from Page 43.

r2102 = r1 let - 02

11101

12

251611+ 5 140 = 5 IZO_
Polar co-ordinates are particularly useful
in finding square roots. The square root of the
modulus is found and the angle divided in half:

( r VL) 1/2 = VT10/2
(25 [60 1/2 = 5 IR
Now a real number like 25 has two roots 5 and

-5
These are of the same magnitude but
opposite sign (phase) to each other. Similarly,
a complex number has two roots, one 180
degrees out of phase (opposite phase) to each
other.
Hence (25160)1/2 has roots of 5130 and
5 1210 , see Figure 10. To square a number in

polar co-ordinates we square the modulus and
double the argument.
(r 111).2

= r210 x 2

(4120)2 = 16140

equations for AC bridges. In an equation
containing both real and imaginary
(quadrature) terms, the real components can
be equated separately from the quadrature
components.
For instance:

R+jwL= 13 + j1 9
Therefore R = 13

and jw L = j19
Let us examine a more complicated case
like the Maxwell bridge of Figure 11.
At balance Zi Zx = Z2 Z3
(1)

where Zi = R1

(jw

+1

Zx = Rx + jwLx

Figure 11. Maxwell bridge.

Substituting in Zi Zx = Z2 Z3:

Rx =

(R1)

(jW C1 R1 + 1)

(Rx + jw Lx) = R2 R3

Multiplying both sides of the equation by
(jw

We shall now see how many of the above
methods are applied to the solution of

Equating real terms:
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w

Z2 = R2
Z3 = R3

Application of
Complex Numbers to
A.C. Bridges

=

+ 1):
(Rx + jw Lx) = R2 R3 (jW C1 R1 ± 1)

Rx + jw Lx = jw C1 Ri R2R3 ± R2R3

Rx = R2 R3

R2R3

Equating imaginary terms:
w Lx = w C-1 Ri R2 R3

Lx =C1 Ri R2 R3
This enables one to calculate the value of
an unknown inductor Lx and its associated
resistance Rx from known values of the other
components in the bridge. It is hoped that the
above shows how even large mathematical
problems can be tackled in small easy steps.
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ELECTRONICS
MEM -"Tim

EXPERIMENT
Part 4 by Graham Dixey C. Eng., M.I.E.R.E.

Introduction
A register is also a sequential logic

Parallel Out

circuit but, whereas a counter is concerned with the process of 'counting' the
input data, the register is principally
concerned with storing it. However, this
bold statement can be a little misleading,

Serial

Serial

Serial

In

Out

In

since it implies an event that is going on for
a substantial period of time, which may not

(a)

t

f

t

t

(b)

be the case at all. As an example of this

Parallel Out

consider the familiar electronic calculator.

When two numbers are added together,
each is deposited into a register and on
the command 'add' the two numbers are

Serial

t11 t

replaced by their sum. This sum is held in
a register that only a moment before held
one of the numbers. Thus, the storage of

Out

Parallel In

the original number was of very short
duration. Another example is when data is

being sent from a microcomputer to a
printer. It passes out via a register, each
byte in turn being held by this register

t

Parallel In

(c)

(d)

until it is replaced by the next one in the
queue. Thus, a register is really a string of
flip-flops that can hold a data word for a

Figure 1. The four main modes of register operation. (a) Serial In, Serial Out (SISO); (b) Serial In,
Parallel Out (SIPO); (c) Parallel In, Serial Out (PISO); (d) Parallel In, Parallel Out (PIPO).

slower as the bits queue up for their turn

bits of the data word at once, so that the

period of time, no matter how long or short
that is. There are also certain other ways in

on the line! The advantage is the simplicity
of it. An example of serial transmission is
the RS232 interface for printers and
modems.

output is 'parallel'. Obviously this mode of

How does this relate to registers?

possible. With one clock pulse the whole
register can be loaded with the data word,

which particular types of register can be
useful and they will also be discussed.

To start with the most elementary
idea of a register, consider Figure 1, in
which the four possible modes of opera-

tion are shown. These modes arise because there are two ways in which data
can be transmitted from point to point.
These ways are known as 'parallel' and

Quite simply. Each flip-flop of a register
holds just one bit of the data word. Serial
or parallel operation refers to the ways in
which the data is loaded into the register
or sent out from it.

For example, one mode is Serial In

'serial' transmission respectively.
In parallel transmission, there is one

Serial Out (SISO). There is only one input
line and only one output line. Data bits are

line for each bit of the data word and all

'clocked in' one at a time and then
'clocked out' in a similar fashion. For
example, if the register is 'eight bits wide'

bits are transmitted at once. Thus an
eight -bit word (a byte) requires eight
separate lines - an example of parallel
data transmission is the well-known Centronics printer interface. Because all bits
are sent at once, parallel transmission is
fast but requires lots of conductors.

In serial transmission, there is one

(meaning it has eight flip-flops), it will take
eight clock pulses to store a data word and

a further eight clock pulses to 'shift' it out

again. Note the use of the word 'shift'.
Registers of this type are known as shift
registers.

operation is known as Serial In Parallel
Out (SIPO).

Reversing the latter mode is also
which can then be shifted out serially. This
is known as Parallel In Serial Out (PISO)
operation.

A little thought will reveal that the
SIPO type is a 'serial to parallel' converter,
while the PISO type is a 'parallel to serial'
converter. The significance of this can be

seen where a computer is connected
either to another computer or to a
peripheral through a serial connection, i.e.
a single line. Since the internal organisa-

tion of a computer is on parallel lines
(referring to the data bus), there must be a
parallel to serial conversion at the sending
end and a serial to parallel conversion at
the receiving end. It is an ideal function for
registers to perform.
Finally, it is possible to load a register

are therefore sent down it one at a time.

In continuous operation a
stream of bits flows in at one end and out at
the other.

Thus, no matter how many bits there are in
the data word only one transmission line is

However, it is possible to shift the
data in serially until all flip-flops hold one

by parallel input and access it also by

bit of the data word and then access all

Out (PIPO).

line only, which all bits have to share. They

used but the process gets slower and
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parallel mode. This is Parallel In Parallel
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+5V

The D -type Flip-flop
As a general (but not invariable) rule,

counters use JK flip-flops and registers
use a type known as the D flip-flop (D
stands for Data). The D flip-flop is rather
simpler in operation then its JK equivalent.
Both its symbol and truth table are shown

in Figure 2. It has a single input line,
marked D, a CLOCK input and a pair of
complementary outputs, of which the Q
output is the more useful. The truth table
reveals its true simplicity.
The logic level, logic 0 or logic 1, to

be stored is first applied to the D input.
When a clock pulse is applied this level at

D shifts to the Q output, where it will
remain until a new data bit is applied to D
and a further clock pulse arrives. Thus, the
Q output merely copies whatever is at the
D input after the arrival of a clock pulse.

As an experiment, try connecting a
low -frequency clock oscillator to the
clock input of a D flip-flop, say 1Hz (a
suitable design appeared in Part Three).
At the same time connect a switched logic
level to the D input. Connect a logic level
indicator to the Q output. Randomly vary
the logic level input and note how, on the

arrival of the next clock pulse, the logic
level applied to D transfers to Q.

Figure 3. Pinout diagram of the 7474 Dual D type, positive edge triggered, flip-flop.

Each flip-flop has two connections
not so far mentioned. These are marked
on the 'chips' as SET and CLR and are
known usually as 'preset' and `preclear'.
The 'bubble' on each of these indicates
that they are 'active low' connections, that
is taking the terminal to Logic 0 causes the
required action to take place. It is usual to
connect all the CLR pins together for all
the flip-flops in a register and call this the
RESET line. Taking this low, momentarily,
clears all the flip-flops, that is all Q outputs
go immediately to Logic 0. The SET pins

can be used when required to preset a

0

D

OV

given value into a register, that is to give it

a particular state to start off with rather
than starting with a clear register. Exam-

Clock

0

ples of this use appear later.

Shift Registers

(a)

D

0

on
X

On .1
0

X

The simplest types of register are the
SISO and SIPO types. Their circuit diagrams appear in Figure 4. Basically they
are the same; it is only in the way they are
used that they differ. The data input to the
register is the D input of the first flip-flop;

the data input of any subsequent flip-flop

is always the Q output of the preceding
one. All flip-flops are clocked at the same
time.

Purely for simplicity, only four -bit
registers are shown. The same principles
apply however many stages there are. To
study the mode of operation, connect up
this register using two 7474 ICs (Figure 5).

Connect all CLR pins together and wire
this common line through a switch to the

OV line; leave the switch open for the
moment. Connect a de -bounced switch
(see Part Three for details) to the clock
input and logic level indicators to each of
the Q outputs. Finally connect a logic level
switch to the data input. Switch on; the Q
outputs will be quite arbitrary. Momentarily connect the RESET line to OV using the
switch provided for this purpose. The Q

outputs should now all be zero. Set the
logic level at the input to Logic 1. No
changes should be observed in any of the
flip-flops. Leave this level as set and pulse
the de -bounced switch four times. The Q

outputs should take up the successive

( b)

Figure 2. The D type flip-flop. (a) Circuit
symbol; (b) Truth Table showing that, after
clocking, the output at Q equals the input at
D. Note: Qn = state of Q before clock pulse;
Qn +1 = state of Q after clock pulse;
X - 'Don't care', i.e. can be 0 or 1.

The 7474
D -type Flip-flop

Parallel Output (SIPO)
A

Serial
Input
(SISO and
SIPO)

0

D

This package contains two D flipflops and its pin -out diagram appears in
Figure 3. This is an example of a `positive
edge triggered flip-flop'. This was mentioned in Part Three but will be repeated
here. The clock pulse can be considered
as two transitions occurring one after the
other. The first is from Logic 0 to Logic 1
(the positive edge) and the second is from

CLR

CLR

CLR

Serial
Output
(SISO)

CLR

U
Clock
Reset

1 back to Logic 0 (the negative
edge). In a positive edge triggered flipflop only the first transition matters. The
data transfer from D to Q occurs at this
instant only. The duration of the clock
Logic

pulse is of no importance, nor is the
subsequent trailing edge.
48

Figure 4. A 4 bit Serial In, Serial Out shift register (SISO), with the simple modification needed to
get a parallel output (SIPO).
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0

1k

Logic

12

Logic 0/

Logic level
indicators

12

D

D

D

Input

11

11

OV

013

01

Switch

CLR

CLR

CLR

CLR

De -Bounced

013

01
74 74

7474

Reset

OV

Figure S. The circuit of Figure 4 implemented with two 7474 ICs and the necessary hardware for evaluating it.
states: 1000, 1100, 1110 and 1111, as shown

by the four LEDs of the logic level
indicators. If it doesn't do this, check in
turn - the circuit wiring, the ICs themselves, the output from the de -bounced
switch; finally, "have you left the RESET
switch low?"
If all is well, consider the fact that the

But if it is desired to remove the data
word serially, four more clock pulses will
be needed. This will normally load a new
word so set the logic level input switch to
Logic 0 and pulse the de -bounced switch
four more times. The logic levels at the Q
outputs should now take up the successive
states: 0111, 0011, 0001 and 0000. Note that

data word 1111 is shown by the four LED
indicators. In other words, not only has it

the original data word has been progres-

been stored but it is available at the Q

replaced by the new word 0000. This is an
example of SISO operation. What has not
been done in this case is to 'catch' the data
word as it left the register. Special provi-

outputs if four lines were to be connected
to these outputs. Thus, although the data

word was entered serially using four
clock pulses, it is now available at the Q
outputs without any further action being
necessary. This is SIPO operation.

sively shifted to the right until it was

sion would have to be done to do this;
nonetheless, the basic operation of serial
shifting has been shown.

Parallel Out
A

9

9

Serial In
(Not used)

D

particular ways. In these cases, each
flip-flop requires a pair of two -input
NAND gates and an inverter. These are
concerned with the parallel loading. Once

the parallel load has taken place, the
contents of the register can be accessed in
parallel mode merely by connecting wires
to all of the Q outputs, or the data can be
obtained serially by clocking the register

four times, as already described for the

9C

(L)

SET

0

D

These registers, shown in Figure 6,
illustrate that sometimes extra gating is
needed to get the register to perform in

(PIPO)

B

(i)
SET

SET

Parallel In Parallel Out
and Parallel In Serial
Out Registers

SET

0

D

Serial Out
(PISO)

D

CLR

CLR

CLR

CLR

0

0

0

0

Clock

A

AA

AA

Load

Parallel In (PIPO or PISO)

Figure 6. Circuit diagram(s) for the Parallel In, Serial Out (PISO) and the Parallel In, Parallel Out (PIPO) registers.
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SISO and SIPO types.

The parallel loading works as fol-

output, a set of four logic level switches for
the four DATA IN lines and a switch for the

lows. The line marked LOAD is normally
held at Logic 0. Thus, both NAND gates of

logic level on the LOAD line. Once the

each pair associated with each register
stage have logic 1 output levels. These
drive the SET and CLR pins of the
flip-flops; both pins being at logic Is,

operation fully understood, the shifting
operation can be shown by pulsing the

nothing happens. Each DATA IN line will

have either a Logic 0 or a Logic 1 on it,
according to the data to be loaded. This is
applied directly to one NAND gate and in
inverted form to the other NAND gate.
Consequently, one NAND gate of a pair
will have Logic 1 and Logic 0 at its inputs,

while the other will have both inputs at
Logic 0. Now let the LOAD line go to Logic

1. One of each pair of NAND gates will
now have two Logic 1 inputs, the condition

that causes the output of a NAND gate to

go to Logic 0. Since the SET and CLR
inputs are negative -acting, each flip-flop
will become SET or CLEAR according to
the logic level at its DATA IN input. The

best way to follow this operation is to
connect up the circuit and use a logic
probe to look at the logic levels on all pins

of the NAND gates and inverters during
the load operation.
To connect up the circuit will require
an LED logic level indicator at each Q

data word has been loaded and the

stage to the right, its place being filled by a

Logic 0. Every clock pulse performs the
same action so that continuous clocking
causes the Logic 1 to keep circulating.
Naturally, when it reaches the Q output of
the last flip-flop it will pass around the ring

clock line with a de -bounced switch.

to the D input of the first, to keep the

The Ring Counter

process going.
The sequence, for a four -stage ring

This is an interesting example of a
shift register apparently masquerading as
a counter, if the title is to be taken literally!

It certainly can be used as a particular
type of counter but it has a more interesting and useful application. It is frequently

used for generating a 'walking one' pat-

counter, is 1000, 0100, 0010, 0001, 1000, etc.
Try this circuit out by wiring it up with
a pair of 7474 ICs. Connect LED logic level

indicators to all Q outputs and a low frequency clock to the clock input. At
about 111z it is possible to sit back and
watch the 'one' circulate with ease.

tern for scanning keyboards, multiplexing

seven -segment displays and generating
dot-matrix characters on video displays. It
works very simply as follows.

The diagram of Figure 7 shows that

the Q output of the

last flip-flop is

connected back to the D input of the first

flip-flop, forming the `ring' of the title.
Thus, there is no actual input apart from
the clock. To set it up it is necessary, when

it is first switched on, to clear all stages
(using a RESET line) and then SET just one

of the Q outputs, say the first, to Logic 1.
The 'preset' pin is used for this. If it is now

clocked the 'Logic

1'

shifts to the next

The Twisted Ring
Counter
This simple derivative of the ring
counter just discussed is formed merely
by taking the feedback from the not -Q
output of the last flip-flop rather than the Q

output (Figure 8). It is initialised in the
same way - cleared and then a single 'one'
put in. What happens when it is successively clocked? Would you be surprised
to find out that the sequence is as follows?
1000, 1100, 1110, 1111, 0111, 0011,
0001, 0000, 1000, etc.

Preset

Flip -Flop A

B

CLR

CLR

0

C

CLR

D

CLR

Clock
Reset

Figure 7. An example of a register with 'feedback', the Ring Counter.

Preset

Flip -Flop A

B

CLR

CLR

V

0

C

-0CLR

0
CLR

Clock
Reset

Figure 8. If the feedback is taken from the not Q output of the last flip-flop instead, the circuit of Figure 7 becomes a 'twisted ring' counter, with
quite a different sequence.
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all been assembled from flip-flops and

Outputs
+5V

OD

QC

OB

OA

gates in individual IC packages. However
SRT

SLT

012 Ott11 010 09

014
14
013

08

there are, of course, fully operational
registers contained within single packages. These often offer particular facilities
that would be rather tedious to provide by

interconnecting flip-flops and gates. A
few of these will be discussed now, to

7495

round off this feature.
3

10
0 20
0
Serial
A

4

0

6

5

0

0

BC

0

Mode

D

The 7495 Four -Bit Left
Right PIPO Register

7

0

OV

In

(A)

This comes in a 14 -pin DIL package

Inputs

and the pin -out diagram, together with
those for the 74164 and 74165 registers, is
shown in Figure 9. It is used as follows.
Outputs
,_
+5V

014

Clock

CLR

H

G

F

E

013

012

011

010 09

08

In this register all D inputs and Q
outputs are individually accessible. It is
possible to parallel load data into it and
then either access it immediately (PIPO
mode) or shift it left or right. Reversible
registers normally require a fair amount of
extra logic so having it 'all on one chip' is a
decided advantage. It is possible to

74164

cascade these registers to make, for
3

2

0

0

4

0
A

l--,e--.,

5

0

6

0

B

0

0

C

example, an eight -bit register.

7

There are two modes, known as

OV

D

SHIFT and LOAD. To go into SHIFT mode,

l

the 'mode' input must be taken low. The
negative edge of a clock pulse on SRT

Outputs

Serial

Inputs

shifts data one stage `to the right'. Similarly

a negative edge on the other clock pulse,
SLT, will shift the data one stage left. Thus,

two clocks are needed, though in practice

Parallel Inputs

it

Serial

+5V Enable DC
016

014

015

013

In

A

B

012

010

011

HOut

09

74165

10 200 0
0

0

3

0

Load Clock

E

4

0
F

5

0

6

G

7

0

H

HOut

8

OV

.

Parallel Inputs

Figure 9. Pinout diagrams for some
MSI shift registers.

could be the same clock switched

between the SRT and SLT pins. Shifting
works exactly as described for previous
registers.
To go into LOAD mode, the 'mode'
input is taken high and the data presented
at the inputs LA - LD is entered into the
register when a negative -going transition
is made at the shift -left input (SLT). From

this it can be seen that the SLT input is
dual-purpose, shifting data left in SHIFT
mode and loading data in LOAD mode.

loaded with a Logic 0 or Logic 1 input as
required. The data may be output in either
parallel form or serial form.

always twice the number of flip-flops.
we have a 'decade counter'. The fact that it
is not the normal binary sequence for 0-9
is not really important as long as the state

of the counter at any instant can be
recognised by suitable decoding logic.
Thus, if 0000 represents '0', then 1000
represents '1', 1100 represents '2' and so
on. This code is called 'Johnson Code' and
the twisted ring counter is often known as
a 'Johnson Counter'. It has the characteristic

of being a very fast synchronous

counter, using shift register principles.

Further Work with
Registers
The registers discussed so far have
September 1988
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Shifting may be disabled at any time
by taking the Enable pin high.

With the previous experience of
connecting up and testing the other registers mentioned earlier, it shouldn't be too
difficult now to devise schemes for testing
the above three registers. One learns best
by trying out a variety of circuits in this
way.

An Oscilloscope Probe
There is sometimes a problem when
using an oscilloscope to view the logic
waveforms of TTL circuits. The input
capacitance of the CRO may 'kill' the
waveform at the test point and what is
needed is some means of isolating the test
circuit from these unwanted effects. This
can be achieved quite easily using just two

components -a resistor and a capacitor.
The resistor is chosen to give attenuation
together with the input impedance of the
CRO, 10:1 being usual. See Figure 10. The

capacitor is wired in parallel with the
resistor RI and is chosen so that the time

constant of RI and C1 equals the time
constant of R,, and C,0 for the CRO. This
gives the widest possible bandwidth.
To take an example, the typical input
impedance of a CRO consists of a parallel

combination of a 1M resistance and a
capacitance of the order of 10 - 50pF, say
30pF. Therefore, for 10:1 attenuation, RI
should be 9M. This gives the relation that:
9M x Cl = 1M x 30pF
From which C I =

(1 x 30)
9

- 3.3pF

This register, which has a right data in the usual way, but can be pre -

Therefore, if five flip-flops are used, the
number of states are ten - in other words

pins A - H.

shifting ability only, can handle serial -in

is interesting to notice that 'four'

states. In fact the number of states is

pin is momentarily taken low while the
data input is applied to the parallel input

The 74164 Eight -Bit
SIPO Shift Register

flip-flops give rise to 'eight' quite distinct

It

be shifted out serially.
For normal operation, the Enable pin
is held low and the Load pin is held high.
Data in is applied to the Serial In terminal
and shifts right one stage on every positive
clock edge.
To parallel load the register, the Load

For normal operation, one of the
Serial Inputs is held high and the other
becomes the data input. The Clear pin is
also held high (taking it low momentarily
clears the register). Data is shifted right

one stage on every positive clock edge.
To enter a Logic 1 into the register both
Serial Inputs must be taken high. Taking
either Serial Input low enters a Logic 0. It is

essential that the clock is bounceless and
noise -free.

The 74165 Eight -Bit
PISO Register
This register has the versatility of
being able to function as a straightforward
Serial In Serial Out shift register or can be
loaded with parallel data, which can then

Figure 10. Probe design for a CRO.

It should be quite possible to assem-

ble these two components into a discarded ball -pen case to make a useful
probe, using a short length of co -axial
cable between the probe and the Y input
of the CRO.
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by J.K. Hearfield Part 2

Central Battery
Signalling

ninety years' steady improvement in
technology, it seems perverse that the
designers of the day chose to solve the

The earliest telephones were signal-

problem in the way they did, but it should

led by means of a 'magneto', or hand -

be remembered that relays were not

cranked generator. Before making a call,
the subscriber had to wind the magneto

always the cheap and reliable compo-

handle energetically several times

in

order to alert the switchboard operator,
who then connected herself to the caller
to find out what he wanted. This must

nents they are today.
The solution chosen was to add what
was effectively a third wire to the
subscriber pair. Using the earth itself as
one of the conductors had already been

amongst telecommunications engineers)

all the switchboard need do is monitor
whether or not a dc path exists through
the telephone. The current involved is
quite small, because the power to
energise the telephone's microphone is
still drawn from the local battery, so the
central battery need not be prohibitively
large and expensive. This system was
known as Central (or Common) Battery
Signalling, or CBS. The logical next step

have been rather a nuisance, but of

tried and found to be a bad idea, but

of replacing thousands of small local

course the subscriber had to do it or the
call could never be placed. Once the call

using the earth as a third conducting path
just for signalling was perfectly feasible,
and continued to work well in one guise

batteries with one Central Battery (CB)
was still however some way off, and will
be discussed in the next article.

was finished, the subscriber was supposed to wind the handle again to let the

or another in the UK until at least the

operator know that she could clear the
circuit. This procedure was known as

1970s.

'ringing off, a phrase which survives long
after its original meaning has dis-

low-cost item, and once it was no longer

appeared. If the subscriber forgot, or
didn't bother, there wasn't much the
telephone company could do about it,
and it must have been commonplace for
circuits to be tied up long after calls had
ended.
An obvious way to improve efficien-

cy was to build into the switchboard
some simple means of detecting when a

caller finished speaking and hung up,
and use this signal to alert the operator
instead of relying on the caller to do it.
Looking back from the vantage point of
52

The

magneto was itself not a

needed for 'ringing off, the way was

The Candlestick
Telephone

open to remove it from telephones
altogether, provided some equally
straightforward way could be found for

Voltage detection at the exchange
meant that the associated telephones
could be smaller and 'portable' (within
the limits of their cords). The classic

subscribers to initiate their calls. This
proved remarkably easy. A telephone

candlestick telephone, typically as shown
in Photo 1, exploited this freedom with a

needs dc in order to work, and the
earpiece is hung tidily on a hook when
the telephone is not actually in use. So if
the hook can be attached to a switch so
that the circuit is

broken when the

telephone is 'on -hook' (another phrase
from the distant past which inexplicably
remains in common use, especially

radically different shape. The transmitters in the first candlesticks were held in

a rigid metal case, and users had the
choice of either crouching over the
instrument or picking it up (being careful
to hold it vertical) in order to talk into the
microphone. The user guide, which was
engraved around the transmitter casing,
Maplin Magazine
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often included a stern instruction to

'speak closely'. Later versions housed the

transmitter in bakelite, an early brittle
plastic, designed so that it could be
swivelled to face the speaker. The weight
of the earpiece operated the hookswitch,

and the earpiece shape reflected that of
the transmitter stand. The result was a
functional and beautiful design which
lasted for over fifty years.
The bellset was separate, and could

be placed at the subscriber's (or his
butler's) most convenient location. As
well as housing the bell,

it

was a

convenient termination point for cables
from the outside world, the local battery,
and of course the telephone itself. These
bellsets, usually mounted high on a wall,
survived for many years in houses where
the telephone itself was modernised, and
I was delighted to discover a beautiful
example disguised by several layers of
paint when I recently moved house.
The candlestick outlived the CBS
system in the end, possibly because

no-one could find a good reason for

scrapping such a manifestly successful
design. Candlesticks with dials became
commonplace, see Photo 2, and if they
were not as elegant as those without, they

made up for it by providing a more
efficient service.
Photo 1. CBS table telephone.

CBS Telephone
Systems
CBS telephones did not have dials,
since all calls were still routed through
the local manual exchange operator. The
early CBS systems were intended for
rural exchanges, and this restricted
facility was all that was available for many

years to some subscribers. And like the
colour choice of the early Ford cars, Post
Office subscribers could have any colour
as long as it was black, though subscribers to the National Telephone Company
could choose a nickel plated version.
The normal equipment consisted of a
Telephone No.4 and a Bell Set No.5, and
the standard CBS No.1 telephone installation is illustrated in Figure 1. The circuit
of the telephone itself is shown in Figure

2 as it would have appeared at the time
and redrawn with modern symbols. It
differed from earlier telephones chiefly

in its use of a lower impedance bell,
connected not across the A and B wires
but from the A wire to earth.
An earth connection on the A wire

meant 'clear', because the earth could
only be there when the telephone was
on -hook. To make a call, the subscriber

lifted the receiver earpiece from the
hookswitch and the subsequent loop
current was sensed at the exchange.
In -coming calls were signalled when the

exchange applied a large alternating
voltage between the A wire and earth,
causing the bell to ring. When the
subscriber lifted the earpiece, the hook switch was released, the ringing current
path was broken, and the circuit back to
Photo 2. Candlestick telephone, circa 1927.
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the exchange was completed via the A
and B wires.
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a)

b)
A -wire

Hookswitch

Telephone No. 4
Earpiece
Bell
Microphone
B
Hook -

switch

Matching transformer

("Induction coil")

II

Figure 1. A standard CBS No.1 telephone
installation.

Figure 2. Principle of the CBS No.1 telephone, shown in both contemporary and modern styles.

There were disadvantages to this
system. The bell would never ring if the A

and B wires were acccidentally reversed
anywhere along the route from the
exchange to the subscriber's premises (a
mistake it was all too easy to make). More

importantly, the reliability of the system
was governed to an uncomfortable
degree by the quality of the earth

resistance at the subscriber's premises.
Telephone engineers had to explain to
disbelieving subscribers that it was vital
to water their earth connections in dry
weather!

Photo 3 shows another early CB

telephone. This elegant instrument not
only incorporated its own bell, making a
separate bellset unnecessary, but also
provided an additional earpiece (for

people with two ears, perhaps). The

hookswitch design was less impressive,
relying as it did on a long leaf -spring
inside the handset cradle base which in
practice was temperamental and difficult
to keep in adjustment.
The simplicity and low cost of the
CBS No.1 system ensured its survival for

almost half a century, long after fully
automatic CB systems had come to be
taken for granted by most telephone
users. Its disadvantages centred mainly
around its use of an earth return path for
signalling,

and the CBS No.2 system

attempted to get round these by introduc-

ing a blocking capacitor to separate the
ac ringing path from the dc speech path.
Figure 3 illustrates the essential difference between the two systems. In CBS
No.2, ringing current flows through the
2/..ir

capacitor and the bell, whilst dc

current flows through the speech circuit.

It was necessary to increase the resistance of the bell, which is effectively in
parallel with the speech network, but this
was easily done by wiring the 500f I bell
coils

in series rather than in parallel.

Capacitors cost much less by 1940 than
they had done in 1900, so the economic
effect of the change was not excessive,
and CBS No.2 had the great merit of still
not requiring a large and costly central
battery.

Pay -Phones
Pay -phones for

public use were

available from an early date. In the 1880s
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Photo 3. CBS telephone No.26.
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a)
B

'''''

Speech

network
with
local
battery
Hookswitch

250R

b)
Speech

I2uF
1000R
0

network
with
local
battery

Hookswitch

Figure 3. CBS No.2 replaced CBS No.1 about
90 years ago.

there were about twelve thousand private
telephones in use, mainly by businesses,
and in 1884 the Postmaster General

authorised the telephone companies to
create public call offices. The early
pay -phones were installed in shops, post

offices and railway stations, but telephone kiosks arrived in the streets as
early as 1900. Some had coin -slots in the

door, others had an attendant to collect
the money, but whichever method was
used it was possible for anyone with 2d to

make a telephone call. Such permanent
additions to the street also changed its
appearance, sometimes to the dismay of
the local council. After a number of
unsuitable, grotesque or just plain ugly

call -boxes had been installed by the
various telephone companies, a design
competition resulted in Sir Giles Gilbert
Scott's classic red telephone box being
introduced in 1927.

Style and Applications
Although most people will be familiar with the old types of domestic

telephone many different designs were
produced for different applications.
House telephones and office intercoms
used internal wiring to call instruments in

another part of the building and were
therefore cheaper to use than telephones
connected to the public exchange. Railway companies used special telephones
which needed little maintainance and
could work cheaply over long distances.

For many years the railways' private
network was as large and complex as the

public network. Gasworks and mines
used special spark -proof telephones.

With greater use of the telephone,
style and fashion became more important. As well as the nickel -plated instrument already mentioned, other inducements were used to persuade the
subscriber. One Post Office telephone,

similar in style to the Type 26, used
September 1988
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Photo 4. Combined servants call bell and telephone.

stained and varnished wood where
possible and printed a woodgrain pattern

on the remainder of the metal case.
Another early telephone used small
cow -gongs instead of bells to summon
the subscriber. Some prosaic black
telephones were made more up-market
by the use of gold filigree transfers. If a
household had to have one of these newfangled instruments, then some effort was

made to allow it to be as discreet, or as
brash, as the subscriber wanted. In large
houses where bellpushes were used to
call the staff - see Photo 4 - it was
sometimes possible to use the existing

mile from the garage to the study.
Ownership of a telephone was
however still rare. The industrialisation

which followed the first World War
created a much greater demand, which
satisfied by the more reliable
mass-produced telephones to be discussed in the next article.
was

Acknowledgement: All telephone illustrations are reproduced by courtesy of
the archivist at The Telecom Technology
Showcase.

wiring to convert the system. 'Ringing for

Further reading: Old Telephones by

the cook' meant that it was possible to

Andrew Emmerson, published by Shire

talk to the cook in her kitchen, instead of

Publications Ltd., Cromwell House,
Church Street, Princes Risborough,
Aylesbury, Bucks HP17 9AJ. Cover prize

discussing menus in person, and the
subscriber could call for the car without
the need for the chauffeur to walk half a

£1.25.
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2 WAY 16 LITRE

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
by Dave Goodman

Introduction
Optimised cabinet designs can be
plethora of
electronics books and magazines available, and doubtless all have their relative
strengths and weaknesses according to
regularly found in the

latest theories and materials available! We

perceive sound in different ways
according to needs, age, personal taste,
surroundings and many other variable
all

factors which shape - or cloud - our

judgement of what sounds good or bad;
therefore, no claims of superiority and
geometrical excellence or latest technological marvels are made for this design
which is a small 2 way loudspeaker
cabinet measuring 25cm x 21cm x 41cm,
which is equally suitable for use in home
hi-fi and studio or stage monitoring
applications. The prototype frequency
response, shown in Figure 1, extends from

40Hz to 18kHz with power handling
capability up to 40 watts*. Just what the
design has to offer however, is:

A. Ease of construction due to using
simple chipboard panels for the box;
building the prototype took approximately 2 hours - including sawing and
gluing the wood!
B. Front baffle supplied drilled and

pre-cut to take loudspeakers and port
tube supplied in the kit.
C. Very high quality bass/mid range

driver with treated fibre glass cone
which produces a smooth, clearly

defined presence to the sound.
D. SOA tweeter, active horn loaded and
formerless ferro-fluid cooled, offering

good transient response and spatial
dispersion.
The cabinet dimensions were calculated from T/S data available for the driver

and previously published in the March/
May 1987 edition of Electronics.
Figures 2 and 3 show the manufactur-

ers response curves for the two speakers
both on axis and 30 degrees off axis. The
smooth bass response of the driver can be

seen from the gradual low frequency
roll -off between 100Hz and 20Hz in Figure
characteristic
2, whereas the slope

changes completely once the driver is
fitted into the cabinet as seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 3. HF tweeter response curve.

Cabinet Construction
Five panels are required for the
cabinet as they are not supplied in the kit.
The cheapest and possibly easiest mate-

rial to use is 15mm thick, High Density
Chipboard of the type used for flooring.

butt joints before gluing,

or marine

plywood can be used. Chipboard is very

cheap and can be veneered, painted or

have power saw facilities and will cut

wallpapered to taste quite easily.
When cutting panels, particular care

these panels very accurately for you.

Melamine and veneered chipboard is

should be taken to ensure straight and
square edges are formed. At the least,

suitable, if the laminate is removed from

large air gaps will appear along the joints,
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at worst - the finished cabinet will not fit
together properly. Most large wood yards

Please note that the dimensions
shown in Table are based on 15mm
thickness material. Any deviation from
this thickness will require an alteration to
1
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Cutting List
Material 15mm thick HD chipboard
(1)
410 x 180mm
1 panel
(2) & (3)
410 x 250mm
2 panels
(4) & (5)
250 x 210mm
2 panels

TOP

PANEL (4)

250

Material 2" x 1" (50mm x 25mm)

prepared
2 horizontals 138mm (6) & (7)
2 verticals 410mm (8) & (9)

210

Also required are:
18 csk chipboard screws 38mm
6 wire nails 30mm
White wood resin 'W' adhesive
Contact adhesive or glue gun

LHS

BACK

RHS

PANEL (2)

PANEL (1)

PANEL (3)

410

Table 1. Cutting list.

the 210mm width measurement on panels
(4) and (5) only, to allow for the change.
Figure 4 gives the panel layout.

Suggested Assembly

k.180

250

If reference is made to Figure 5 panel

BASE

assembly drawing, it can be seen that
panels (2) and (3) require three clearance
holes drilled along each of the long edges,
for the chipboard screws. Make the holes
approximately 7mm in from the edges and
courtterdrill them to take the screw heads.

PANEL (5)

one positioned centrally along each side
and 7mm in from the edge, and these too
should be counter drilled as before.

Dimensions in mm

Material. High density chip board 15mm thick.

Frame. 50 .25mm prepared

250

Note that the larger (68mm) of the two
small holes cut out of the front baffle is
positioned downward towards the base!

Top and base panels (5) and (6) also
require 4 clearance holes to be drilled,

250

(

1")

210

Figure 4. Panel cutting details.

Spread a liberal amount of resin
adhesive along the front inside edge of
panel (2) and offer it up to the left hand
edge of the baffle; insert three screws as
shown and tighten them up, ensuring both

panels are aligned precisely at the front
and ends. Repeat the same procedure as
before for the right hand panel (3) and
baffle.
Next, fit the back panel (1) temporari-

ly in place using screws only (no glue!)
and assemble top and base panels (4) &
(5). Apply adhesive to the top edge of
panels (2), (3) and baffle only, position

panel (4) and insert the four screws.
Tighten each screw and with a clean rag,

remove any excess glue that may have
squeezed out from the joints. Repeat the
procedure for base panel (5) as before.
Finally, remove all six back panel screws
and take out panel (1); you may have to

knock the back panel out by inserting a
hammer or block of wood through the
front speaker cut out and apply a hefty
wack!

Framework

Figure 5. Panel assembly.

back panel to be removable, or perhaps

you would not want to damage any
external finish on the side panels, then the

A simple framework comprising 4

screws can be inserted through the back

lengths of 2" x 1", or metric equivalent, is

panel and into the frame instead.
Figure 6 shows details of the
framework assembly and the inset drawing emphasises a 15mm recess to allow for

required for bracing the back panel (1).
Earlier assembly details suggested that

whereas the two horizontal brace (6) & (7)

lengths must allow for the particular
thickness of material in use. Prepared
timber can vary in size, but is usually
inch, hence the length of
21mm for
1

138mm being suggested in the cutting list!

six screws inserted through side panels

the thickness of the back panel. Both

Glue the framework in position and use
panel pins or wire nails to secure each
timber while the assembly dries out and

(2) & (3). If intending to cover the cabinet
after construction and also to allow for the

vertical braces (8) & (9) are cut to the same
length as the side panels (410mm),

re -check the accuracy of the 15mm recess
measurements.

the back panel could be held in place with
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Rear view of cabinet
showing the back panel
support frame.

Apply adhesive

to all 4 butt joints

Port Tube
A length of plastic tubing is supplied
with the kit as a resonator for tuning the

(4)

cabinet. This 'port', as it is known, relies on

the effect of Helmholtz resonance for

.1.

greater LF acoustic output and lower cut
off frequency than would be possible in a
(8)

(9)

Frame made from

50 x 25mm (2"x1")
wood.

(2)

(3)

Use wire nails
to hold the
frame while
glue dries.

Prepared size approx
44 x 21mm.

(7)

sealed box version. The tube is simply
inserted into the 68mm cut-out, which
should be a tight fit, and secured in place

with a suitable adhesive or glue -gun.
Apply the adhesive from the inside as
shown in Figure 7.

T

Speaker Baffle

(5)
Plastic tube mounted

flush with the front
face.

Apply adhesive to
all outside surfaces
and ends.

2

Glue tube into Baffle

port cut-out.

Allow 15mm recess
for fitting the back panel.

Base Panel

(5)

Figure 7. Port tube fitting.

Wadding
Use a sharp knife or scissors to cut out

five sections of acoustic wadding. Each
piece is glued onto the inside surface of
Figure 6. Back panel framework.

Specification
Fibre Glass Driver - YN25C
Chassis
173 x 173mm
Baffle

Fixing

145mm
124 x 124mm.

5mm clear
Flux Density
13000 Gauss
Frequency Response 35Hz to 5kHz
Power Handling
40 Watts *
NOM Impedance
8 Ohm
Sensitivity
911:1B (1W at 1m)
Coil Diameter
25mm

Free Air Resonance 40Hz
Moving Mass
0.0114kg
Mechanical Q
1.01
Electrical Q
0.22
Total Q
0.18 "*
Equivalent Air Load 30 Litres
*

Power specification to DIN 45573. For
further reading on this matter, see
Electronics, March to May 1988,
"Loudspeaker and Amplifier
Specifications".
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* Tests on the prototype have shown the
total Q to be double that specified i.e.
Total Q = 0.36. Although this figure
may appear insignificant, its relevance

in cabinet design is extremely
important and this 16 Litre design is
based on the revised figure.
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Specification
Miniature Dome Tweeter - FD94C
Chassis
74mm
Baffle

48mm
Fixing
3 x 4.2mm
Flux Density
10600 Gauss
Frequency Response 2500Hz to >25kHz
Power Handling
40W @ 5kHz *
NOM Impedance
8 Ohm
Sensitivity
91.3dB (1W at lm)
Coil Diameter
10.5mm

Free Air Resonance 2900Hz ± 400Hz

the top, base, side and back panels, but
NOT onto the front baffle! Ensure that the
piece glued onto the back panel does not
foul the framework with the panel in place

No.6 * 1/2"
self tapping

as this will prevent correct fitting. Also,
drill a small hole in the back panel at least
30mm in from one edge and which is just
large enough to allow the speaker
connecting cable to pass through.

screws

fluH.F.

tweeter

FD94C
aza

Speakers

IA

Before installing the speakers into the

cabinet, check that you can identify the
positive (+) terminals on both units. It is
important to wire speakers so that they
have the same phase relationship, espe-

Bass/mid Range
Driver
YN25C

cially when two or more are used in stereo

or quad applications. Here, the phase
relationship just requires each speaker
cone in the system to move in the same
direction. If one speaker cone were to
move inward while the other cone moved
outward, then frequency cancellation
takes place; this effect becomes prevalent
at low frequencies and results in loss of
bass. The tweeter + symbol is stamped
into the plastic body moulding and is easy
to spot, but the YN25 driver may only have
a red dot painted on the chassis, close to
the terminal block. If in doubt, connect a

1.5V battery to the speaker terminals so
that the cone moves. If the cone moves
inward to the speaker, reverse the battery
connections so that the cone now moves
outward and away from the speaker: the
terminal connected to battery positive is
now the speaker positive ( + ) and should
be marked for later reference.
Now solder a length of black wire
onto the tweeter negative terminal and a

length of red wire onto the tweeter

terminal. Place both wires
through the small baffle cut-out, into the
cabinet and out again through the driver
positive

hole. Insert the tweeter into the baffle from

the outside, as shown in Figure 8 and
secure in position with 3 x No 6 self
tapping screws. It will be found helpful if

small pilot holes are first made in the
baffle before fitting the screws.

Solder any one end of the

1pcF

bi-polarised capacitor to the driver
speaker positive terminal and the remaining end to the red tweeter wire, keeping
the capacitor wires as short as possible to
prevent them from shorting out. Solder the
remaining black tweeter wire to the driver
60

;71

(12.

4 a 4BA 11/2" Bolts,
nuts and shakeproof
washers.

ill

1'

luF - 50V
Bi - Polarised

Electrolytic
+ To
Amp

A

Baffle

Figure 8. Fitting speakers.

negative terminal. At this time,

is

each terminal and mount the block over

convenient to terminate the cable or wires

the wire -hole; otherwise squirt some glue
down the wire -hole to seal it off. Screw the

it

required for connection to the amplifier.

This may be done directly or via a

panel firmly in place to complete the

connector terminal as preferred. Whatev-

er method is adopted, remember to

cabinet as shown in Figure 9. The order in
which you carry out the various assemb-

identify the positive wire and solder it to
the driver +V. Also, connect the negative

lies is not important and the details are
offered as a guide. For instance, if

or return common to the driver -V

terminal as shown.
Mount the driver onto the baffle and
align the four bolt holes, insert 4 x 4BA 1.5"

bolts. Fit a shakeproof washer and nut
onto each bolt, from the inside, and tighten

each one accordingly. Placing a small
blob of glue over these nuts will help
prevent them from shaking loose in use
and is recommended. Take care that
adhesive is not spilt onto the speaker cone
whilst doing this.

Final Assembly

intending to veneer or decorate the
cabinet in some way, this should be done

before mounting the speakers -

for

obvious reasons!

Conclusion
A few points to remember are:

(1) Handle loudspeakers carefully and
protect them from contact with adhesive and damage from screwdrivers.

(2) Ensure polarity markings are found
correct before wiring.
(3) In the cabinet, fill any gap along joints
with a mixture of glue and sawdust to

Insert the connecting cable through

make air tight. Silicon rubber could

the hole in the back panel and fit the panel

also be used for this purpose, especial-

in place. If you are using a connector

ly around the back panel and wire -

terminal, solder the two speaker wires to

hole.
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(4) Do not subject the speakers to abuse
by continuously over running them.
Amplifiers rated 20 to 30 Watts RMS
are generally suitable for use with this

(5) In a cabinet of this size, low frequency

bass performance is very dependent
on the size of a room and the position
within the room, that is being used.

is dependent upon local furnishings and
listening positions within the room and is,

therefore, worthy of some consideration
to obtain the best possible performance.

Similarly, high frequency performance

system.

2W16L CABINET
PARTS LIST
Bass/Mid range Driver
Miniature Dome Tweeter
luF Reversolytic Capacitor
No.6 x 0.5in Slf-Tpr
4 BA x 1.5 inch Bolt
4 BA Nut

4 BA Shakeproof
Wire 3202 Red
Wire 3202 Black
Acoustic Wadding
Port Tube 60

(YN25C)
(FD94C)
(FB97F)
3
4
4

(BF67X)
(LR52G)
(BF17T)

4

(13F25C)

Im
Im

2W16L Baffle

(XR36P)
(XR32K)
(RY06G)
(YT03D)
(XJ69A)

Optional
Impact Adhesive
Rubber Sealer
Glue Gun
Glue Sticks
Lever Terminal 2 -way
HiFi Loudspeaker Cable

(FL43W)
(1791Y)
(YP71N)
(FS97F)
(BW72P)
(XR72P)

A complete kit, excluding Optional, is available:
Order As 11/159P (2W16L Cabinet Kit)
Price £24.95
The following items are also

available separately, but are not
shown in our 1988 catalogue:
2W16L Battle Order As XJ69A Price £2.95
Port Tube 60 Order As rr03D Price 48p

Figure 9. Final assembly.

CALLING ALL
HOME HOBBYISTS!
Would you like to appear in the pages
of 'Electronics - The Maplin Magazine'?
Now is your chance! If you are a
dedicated electronics enthusiast who
has built projects featured in the
pages of this magazine, then we would
like to meet you. Send brief details of
yourself to the Editor, together with a
list of projects you have constructed
and any other information you feel we
would find useful. You could then find
one of our reporters calling on you to
discuss your favourite hobby!

r

Write now to:
The Editor, Electronics, P.O. Box 3,
Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8LR.

0
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The LinCMOS Data

Book
Texas Instruments

The Bifet Design
Manual
Texas Instruments

The definitive book on the subject of
CD players and the technology that
goes with them. Essential reading for
audio engineers, students and hi-fi
enthusiasts, it covers all existing, and
proposed, sound transmission and
storage systems using digital
techniques, specifically Pulse Code
Modulation (PCM). DAT (Digital Audio
Tape) is also described. This clear and
easy to follow introduction has been
produced using all the resources and
expertise of the Sony Service Centre
(Europe). Contents include: principles
of Digital Signal Processing, sampling,
quantization, AD conversion, digital
magnetic recording, error correction,
the Compact Disc and encoding,
opto-electronics and more.
1988. 253 pages, 192 x 252mm,
illustrated hardback,

The high-speed silicon -gate HCMOS
logic family ('HC' in the
Semiconductors section of our
catalogue) offers a range of all the
functions of TTL and CMOS, but with
the high speed and low power
consumption of both. This has come
about as the result of improved
manufacturing processes, namely
reducing the gate size and its overlap
across the source and drain, resulting
in smaller capacitances and hence
faster switching speeds. This
comprehensive volume lists all types in
common use and offers a wealth of
information more than sufficient for the
systems designer. Information includes
parameter and function tables, pin outs, logic symbols and internal logic
diagrams, and tips on device
interfacing and applications for
designers.
1987. 943 pages, 210 x 148mm.
illustrated.

A design reference manual for a wide
range of analogue circuit and system
designs using the 'TL' series of
Bipolar-JFET op -amps, compiled from
a large number of individual
applications. The book covers
amplification, sampling, filter and
oscillator circuits as well as data on
individual devices and a section on
miscellaneous circuits.
Full circuit diagrams, design equations
and descriptions of each circuit's
operation are provided, together with,
in many cases, an explanation of how
the design equations have been
derived, so that circuit operation can be
understood more fully. Also these can
be used as a basis for modifications to
produce a design more compatible with
a particular application. The
applications circuits could be
duplicated using different op -amps,
provided that said differences are
taken into consideration in the reworked design equations. The book
assumes the reader is familiar with
circuit diagrams and general op -amp
terminology.
1985.96 pages, 210 x 148mm,
illustrated.

Order As WSOOA (Comp Disc Tech)
Price £20.00 NV

Book)

Order As WS01B (HCMOS Data
Price £12.50 NV

Order As WS02C (Bifet Design
Price £3.95 NV
Manual)

Digital Audio and
Compact Disc
Technology
by Luc Baert, Luc Theunissen and
Guido Vergult
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High Speed CMOS
Logic Data Book
Texas Instruments

Low power, low voltage, single supply
circuits with reduced operating
temperature and enhanced reliability
have enabled even more compact
micro -computers, digital clocks and
watches, calculators and the like,
thanks to CMOS logic technology. Just
recently the analogue side has been
able to take advantage of these
developments with the introduction of
LinCMOS, a true linear technology,
that overcame the problems of trying to
produce suitable gates for reliable,
linear operation. The first devices of
this type to appear were op -amps,
offering excellent stability with time,
temperature and voltage, with single
sided supply operation too! Now a
complete range of analogue devices
has grown up from these, and with the
introduction of advanced LinCMOS,
Large Scale Integration is possible
producing devices containing both
digital and analogue circuitry on the
one chip.
This data book is a compilation of all
the current LinCMOS data sheets,
which include parameters tables, pin outs, internal schematics and
applications examples. The devices
include operational amplifiers, voltage
comparators, timers, A D and D A
converters, analogue switches, and
switched capacitive filters.
1988. 584 pages, 210 x 148mm,
illustrated.

Order As WSO3D (LinCMOS Data
Price £9.00 NV
Book)
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TOLERANCE
DESIGN OF
CIRCUITS
ELECTRONIC
ROBERT SPE NCE_
RANDEEP SINC,R

sous

Key Techniques for
Circuit Design
G.C. LOveday
Anyone interested In electronics,
especially In an amatuer way, may
sooner or later either wish to or be
required to design and build a working
circuit or system of their own.
Unfortunately this can prove to be a
frustrating experience, as several
different skills are required, which may
on first aquaintance appear to be
unrelated. It is all too common to
possess either a sound grasp of the
theory but be lacking in the
practicalities, or to have a good
practical aptitude without some of the
theory. This book deals with the
problems of designing circuits and
systems from scratch, introducing the
important concepts of drawing up
target specifications, the sequence of
the design, selecting devices and using
equivalent circuits and "rules -of thumb". All circuits comprise buildingblock elements, none of which have to
be re -invented, only applied. As an aid
to the teaching style of this book
several design tasks are set with
solutions provided at the end. Some
basic understanding of electrical and
electronic theory is assumed. Subjects
include designing, testing, quality and
reliability, passive components,
inductors and transformers, selecting
transistors, FETs and ICs, and
equivalent circuits.
1988. 126 pages, 210 x 148mm,
illustrated.

There is a considerable variety of
transducers to choose from, but that
does not necessarily mean that
choosing one for a particular
application is straightforward. It is often
not simply a matter of opting for the
likeliest transducer that will be easily
interfaced to the measuring system quite often, in quoted specifications,
terms and procedures are stated which
may deter an engineer from using a
particular transducer when, in fact, it
may be best suited to the task required.
The problem may be that quite simply a
better understanding of all types of
transducer is needed before a
particular type can be finally chosen.
This book aims to provide that
information, covering transducer
principles, characteristics and
engineering considerations, going on
to describe transducer types for
thermal, solid displacement, fluid,
acoustic, optical and chemical
measurements.
1988. 163 pages, 215 x 137mm,
illustrated.

Tolerance design techniques are
playing an increasingly important role in
maximizing the manufacturing yield of
mass produced electronic circuits. This
book presents an account of design
and analysis methods used to
minimize the unwanted effects of
component tolerances.
Highlights of the book include: An
overview of the concepts of Tolerance
Analysis and Design; a detailed
discussion of the Statistical Exploration
Approach to tolerance design; an
engineering discussion of the Monte
Carlo statistical method and a
presentation of several successful
examples of the application of
tolerance design.
This book will be highly appropriate for
professional electronic designers,
computer aided design specialists,
electronic engineering undergraduates
and graduates taking courses in
Advanced Electronic Circuit Design.
215 pages, 192,nm x 240mm,
illustrated.

The power supply is a vital part of an
electronic system and its design needs
careful consideration if excessive
noise, poor stability, crosstalk and
other fault conditions are to be
avoided. This book deals with all
aspects of the design of DC regulated
power units, both linear and switched
mode types, and is aimed at assisting
anyone who wishes to carry out their
own design work.
The early chapters discuss
specifications, design methods, test
strategies and circuit operations. Later
chapters deal with transformer, rectifier
and filter design and the important area
of regulation. Several complete design
problems are described and reader
exercises, all with solutions, are
provided at the end of each chapter.
131 pages, 150mm x 210mm,
illustrated.

Order As WSO4E (Key Tech Cct
Design)
Price £6.95 NV

Order As WS05F (Sens & Trans)
Price £12.95 NV

Order As WS06G (Tol Design Ccfs)
Price £18.95 NV

Order As WS07H (Design DC PSUs)
Price £6.95 NV
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Sensors and
Transducers

Tolerance Design of
Electronic Circuits

by Keith Brindly

by Robert Spence and Randeep
Singh Soin

Designing DC Power
Supplies
by G. C. Loveday
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LASSIFIED

VARIOUS FOR SALE
Pye Bantam Transceiver WalkieTalkie. G.W.O. Re -chargeable battery.
Leather cased. £70. Tel: 021 - 426 4471.
Kenwood 8400 UHF FM Amateur Radio
Transceiver, 430/440MHz, Memories,
Scanning, Auto Repeater Shift, Mobile
Mounting, Base PSU, Antenna, Boxed,
£195 ono. (08864) 588 (Ansaphone).
Thorn EMI 400 Watt Mercury Vapour
Area Floodlight. Excellent complete.
£95. Tel: 021 - 426 4471.

T.V. Pattern Generator 'Labgear
Colourmatch' 625 Lines. £20. Stuttard, 1
St. Mary's Road, Liss. Tel: (0730) 892487.

100W Loudspeaker. Full range system.
Custom-built for Lead/Rhythm Guitar
but suitable for keyboards, disco, P.A.
411. Excellent condition. 31" x 20" x 12".
Offers? 0732 - 832737 evenings.

If you would like to place an
advertisement in this section, here's
your chance to tell Maplin's 300,000
customers what you want to buy or
sell, or tell them about your club's
activities -- absolutely free of
charge. We will publish as many
advertisements as we have space
for. To give a fair share of the
limited space, we will print 30
words free of charge. Thereafter
the charge is 10p per word. Please
note that only private individuals
will be permitted to advertise.
Commercial or trade advertising is

strictly prohibited in the Maplin
Magazine.
Please print all advertisements in
bold capital letters. Box numbers
are available at £1.50 each. Please
send replies to Box Numbers to the
address below. Please send your
advertisement with any payment
necessary to: Classifieds, Maplin
Mag., P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex
SS6 SLR.

0233 - 27285.

Retired Engineer has for disposal
Amplifiers, Tuners, Record Decks,
Modules, Components, etc. SAE please
to C.J. Gates, 97 Craven Road,
Newbury, Berks, RG14 5NL, for details.
Isolation Transformer 250/250V 500
VA. £20. Stepdown Transformer. Split

Ready -built and working. £30.00 ono.
Tel: 051 - 677 4079 after 6.00pm and

weekends.
Enthusiast, 70 years old clearing out. I
have 40 good moving coil
millianuneters etc., some Ex.W.D.
(1940's) and some new and modem.

£100. Tel: 0277 228224.

CM13 2QU.

Atari 8 -bit Software Disks:
Ghostbusters £3.50. Pole -position £3.25.

Lots back -issues electronics magazines for sale. Maplin, ETI, HRT, PW,
etc. Amstrad mags Amtix, CWA, ACU,
AA. SAE for list. Mr. Small, 8 Cherrytree
Road, Chinnor, Oxon, OX9 4QY.

Learnakit Oscilloscope and Manuals

Board 280mm x 216mm, double -sided
£1.50. Send cheques to M. Ffitch, 56 Hall
Green Lane, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex,
CM13 2QU.

Oscilloscope Farnell Model DTC12. 5
inch Tube. Size 12" x 11" x 63/4".

Bandwidth DC-12MHz. Dual Trace,
component testing facility. Leads

Truro, TR4 9DJ.

instructions, shoulder carrying case as

Tantiya 'Striker' one tenth Radio
Controlled Car. Scale speeds of
250mph. Good condition except
damaged chassis. Including Acoms
Techniplus Radio Control. (Excellent

new. List Price Or £450 + VAT, Sell at
£350. Tel: 01-651 5713.

condition.) £60-£65 ono. Many spares.
Tel: (0444) 459551.

Night Light Kit. When darkness falls,
circuit switches on a light automatically.
Any light can be used. Ideal burglar
deterrent. All electronics and case.

14" z 11.5", KEF T27, KEF B110, Bass
13" x 8", KEF 3 -way X'OVER, £50. Tel:
0222 628473.

Phone Nigel on Hertford (0992) 550588.

High Quality Copper Clad Circuit

Would accept £30 for the lot. Also 6
pairs of Ex.W.D. headphones, 1940's,
DLR5, very sensitive. Super for crystal
sets! Say £15 the lot. SAE for detailed
list please. Mr. King, Allet Cottage,

Pair Hi-Fi Loudspeaker Cabinets 29"

Telequipment Oscilloscope Service

for Course, assortment of Resistors,
Capacitors, Diodes, Transistors, Chips.
Bags of each. Fully -loaded Computer
Boards. Bargain at £200.00 the lot ono.
Contact Mal at Reading 68278 (evenings).

Project Book Two Maplin Alarm.

0925 825426.

commercial calculator for operation on
standard (AA) batteries without any
result. Please write to M. Ffitch. 56 Hall
Green Lane, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex,

£43. Metrix 210 Wobbulator (R.F.
Sweep Gen) £39. Tech TE-40 Audio
Millivoltmeter £24. Heathkit V-7AU
Valve Voltmeter £29. Intracept N7118
Colour -Bar Generator £39.00. Maplin
Speech Synthesiser £23. Tel: 0502 566026.

Lancing 755204.

Unfinished Project: Maplin 61 -note
Piano Parts. All IC's, PCB's and most
components. £40 for quick sale. Tel:

BBC Computer Games. Elite £8.50.
GAC Disk £18. Siege £1. Tennis £1.
Pascal Chips £60 ono +- much more.
Buy over 25 games + other software for

Cherrytree Road, Chinnor,
Oxfordshire, OX9 4QY.
Tech TE-20D R.F. Signal Generator

Frequency Counter. Negotiate
collection/delivery. Woking 04862 62671.
The Radio & Television Servicing
books. Models from 1980 back to the
50's. 25 books at £1 each for the lot. Tel:

adaptor £190. Tel: 01-886 4954.

Infra Red Remote Control Robot as
featured in Maplin Catalogue page 503.
Ready -built, tested and working. Very
good condition - hardly used. Only £25.

postage. D -31/R. D-43. D-52. S-43. S-51.
S-51B/E. Serviscope Minor. Mr. Small, 8

Carriage extra. Tel: 0424 213479.
Rohde & Schwarz SDR BN41022
Signal Generator 300/1000MHz,
Handbook, £75. Will consider
exchange with VHF (200MHz)

40 voices, 20 rhythms, chord/operation
memory, pitch bend, and many other
features. Hardly used, with mains

WANTED
Medium Format Camera outfit.

Manuals all at £5.00 each including

output. 0 -115V/0 -115V. Input 250V. 300
VA. £15. Transformer. 5" x 3,/z" x 4".
Input 240V. Output 334-0-334V. 6.4V
4.5A. 4V 2.6A. 2V 1.4A. 4V 7.5A. £5.

0732 832737 evenings.
Casio MT600 Keyboard MIDI IN/OUT,

For the next issue your
advertisement must be in our hands
by 3rd October 1988.

Resistors. Good selection from lOR to
1M. All 5% or less. Over 700 items in
total. £5 post free. Tel: Ashford, Kent

Matinee Organ with stool.Full working
order. Very good condition. Quick sale
required. Any serious offer accepted.

COMPUTERS
Tatung Einstein Colour 80K
Computer. 14" colour monitor, internal
disk drive, Brother M1009 printer,
Radio Shack four colour plotter,
spectrum emulator, + many disks.

DOS -3 £1.25. Cassettes: Smash Hits 5
£3.00. Atari ST User magazines. March
1986 to March 1987 £5. Tel: (0444)459551.

Amstrad CPC Maplin ROMboard
including Test ROM £30, AMX Mouse
and Stop -Press £45 each. Also CPC
software on disk, ROM and cassette
available. Tel: (0204) 593189.

MUSICAL FOR SALE
Casio MT -205 Electronic Keyboard. 10
months old complete with drum pads,
manual and box. Only £100. Tel: 0787
247554 (Sudbury, Suffolk).
MIDItations - easy listening music
performed/arranged by David Howard
on synthesisers and MIDI. Cassette at
£3.50 (inc. P&P) payable to David
Howard, 9 Cavendish Drive,
Leytonstone, London, E 11 1DN.
Casio PT -80 Keyboard 12 rhythms, 8
sounds, ROM pack memory function,
auto play. In original box with manual
and ROM pack. Any offers 01-789 9954.
One Pioneer PL -3F Stereo Turntable
'with ARCAM 77 series magnesium
body cartridge. Excellent condition
£110 ono. Tel: Newcastle, Staffs 680726.
Philips N4504 4 -track Tape Deck. 3
speeds, motors, heads, 5 tapes, service,
operating manuals. As new. £45,
carriage extra. Seon Smyth, "De Pones"
67 East Princes Street, Helensburgh,
G84 7DG. Tel: 0436 71181.

Music Centre Dynatron SRX 30B.
Record, Tape and Tuner. Wood
Cabinet. All offers considered. 0732
832737 evenings only.

Spectrum Synthesiser constructed
with aluminium case and oak end
cheeks. Needs Curtis chips and setting
up to complete. £75 ono. David Lamer,

(08864) 588 (Ansaphone).
HELP! I'm converting a small

Service Manual for GEC H.F. Receiver
Model RC411. Buy or loan for
photocopying. M. Levers, "Waverley",
Independent Hill, Alfreton, Derbyshire,
DE5 7DG.

Any information/books on interfacing
into the Spectrum + 2, especially
stepper motors and plotters. Needed
for GCSE Project. Tel: 0454 260428.

Maplin Keyboard only complete, with
instructions for ZX81. Must be in good
condition. Contact: John Squires, 44 St.
Marys Road, Wheatley, Doncaster, S.
Yorks, DN1 2NP. Tel: 0302 323650.

Mapsat Software - HELP! We need
program listings for Amstrad PC1512
and BBC B to demonstrate equipment in
schools. Tel: Kevin or Simon on 0769
53830 ext. 26 weekdays 9.30 to 4.30.
Valve Amplifier. Leak TL/50 Plus. Also
interested in Quad or Radford Valve
Amplifiers. Enthusiast enjoys collecting

and restoring. Does anyone have a
Williamson Valve Amplifier they wish
to sell? Or Williamson Transformers?
Contact: D.M. Craig, Tyneside 4886615.

MSX information. User groups,
cartridge/expansion port connections,
circuit diagrams for disk interface,
ROM/RAM cards etc. Mr. I. Moody, 9
Cannel Gardens, Darlington, Co.
Durham, DL3 8JD.

Detailed Circuit Diagram and Parts
List for a Hearing Loop for a Church.
Contact: G.E. Stammers, 10 Ashville
Terrace, Leeds, LS6 1LZ.
JVC - CD -4. 4 -Channel Demodulator for
4VR 5414 FM -AM 4 -Channel Receiver.
Sparrow. (0272) 420516 (day) or (0272)
41227 (evening).

Disassembler/Assembler software on
tape for Sinclair ZX81. Originally sold
by Bug -Byte, now unavailable. Contact:
J. Leech, 60 Broadwaters Road,
Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR33 91-1S. Tel: 0502
568106.

£300. Tel: Reading (0734) 860185.

Gt. Yarmouth 721879.

£7.95 inc. P&P. Cheques please to: S,
Lord, 6 Stubbing Brink, Hebden Bridge,

Tandy TRS 80 Colour Graphic Printer.
Type CGP 115, complete with power

Maplin Ten Channel Stereo Graphic
Equaliser, attractive slimline case £50.

W. Yorks, HX7 6LR.

unit. As new. £25. Tel: 021-426 4471.

Oscilloscope valved, needs attention

Offer on Sirius 1 + software, and
Commodore 1541 Disk Drive. Tel: 0732

Full size Equaliser case plus pots £10.
Hitachi Tape Deck, dolby, chrome,
fully -serviced £60. Tel: Haywards Heath

Pair of Walky Talldes wanted in
working order. Contact: Gary Fennal.
Hadyn House, Church Street,
Hanswell, Gainsborough, Lincs,

822959.

(0444) 892558.

DN21 5UN.

£5. Nova Computer, small for its age,
with manuals £8. Tel: 0689 55965.

MAPLIN'S TOP TWENTY KITS
THIS LAST
MONTH
1.

(1)

2.

(2)
(8)
(5)
(6)
(4)
(7)

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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(11)
(12)
(9)

(10)

(-I

DESCRIPTION OF KIT
11

a
11

Digital Watch
Live Wire Detector
Prox. Detector
150W Mosfet Amplifier
U 'Sonic Car Alarm
Partylite
Car Burglar Alarm
PWM Motor Driver

ORDER
CODE

PRICE

£2.00
£3.95
£8.95
£19.95
£17.95
£9.95
£7.95
£9.95
£11.95
£5.95
YQ43W £5.95
LK13P
£13.95
FS18U

LK63T
LM13P
LW51F
LK75S
LW93B
LW78K
LK54J
Ultrasonic Intruder Detector LW83E
LW36P
8W Amplifier

15W Amplifier
Logic Probe

KIT

DETAILS IN
PROJECT BOOK

Catalogue
14 IXA14Q)
20 (XA20W)
Best of E&MM
15 (XA15R)
Best of E&MM
4

(XAO4E)

Catalogue
Catalogue
8

(13)

16.

(17)
(14)
(16)

17
18.
19.

20.

0

(151
(181

(-)
(19)

a
a
a

27MHz Receiver
Car Digital Tacho
Noise Gate
50W Amplifier
27MHz Transmitter
VHS Video Alarm

Frequency Meter Adaptor
TDA7000 Radio Kit

£8.95
£19.95
£9.95
LW35Q £17.95
LK55K
£7.95
LM27E £11.95
LK2OW £7.95
LK32K
£12.95
LK56L
LK79L
LK43W

13 (XA13P)
Best of E&MM
Best of E&MM

Catalogue
13 (XA13P)
24 (XA24B)
9
9

(XAO9K)
(XAO9K)

(XAO4E)

12 (XA12N)
4

13.
14.
15.

(XAO8J)

Over 150 other kits also available. All kits supplied with instructions.
The descriptions above are necessarily short. Please ensure you know
exactly what the kit is and what it comprises before ordering, by checking the
appropriate Project Book mentioned in the list above- see inside back cover
for details.
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DID YOU MISS THESE ISSUES?
Project Book 1 Universal Timer. Programmable
mains controller. Combo -Amplifier. 120W MOSFET
power amp. Temperature Gauge. 10°C -100°C, LED
readout. Pass The Bombl Pass -The -Parcel with a
difference. Six easy -to -build Projects on Veroboard.
Car batt. monitor; Colour snap game; CMOS Logic
Probe; Peak Level meter; Games timer; Multi -colour
pendant.
Order As XAO1B (Maplin Project Book No. 1)
Price 85p NV.

Project Book 2 Digital Multi -Train Controller.
Controls up to 14 model trains. Home Security
System. Six independant channels. Digital MPG
Meter. With large LED display, a must for more
economical motoring.
Order As XAO2C (Maplin Project Book No. 2)
Price 85p NV.
Project Book 3 ZX81 Keyboard. 43 keys, plugs
directly into ZX81 with no soldering. Stereo 25W
MOSFET Amp. 25W r.m.s per channel; Disc, Tape,
Tuner & Aux. Radar Intruder detector. 20 metres
range, may be used with our security system. Remote
Control for Train Controller. Remote control by infrared, radio or wire.
Order As XAO3D (Maplin Project Book No. 3)
Price 85p NV.
Project Book 4 Telephone Exchange. Up to 32
extensions on 2 -wire lines. Remote Control for
Amplifier. Volume, balance and tone controlled via
infra -red link. Frequency Counter. 8 digit DFM, 10Hz 600MHz range. Ultrasonic Intruder Detector. Areas up
to 400 squarefeet can be covered.
Order As XAO4E (Maplin Project Book No. 4)
Price 85p NV.
Project Book 5 Modem. 300 baud transmission
speed over normal telephone lines. Inverter. 240V AC
60W from 12V car battery. ZX81 Sound Generator. 3
tone generators fully controlled from BASIC. Central
Heating Controller. Optimised performance with this
advanced system. External Horn Timer. Exterior
intruder alarm. Panic Button. Add on to our Home
Security System. Model Train Projects. Add on to our
Multi -Train Controller. Interfacing Micro processors.
How to use parallel I/O ports, with circuits.
Order As XAO5F (Maplin Project Book No. 5)
Price 85p NV.
Project Book 6 VIC20 & ZX81 Talkbacks. Speech
synthesis projects. Scratch Filter. Tunable active
circuit 'reclaims' scratched records. Bridging Module.
Converts two 75W MOSFET amps to one 400W full
bridge amplifier. Moisture Meter. Finds damp in walls
and floors. ZX81 TV Sound and Normal/Inverse
Video. TV sound and inverse video direct. Four Simple
Veroboard Projects. Portable Stereo Amp; Sine
Generator; Headphone Enhancer and Stylus Organ.
Order As XAO6G (Maplin Project Book No. 6)
Price 85p NV.
Project Book 7 CMOS Crystal Calibrator. For
amateur radio receiver calibration. DX'er's Audio
Processor. Improved sound from Comm-unications
Receivers. Enlarger Timer. An accurate timer for the
darkroom. Sweep Oscillator. Displays AF frequency
response on an oscilloscope screen. VIC20 and ZX81
Interfaces. RS232 compatable.
Order As XAO7H (Maplin Project Book No. 7)
Price 85p NV.
Project Book 8 Spectrum Modem/RS232 Interface.
2400 baud self contained operating system.
Synchime. Simulates bells, gongs and other chiming
sounds. Dragon 32 RS232/Modem Interface. Plugs
into ROM expansion port. Codelock. Programmable
electronic lock. CMOS Logic Probe. Digital display
shows logic states. Minilab Power Supply. Versatile
unit for the test bench. Dragon 321/0 Ports. Two 8 -bit
ports. Doorbell for The Deaf. Flashing lamp attracts
attention.
Order As XAO8J (Maplin Project Book No. 8)
Price 85p NV.
Project Book 9 Spectrum Keyboard. 47 full travel
keys. VIC Extendiboard. Three expansion ports, one
switchable. Oric Talkback. Speech synthesiser for the
Oric 1. TDA7000 FM Radio. Complete FM receiver on a
chip. ZX81 High Resolution Graphics. 256 x 192 fine
pixel display. Nine Projects! Personal Stereo Dynamic
Noise Limiter; Logic Pulser; TTL/RS232 Converter;
Pseudo Stereo AM Radio; and more.
Order As XAO9K (Maplin Project Book No. 9)
Price 85p NV.
Project Book 10 Spectrum Easyload. Helps cassette
loading with the Spectrum. 80m Receiver. Simple SSB
direct conversion receiver. Fluorescent Tube Driver.
8W 12V for camping and caravanning. Auto-Waa.
Automatic waa-waa effects unit. Digi-Tel Expansion.

Expands Maplin Telephone Exchange to 32
extensions. Oric 1 Modem Interface. Adapts the Oric 1
tothe Maplin Modem. Dragon 32 Extendiport. Makes
the Dragon's cartridge socket more accessible.
Order As XA1OL (Maplin Project Book No. 10)
Price 85p NV.

Project Book 11 Mapmix. Six channel audio mixer.
Xenon Tube Driver. Xenon flash tube module with
strobe. Enlarger Exposure Meter. Simple inexpensive
tool for the darkroom. 8 Channel Fluid Detector.
Check/control fluid level in up to 8 containers. Servo &
Driver Module. Servo mechanism with driver module
kit. Mk II Noise Reduction Unit. Improves signal/noise
ratio of tape recordings. Cautious Ni-Cad Charger.
Controlled charging of ni-cad cells. Motherboard for
The BBC Micro. Gives easy access to ports.
Order As XA11M (Maplin Project Book No. 11)
Price 85p NV.
Project Book 12 RTTY Unit. The TU1000 receives/
transmits Radio Teletype; connects to computer via
RS232. Computadrum. Use your computer as a drum
synthesiser. Light Pen. Draw onto the TV screen or
select menu options. PWM Motor Drive. Reversible
model motor driver for 6V and 12V.
Order As XA12N (Maplin Project Book No. 12)
Price 85p NV.
Project Book 13 Explosive Gas Alarm. Flammable
gas detector. Flash Meter. Get your exposure right
when using your flash gun. Musical Announcer. A
doorbell with a difference. Mains Controller. An addon for the 8 -Channel Fluid detector.
Order As XA13P (Maplin Project Book No. 13)
Price 85p NV.
Project Book 14 Live Wire Detector. Invaluable aid
for the handyman. Trundle. The line follower robot as
featured on Channel 4. 4 -Channel PWM Controller.
Digital control of motors and servos. Display Driver
Module. How to use our LED bargraph display ICs.
Control -A -Train. Full inertia control of model trains.
Spectrum I/O Controller. Buffered 2 -way 8 -bit data
bus and 8 control lines.
Order As XA14Q (Maplin Project Book No. 14)
Price 85p NV.
Project Book 15 Z80 CPU Module. Expandable CPU
based controller. Sharp MZ-80K Serial Interface. Get
into communications with this project. Ultrasonic Car
Alarm. Stop car thieves. Active Crossover. Includes
matched output power amplifiers. Guitar Equaliser.
Specifically for six string electric guitars. Fabulous
Five. A selection of interesting circuits.
Order As XA15R (Maplin Project Book No. 15)
Price 85p NV.

Project Book 16 Floodlight Controller. Both power
supply and mains switching unit for the Infra -red
Intruder Detector Kit. Spectrum Parallel/Serial
Interface. Provides 8 -bit I/P and 0/P parallel or serial
transfer with programmable UART. Mains Tx/Rx Data
Communications System. Sends or receives data via
the mains wi ring. 16 -Channel Logic IC Tester.
Simultaneously displays logic states for any logic IC of
up to 16 pin -outs on your oscilloscope.
Order As XA16S (Maplin Project Book No. 16)
Price 85p NV.
Project Book 17 Video Digitiser. Interface a TV
camera to your computer. Mixing It. A comprehensive
range of audio amplifier modules. Hobbyist's
Temperature Controller. General purpose electronic
mains power thermostat. ASCII Keyboard.
Professional computer keyboard with standard ASCII
output. Play Along Mixer. Play along to your favourite
records and tapes on your own instrument.
Order As XA17T (Maplin Project Book 17)
Price 85p NV.
Project Book 18 Weather Satellite Receiver. Display
regional weather systems on your TV or monitor.
Mixing It Part 2. Mono/stereo Hi-Z mic input, mixer
and line amplifiers; VU/headphone driver. Stepper
Motor Driver. How to build and start using the Stepper
Motor Kit featured in the Catalogue. Amstrad
Expansion System. The Maplin Amstrad External
ROM Card System for the CPC 464, CPC 664 and 6128.
Sealed Lead Acid Battery Charger. Special high

stability output with automatic trickle charge mode for
sealed lead acid batteries. Fantastic Five. Veroboard
projects comprising HF tremelo unit, crystal checker,
clap switch, low-Z ohmmeter, snooze timer.
Order As XA18U (Maplin Project Book 18)
Price 85p NV.

Electronics Issue 19 Active Aerial and Aerial Tuning
Unit. Get more from SW. Amstrad Expansion System.
6 x 8 -bit parallel I/O card and PSU. ADA Digital Echo.
RAM based low cost echo machine. Mixing It. Mixer
Modules' PSU.

Order As XA19V (Maplin Magazine Volume 5
Issue 19) Price 75p NV.

Project Book 20 Weather Satellite Decoder.
Displays output from Satellite Receiver on TV or
monitor. Infra Red Proximity Detector. Short range
heat or movement detector. Fibre -Optic Link. Sends
AF signals over up to 20m of fibre -optic cable. Low -Z
Microphone Pre -amp. For 200-6000 mics plus gain
adjustment.
Order As XA2OW (Maplin Project Book 20)
Price 85p NV.

Electronics Issue 21 6 Channel Burglar Alarm.
Develop a complete security system. Six Circuits.
Bass Fuzz, Voice -Over Unit, Noise Gate, Envelope
Tremolo, RTTY Decoder and Scratch & Rumble Filter
on veroboard. Notch Filter. AF processor for

communications receivers. 12V Public Address
System. 10W per channel from car battery. Tungsten
Lamp Controller. AC phase control for mains lamps.
Order As XA21X (Maplin Magazine Volume 6
Issue 21) Price 85p NV.

Electronics Issue 22 MIDI Interfacing Techniques.
Connect MIDI instruments to the VIC20 or CBM64. HiFi Speakers & Enclosures. Two high quality
loudspeaker cabinet designs. Keypad for Z80 CPU. At
last a keypad I/F & ROM for the Z80 CPU kit. 41/2 Digit
Counter. Versatile basic counter moduleto 41/2 digits.
Weather Satellite Down Converter Part 1. Aerial &
freq. converter for MAPSAT Receiver to tune into the
Meteosat satellite. Mini Circuits. Veroboard Audio
Level Tester, Sound Triggered Flash, In -Circuit
Resistance Meter, I/R Audio Isolator.
Order As XA22Y (Maplin Magazine Volume 6
Issue 22) Price 85p NV.

Electronics Issue 23 MAPSAT Frame Store #1.
Z8OB CPU controller. Servo Tester. Proportional servo
tester. Weather Satellite Down Converter Part 2.
Channel Switching Unit. Capacitance Tester. 5
ranges, 3 digit display. More Mini Circuits. Movement
alarm, Stepper Motor Driver, Pink Noise Generator,
Optical Port Data Link, 'Metal Pedal'.
Order As XA23A (Maplin Magazine Volume 6
Issue 23) Price 85p NV.

Electronics Issue 24 Nuclear Radiation Monitor.
Alpha, Beta, Gamma & X-ray gieger counter. VHF Pre Amp Module. MAPSAT VHF pre -amp. External Horn

Programmable Timer Update. Modifying the module
for use with other than the Maplin Home Security
System. MAPSAT Frame Store #2. The Video
Graphics Card. VHS Video Alarm. Battery powered
portable movement alarm built into a VHS Video
Cassette.
Order As XA24B (Maplin Magazine Volume 6
Issue 24) Price 85p NV.

Electronics Issue 25 Track side Rapid Charger.
Model radio control car ni-cad battery pack charger
using 12V car battery as power source. Slow Charger.
Mains powered trickle charger for model cars.
Temperature Module Expansion. Relay switch board
and serial to parallel converter add-ons. Disco
Partylite. High quality, 3 channel party lights. Mini
Metal Detector. Detects ferrous and some nonferrous metals such as iron wall board nails or brass
screws. Tester for Electrical Domestic Appliances.
Check the safety of any new appliance before you plug
it into the mains. Bob's Mini Circuits. A pulsed speed
controller, a train controller & an electronic lock.
Order As XA25C (Maplin Magazine Volume 7
Issue 25) Price 85p NV.

Electronics Issue 26 1kW High Power Mosfet
Amplifier. Superb amp primarily aimed at use in halls,
auditoriums, etc. Simple Melody Generator. Versatile
musical project with four tunes available. Multi -Tune
Generator. Built around the UM3411A giving 16 tunes
etc. Siren Sound Generator. Gives 4 different types of
siren noises. Programmable Metronome. Useful
musicians aid.
Order As XA26D (Maplin Magazine Volume 7
Issue 26) Price 85p NV.

Electronics Issue 27 TDA 7000 FM Radio MkII.
Complete radio kit including case. 3 -Way
Loudspeaker System. 20 litre passive radiator cabinet
design. Watt Watcher. Check to see if you are
overdriving your speakers. Morse Code Practice
Oscillator. Learn Morse Code the practical way with
this excellent project. Noise Generator. Make as much
noise as you want with this useful piece of test gear.
Bob's Mini Circuits. Stereo Barg raph, Stereo VU
Meter, Simple Fibre -optic link, Serial -Parallel
converter and a Games Timer.
Order As XA27E (Maplin Magazine Volume 7
Issue 27) Price 85p NV.

Maplin

SINGLE-ACTION
WIRE -STRIPPERS
Extremely quick and
easy to use. Just place 11L,
wire in jaws and
squeeze handles. Wire
is neatly stripped in
one simple action.
Also includes tension
adjustment and cutter.

SUPPLY THE
TOOLS!
SO YOU CAN
FINISH THE
JOB WITH
EASE!

NEW LOW PRICE

YOU CAN'T
BUY CHEAPER

SALES 0702 554161

HELPING HANDS

SOLDER bYAIDEPTO.

Remarkably low price on this most useful
piece of equipment. Two fully adjustable
crocodile clips hold pcb's etc. firmly and glass magnifier allows close inspection.

-or

INCREDIBLE LOW -PRICE
TRIAL OFFER TO LAUNCH
OUR NEW BRAND
1/2kg reel

HOBBY VICE
Lever operated suction grip base holds
tightly to smooth non -porous surfaces. Ideal
for holding small components and
assemblies. Metal faced jaws 37 x I 1mm,
open to 35mm. Base 60 x 60mm. Height 68mm.

-47,14(11:040tir"

95

UNBELIEVABLE
PRICE
ONLY

YP38R

Top quality standard flux -cored solder
designed for -hand and machine soldering of
electronic components. Manufactured to
BS219 Grade KP, BS441 Grade 2 and BS5625
Class 5a. The solder is a 60% tin, 40% lead
alloy containing a non -corrosive flux. Solder
starts to melt at 183°C and is fully molten at

188°C. Available on lag reels in 0.7mm dia.
(22 swg) and 1.2mm dia. (18 swg). Perfect
for use with all hand soldering irons
including Antex, Weller etc.

18 swg

89

UNBEATABLE TRIAL OFFER

1192A

PRICE ON ADEPT° FINE
QUALITY SOLDERS.

( = £5.99 + VAT)

PER REEL

1/2kg reel
ONLY

or in boxes of
20 reels (10kg)

or in boxes of
20 reels (10kg)

99

£

99 I

22 swg

FYTOM

= £4.34 + VAT)

(= £6.95+ VAT)

( = £4.99+ VAT)

PER REEL

PER REEL
(SC21X price £114.80).

PER REEL
(SC2OW price £99.80).

DESOLDER
PUMP

"The finest soldering irons in the world." - Maplin recommend Antex.
Precision soldering irons that are a pleasure to use. Low leakage currents, ceramic
element, shatterproof handle. It all adds up to the number one soldering equipment for the
hobbyist. Use CS type for very
17W TYPE CS
fine work, XS for general use.
SOLDERING

IRON STAND
Suitable for most
soldering irons.

SUPER
LOW

PRICE

SOLDERING IRON KITS

Powerful pump
action and
plunger
guard.

INCREDIBLE
LOW PRICE
NOW
ONLY

FR26D

ffhlaplin

CS or XS Iron complete with stand, solder
and 'How To Solder' booklet.

ELECTRONICS

P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6
MANY
MORE
PRODUCTS
INSIDE!
CS KIT

95

£

FY68Y

Pick up a

copy of our

L PRICES
CLIME VAT
ADD 50p'

£

15
FY69A

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

giant 512 page

catalogue from

WH SMITH
or just El 60

WARDS POSTA

ORDER BELO
£5 PLEASE
ADD 50p

Shops at:

-

Sutton New Roaa, Erdington, Birmingham

302

Gloucester Road, Bristol.° 159-161 King Street. Hammersmith,
London

8 Oxford Road, Manchester.

46-48 Beyols Valley

Road. Southampton. 0282-284 London Road. Southend-on,Sea.

